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......
PREFACE~

The Navy Department, Bureau of Ships, has the allocation from the Research and
Development Board of the Department of Defense, to' provide coordination effort in
the area of Acoustics-in;..Air Research and Development within the Department of De
fense. As part of-this coordination effort, four symposiums have been held before
the present one, covering a diversity of subjects in this field, with suitable se
curityclassification, and with participation by Department of Defense personnel
only. '

The Magnetic Recording Symposium, the fifth symposium to date, differs from
the otn~r four in two major respects. The subject matter has been confined to one
major area,;magnetic recording, and the majority of papers have been presented on
an unclassified basis with participation and attendance by industry and technical
organization representatives as well as by Department of Defense personnel. This
plan has resulted in the presentation of 18 papers on an unclassified basis with
attendance by industry (160 persons, representing 65 organizations), as well as
Department of Defense personnel (90 persons, representing 45 organizations).

Welcoming remarks by Chief, Bureau of Ships, Rear Admiral W.D. Leggett, Jr.,
and by Captain A. B. Jones, 'former head of Code 565, emphasized th~ following rea
sons and purposes of the symposium:

a~ Exchange between industry and government groups of up-to-date information
in research and,development area.

b. Free expression of the position of various technical societies, industry,
government groups, and'individuals on pre-emphasis and post-equalization

, systems for recording and playback of magnetic sound.' This is intended as
an aid to various standardizing groups, and to preparation of government
specifications for procurement of magnetic recording equipment, and in
which definite specifications must be set forth for required pre-emphasis,
post-equalization, and measuring methods.

c. To acquaint industry with the reasons behind some of the more stringent
and unusual requirements in militarized recording equipment.

d. As a means of acquainting industry and Department of Defense personnel in
this field.

Both Admiral Leggett and Captain Jones emphasized the desire for an infor
mality and comradeship among personnel at this meeting to facilitate the free ex
change of technical data in this very active field of research and development.
This is also the reason ~hy discussions have been summarized at the en~ of each
paper.

The Bureau o~ Ships wishes to acknowledge its indebtedness to the session
chairmen, to the authors of the various papers, and to the persons and organiza
tions listed below who have helped greatly in obtaining papers and planning the
symposium:

Acoustical Society of America (who have helped regularly on Department of
Defense Symposiums on Acoustics-in-Air).

Audio Engineering Society (Sponsor of Paper No. 15).

i
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Institute of Radio Engineers (Sponsor of Papers No.6, No. S, No. 11, and No.
17. Washington representative on papers coJllllli.ttee--Mr. Henry P. Meisinger,
U. S. Recording Company).

National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters (Sponsor of Papers
No. 13 and No. lS. Washington representative on papers coJllllli.ttee--Mr. A. Prose
Walker, Manager of Engineering for NARTB).

Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (Sponsor of Papers No. 7
and No. 12. Washington representative on papers committee--Mr. Joseph E.
Aiken, Naval Photographic Center.)

Dr. Semi J. Begun, Vice-President of Clevite-Brush Development Company (for
his original proposal and enthusiastic support of the Magnetic R~cording Sym
posium. )

Sufficient copies of the present proceedings have been prepared to issue them
to government and industry groups who are actively engaged in research and develop
ment, manufacturing, or direct application of magnetic recording techniques to De
partment of Defense problems and applications. Inquiries for copies, with some in-

C
-..f.ormation on the Ifneed to knowlf, should be directed to: Department of the Navy,
. Bureau of Ships, Code 362, Washington 25, D.C.

\
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Department of D~fens~ SYmPosi~ on Magnetid Recording

Paper 1

FERRITE GORE HEADS FOR MAGNETIC RECORDING

R. J. Youngquist and W. W. Wetzel
"- /\.

Minnesota Mining &Manufacturing Co.
900 Fauquier Avenue
St. Paul 6, Minnesota

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: Preliminary qualitative experiments indicate that ferrite has con
siderably greater resistance than mu-metal to the abrasive action of magnetic tape,
This may be expected to follow from the relative hardnesses of the materials. It is
shown that, through proper design, ferrite core recording heads can be made which
are the equivalent in output and frequency response to the mu-metal heads currently
in use in the motion picture industry. I
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Introduction

It is common knowledge that magnetic recording and reproducing heads eventu
ally fail through wear and must be replaced 'after varying periods of operation.

The useful life of a given head is obviously a function of its design and the
conditions under which it is operated. For instance, one parameter of head design
which affects its ultimate life is the depth of permeable metal ~t the gap. A ten
mil depth will be abraded to gap destruction somewhat more than twice as quickly
as a twenty mil depth. High pressure between the magnetic film track and the head
promotes abrasion. Fresh magnetic film has been reported to be more highly effec
tive in producing head wear than film which has been used repeatedly. Wear should
also be expected to increase in approximate proportion to the film speed.

Head wear has seldom been reported as a serious problem affecting the opera
tion of magnetic recorders. In the motion picture industry where original takes
and dUbbing of magnetic sound to optical track have up to now constituted the
major use, this wear has been taken for granted. Skilled technicians are employed
,jn the industry as equipment operators. Head wear is readily detected by them and
they are competent to make replacements.

Head Life

In the standard operation of 35mm. film, relatively wide magnetic heads and
tracks have been employed. It is customaIJ' to use heads approximately 200 mils
wide in such operations. Between three 1 and five million feet of 35mm. film must
usually pass over such a head before replacement becomes necessary. Thi-smeans the
head life is something between 500 and 1000 hours. For narrower tracks of 100 mil
width on 16mm. film, the head life appears to be comparable2 possibly because the
tape pressures are made equal to those of 35mm. practice. Del Valle "and Farber
show approximately 750 hours for the estimated half life of a head under 16mm.
operating conditions. This agrees reasonably well with the reported head life for
35mm. operation when a correction is applied for the differences in film speed.

It should be noted that controlled experiments on head wear are not attractive
to perform since the times involved in producing observable wear are rather
extended. In a normal 40 hour per week laboratory regime from three to six months
testing will be required to run a head to the point of destruction. In lieu of
results from many controlled experiments, it is necessary to depend upon the
experience of the industry which appears to set a figure of about 750 + 250 hours
for the life of a mu-metal head when subjected to a film speed of 90 feet per
minute.

While such head life does not impose a limitation on the operation of magnetic
recorders in studios, it promises to be somewhat of a costly nuisance in release
theaters where magnetic track is used for stereophonic sound. The presently avail
able figures of a 750 hour average life indicates the need for replacement of one
of the two heads in a projection booth each nine weeks of operation.

1 Kurt Singer and Michael Rettinger, "Correction of Frequency Response Varia
tions Caused by Magnetic Head Wear," Jour. SMPTE 61:1-7 July 1953.

2 G. A. del Valle and L. W. Ferber, "Notes on Wear of Magnetic Heads," Jour.
SMPTE 60:501-506 April 1953. -----
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Abrasive Action of Tapes

The iron. oxide commonly used as the magnetically active ingredient in tape
end film coatings is a mild abrasive. It is closely related to the material known
as crocus (alpha Fe203) which is used as the final abrasive for glass polishing.
Crocus cloth, coated with these same particles of iron oxide, is an article of
co~rce used for polishing metal.

The magnetic form of red iron oxide (gamma Fe203) has approximately the same
hardness and abrasive action as crocus. On tapes and films, coatings of this oxide
act as abrasive or polishing agents which slowly wear through surfaces they con
tact. The rate of wear of the surface contacted is connected With the relative
"hardness" of the surface ana the abrasive. Mineralogists use a practical rating
called the "Moh" scale of hardness for classifying minerals. One mineral is harder
than another under test if it scratches or abrades the test specimen. The Moh
scale rates minerals from 1 to 10 in order of increasing hardness. On this scale
gamma Fe203 is rated3 as having a hardness of 5. A typical head core formed of
mu-metal was tested and found to have a hardness of only 3.5 or, in plain words,
it could be abraded by the iron oxides in magnetic film.

Two possible approaches leading to the reduction of head wear exist. The first
is to produce a film coating formed of magnetically active material softer than
the present heads. The second solution is to obtain magnetic core materials which
are harder than the oxide. In order that the approach be practical it must sacri
fice little or none of the superior magnetic qualities of the gamma ferric oxide
now commonly employed. Similarly it would be impractical to adopt abrasion re
sistant head cores which unduly sacrifice either the excellent frequency response
or output of the mu-metal heads.

Our laboratory maintains a project devoted to the evaluation of magnetic
powders in a continuing search for materials which might prove superior to gamma
ferric oxide as a magnetic recording medium. No soft, adequate substitute for iron
oxide has yet been found.

On the other hand, a whole class of hard magnetic core materials called
ferrites exists. Many of the ferrites are commonly used as relatively high per
meability transformer cores for high frequency applications. Some early experi
ments~ showed certain ferrites could replace laminated mu-metal cores for magnetic
head construction. Heads made from these ferrites had adequate magnetic permeabil
ity and excellent wear resistance. They were inferior to mu-metal heads only in
their high frequency response. This deficiency was correctly attributed to a lack
of well defined gap edges. This defect has now been overcome as will be seen later.

From the present state of our knowledge it becomes apparent that any im
mediate solution of the head wear problem must come from the construction of
harder heads rather than the production of softer tapes. While it is true that
lubricants incorporated in a tape tend to reduce head wear, lubrication is
effective by only a factor of two, not ten or one hundred.

Abrasion Resistance of Ferrites

Unfortunately no controlled experiments on the resistance to abrasion of
ferrite heads by magnetic film have been made. Only qualitative comparisons exist
between the wear resistance of mu-metal and ferrite under the action of 1/4" tape.

3 J. D. Dana, "System of Mineralogy," Vol. I, p. 718, 7th Ed. J. Wiley and Sons.
4 Robert Herr,. "Mixed Ferrites for Recording Heads," Electronics 24: 124-125,

April 1951.
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Ferroxcube No. 101 core forms 5 were used throughout.ourexperiments. This is
a compact, fine-grained ferrite having an initial permeability of 1200, a rem
anent magnetization of 1100 gauss and a coercivity of 0.18 oersteds. Its hard
ness has been found to be 6.5.

In one abrasion test a toroid of· this material 1/2" in diameter and 1/4"
thick was weighed. It was then placed in contact with a'4 foot loop of 1/4" record.;.
ing tape in such a fashion that the tape had a wrap of about 280 about tne outer
surface of the toroid. The tape tension was 25 grams and its linear speed 24" per
second. The loop was replaced with fresh tape twice a day.

After 2000 hours of abrasion under these conditions the weight loss of the
toroid was found to be 0.4 milligrams which was approximately the probable error
of the weighing. The visible change of the surface of the toroid was a slight
polishing of the high areas which contacted the tape. It is our experience that
under similar conditions a piece of mu- metal would have shown perceptible wear.

A second qualitative experiment involved about fifty ring type ferrite heads
with gaps which were run in contact with essentially fresh tape for a period of
2000 hours at a speed of 18" per second. The wear was inperceptible. Under the
same conditions, we should expect loss of 10 mils or more in gap depth of a mu
metal head.

Controlled experiments on the comparative wear of mu-metal and ferrite are
being started and some reasonably reliable quantitative comparisons may be expected
in the fall of 1954. However, our present qualitative tests indicate ferrites to
be many times more resistant to tape wear than mu-metal.

An Experimental Head

Certain questions and misunderstandings have arisen concerning ferrite core
heads. Perhaps the most prevalent idea concerns the inability to produce sharp,
well defined gap edges. This idea probably arose from the first publication4 in
which a failure to produce sharp gaps was reported. Other questions concern: (1)
the effects of the relatively low initial permeability of ferrite compared with
mu-metal; and (2) the comparison of output at equivalerit inductance.

In order to answer such questions, an experimental ferrite head was con
structed which simulated a well known brand of motioll picture head. The head
width in each case was 0.200 inches. The mu-metal head had a physical gap width
of 0.6 mils while that for the ferrite head was 0.5 mils. In each case the in
ductance was approximately 3 mho

Figure 1 shows constant current frequency response curves obtained for these
heads~ The tape speed employed was 7.5" per second. In each case the bias and
recording currents were adjusted for optimum output at one percent distortion at
low audio frequencies and the results were obtained using the head under test for
both recording and reproduction. At low frequencies the output of each head is
identical. Peak output for the ferrite is 1 db lower than that of the mu-metal
head but at 10 kc the output of the ferrite head is 2.5 db higher. This latter
observation is to be expected as the consequence of a slightly smaller physical
gap in the ferrite head.

Since these tests show essentially equivalent output and frequency response
it is reasonable to conclude that: (a) in spite of the low permeability, it is
possible through design to obtain both output and impedance values for ferrite
cores which are essentially equal to the values for mu-metal cores heads; and (b)

5 Manufactured by Ferroxcube Corporation, Saugerties, New York.
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half mil gaps in ferrite may be formed sufficiently accurately to approximate the
high frequency response of comparablemu-metal heads.

Conclusion

It appears on the basis of incomplete scientific evidence that we are justified
in hoping that the new core material offers a large increase in head life without
sacrificing quality of the reproduced sound.

1-5
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DISCUSSbON SUMMARY

Dr. Wetzel advised Mr. Plice of Industrial Research Products that the same
head was used for both recording and reproducing. The data for curves was taken
with the same head used for both recording and reproducing. Mr. Plice also asked
for data on the reversible permeability of the head materials. Dr. Wetzel advised
that initial permeability of the materials was approximately 400 (which was compar
ability to reversible permeability). Dr. Rubens of ERA Division, Remington-Rand,
Incorporated, added the comment that the Ferroxcube No. 3 type of ferrite and
Ferramic H varies in initial permeability with samples measuring as high as 1500.

Dr. Wetzel replied to Dr. Begun of Clevite-Brush that Minnesota Mining had
developed one ferrite head with a gap length of 1/4 mil (.00025 inch) instead of
the normal 1/2 mil gap. Its high frequency response was, of course, better than
the heads with 1/2 mil gap, but the output signal was much lower. Mr. Bauer of
Shure Brothers asked if thinner laminations had been tried to reduce eddy current
losses. Dr. Wetzel replied that laminates as thin as .014 inch had been used.
There is a practical limit on thinness of laminates. Also, thinner laminates do
not rednce hysteresis loss which is the major one in ferrites. In addition, the
ratio of laminate thickness to insulation (spacer between laminates) thickness
goes down rapidly.

In reply to Mr. Nordyke of IBM, Dr. Wetzel gave + 1-1/2 db. as the degree of
response conformance between heads as now being prodUCed on an experimental basis.

Mr. Schwartz of Devenco asked for information 'about relative response at
frequencies higher than 100 kc. Dr. Wetzel said that response of ferrite heads
does not depend on frequency, particularly, even up to one megacycle. For instance,
figure 1, showing response at 7-1/2 inches per second, would also apply at 15
inches per second if the frequency scale is doubled.

Mr. Brauer of Bell and Howell was advised that ferrite heads could be made
small and in different shapes, that the problem of firing (sintering) could be
controlled to end up with the proper shape. However, ferrites are brittle and
thin sections are harder to handle and maintain. Minnesota Mining has produced
heads only .025 inch thick.

1-7
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 2

A VACUUM TUBE FOR AN ELECTRON BEAM MAGNETIC
REPRODUCING HEAD

Dr. L. E. Loveridge

"Research Department
National Union Radio Corporation

14 October 1953

ABSTRACT: The poor iow-frequency response of the conventional magnetic re
producing head has been overcome by the use of a special vacuum tube which, when
used with a suitable magnetic core structure, responds with uniform sensitivity
down to the d-c level. The operation of the tube depends upon the magnetic de
flection of the beam between two collectors. The high frequency response is
limited by the usual factors such as: gap width, magnetic core losses, and out-

_put capacity. The signal output is considerably greater than the output of the
conventional head.

2 -1
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Introduction
• <

The purpose of this paper is to describe a special vacuum tube used-in a new
type of reproducing head for magnetic tape. l The head, or pickup, consists of the
tube and the associated core structure. Details of the tube, which was developed by
the National Union Radio Corporation, will be discussed in this paper. The tube
differs somewhat from an earlier type previously deseribed. 2 The core structure,
which was developed by Stromberg-Carlson Company, will be discussed in Paper No.3.

(Figure 1) Functional Schematic of Final Tube Model

Figure 1 shows the principle of operation of the new tube. It is seen that a
miniature electron gun, similar to that used in a cathode-ray tube, forms a beam
that passes between the two pole pieces. When there is no flux between these faces
the. beam passes through undeflected to the two plates, or collectors. When the po
sition of-the beam is adjusted correctly by a suitable voltage across the electro
static deflection plates, the beam equally divides between the two plates. Under
these conditions the voltage between the two plates, due to the current flowing
through suitable load resistors connected to these plates, is zero. The beam path
is shown by the dotted lines along the axis of the tube. The repeller, held at
cathode potential causes the beam to divide as sho.m.

A signal in the tape will cause a flux to appear between the pole-piece faces.
(Perpendicuiar to Figure 1). This flux produces a deflection of ·the beam (in the
plane of Figure 1), with a reSUlting inequality of beam currents to the two col
lectors. This changing current flowing through suitable load resistors produces an
output signal.

(Figure 2) A Comparison of a Conventional Head With The New Pickup Head

Figure 2 shows a sectional view at A of the new type head, along with a simi-'
lar view at B of a conventional head. The actual shape of the pole pieces and the
core, as shown later is somewhat different than that used in the early model shown
here.

In the conventional head the output voltage is, of course, proportional to the
rate-of-change of flux threading the coil, while in the new design the output volt
age is proportional to the flux density in the beam gap. It thus follows that the
tube, and also the complete head when used with perpendicular recording and a suit
able core, will respond down to the d-c level.

It can be seen that the new head design requires a much larger backgap than
does the conventional head. This gap consists of the gaps at the glass bulb and at
the position of the electron beam. The former gap could be eliminated but was not
thought necessary for the present design. In spite of the large reluctance of the
backgap the output voltage, as will be shown later, is much.greater than that ob
tainable with the conventional head.

(Figure 3) Type R22ll Tube

Figure 3 shows a complete tube. This is a standard size miniature tube using
a T-5 1/2 bulb and a seven-pin miniature stem. The maximum bulb length is 2-3/8

1 The Development was sponsored by the Bureau of Ships, Contract Nos. NObsr
52421 and NObsr-57452.

2 A. M. Skellett, L. E. Loveridge, J. W. Gratian, "Electron-Beam Magnetic .
Reproducing Head," Electronics, October 1953.
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inches. With the exception of the pole pieces, cathode, and stem leads, all metal
parts of the tubes are made on nonmagnetic material. The shape of the tube elements
can be seen fairly well, but a better view of some of the elements can be seen in
figtire4~,

(Figure 4) Cut-Away View of Tube

The tube parts can be recognized most readily by recalling the arrangement in
figure 1. Starting from the left end of the tube we have: the cathode, the several
elements of the electron gun, the two pole pieces, the electrostatic deflection
plates, the collectors, and finally the support mica. Note that the cathode is
mounted perpendicular to the axis of the tube in order to save tube length.

(Figure 5) Method of Mounting the Tube for Test

'l'he cover of the· shield is removed to show the tube and yoke. Below the tube
mount are conventional erase, record, and pickup heads.

Most of the tests at National Union were made with the yoke shown, rather than
with the complete head and tape. Tests using the tape were done at Stromberg-Carl
son and will be described in Paper No.3. The advantage of using the yoke is that
tests give the characteristics of the tube, after correction for losses in the
yo~e, independent of the characteristics of tape magnetization.

\The yoke consists of a· mu-metal core wound with two coils. A signal generator
was connected to one coil and a small battery to center the beam was connected to
the other coil. This method of beam centering is no longer required with the later
model tubes using internal electrostatic deflection plates.

The magnitUde of the current through the yoke from the signal generator was
adjusted to give an output signal comparable to that obtained when using tape.
This output voltage varied from about 0.3 to 1.0 volt depending upon the type of
head used.

The noise output voltage under these conditions, when using d-c on the heater,
was about one millivolt and was primarily due to the 60-cycle ambient magnetic
field penetrating the shield and deflecting the electron beam. More elaborate
shielding would have reduced this hum. This residual hum has, so far, prevented
measuring the actual tube noise. An additional noise component is introduced when
a-c is used on the heater. Shielding has no affect on this component. The signal
to-noise ratio when used with tape is given in Paper No.3.

(Figure 6) A Typical Schematic for Magnetic Pickup Tube

Figure 6 shows a typical circuit and operating voltages that can be used with
the pickup tube shown at the left. This is one form of a difference amplifier and
has the desirable features of: (1) a very low gain for signals that are in phase
at the two inputs, and (2) changing the push-pull tube output to a single-encied
output.

The microammeter is used in adjusting for equal currents through the 100 K
load resistors. The effect of using other load resistors will be discussed later
in connection with another figure. The circuit shown can be changed into a d-c
amplifier, but this will require a higher voltage than the 300 V supply used in the
condenser-coupled circuit.
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(Figure 7) Output Linearity of Pickup Tube

Figure 7 shows the output voltage as a function of the beam-gap flux density.
Note that the curve is quite linear for outputs up to about 10 volts corresponding
to flux densities of about 0.7 gauss. This is much greater than output of any con
ventional head, hence operation in the linear region is assured. Although this
curve was taken for the collectors at 400 volts, more recent tubes show essentially
the same characteristics when operated at 300 volts. Higher load resistors will
increase the output voltage but not appreciably change the dynamic range with re
spect to flux densities.

(Figure 8) Relative Response Curve of Pickup Tube and Yoke

Figure 8 shows the frequency response of the tube and yoke together. Curve A
shows the relative output when used with constant current in the test yoke (see
figure 5) previousl"y mentioned. The test was made in such a way as to eliminate
the effect of the amplifier input capacity. Essentially the same curve is obtained
for load resistors up to one megohm. This shows that the effect of the tube ca
pacity (about 1.0 uuf) is negligible at the frequencies used.

It is thought that the major drop at the higher frequencies is due to eddy
current loss in the yoke. The loss in tbe pole pieces is negligible when compared
to the losses in the yoke used. The yoke loss could be made very much less by using
thinner material of higher resistance. The mu-metal yoke used was made thick
(0.028 in.) for mechanical reasons. Curve B is the result when the response is cor
rected for eddy current losses. The small drop in response remaining may be'due to
hysteresis.

(Figure 9) The Effect of Load Resistance on Pickup Tube Sensitivity

Figure 9 shows the effect of variation of load resistance on output voltage.
The internal resistance of the tube ia about 2.5 megohms.

A load resistance up to 0.5 megohm can be used with a considerable increase
in sensitivity and with about the same signal-to-noise ratio. When these high load
resistances are used, however, the supply voltage must be increased to compensate
for the increased voltage drop in the load resistor. These high load resistors can
be used with'an amplifier only if the signal is small enough not to overload the
amplifier.
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FIG. 3. TYPE R2211 TUBE
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 3

CORE STRUCTURES FOR THE ELECTRON-BEAM MAGNETIC
REPRODUCING· HEAD

J. W. Gratian
t\

Stromberg-Carlson Company

14 October 1953

NOTE: .The development work described in this paper was done under a contract spon
sored by the Navy Department, Bureau of Ships.

ABSTRACT: As explained in paper 2, the electron beam tube provides an output
voltage which is proportional to the flux in the deflecting gap of the tube. The
frequency,response of the complete pickup, consisting of tube and external core,
will be flat over some limited range throughout which the magnitude of the flux
directed to the tube is independent of frequency. These limits may be stated most
directly in terms of signal wavelength rather than frequency. The data which will
be discussed show the manner in which these limits depend upon the physical dimen
sions and configuration of the external core and the type of recording--i.e.,
longitudinal or perpendicular.
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CORE STRUCTURES FOR THE ELECTRON....BEAM MAGNETIC REPRODUCING HEAD

(Figure 1) Low-Frequency Response of Conventional Pickup.

One of the inherent limitations of longitudinal recording may be appreciated
by referring to the response of a conventional ring-type pickup for signals of
very long wavelength. For these data, recorded signals having wavelengths between
0.1 inch and 10 inches were reproduced with a ring pickup having a length of 3/8
inch. In the region where the signal wavelength exceeds the length of pickup core
by a factor of three or more, the response f~lls at a rate of 18 db p~r octave; if
an electron-beam tube were substituted for the conventional pickup coil, the slope
of the response would be reduced to 12 db per octave but d-c response would still
be impossible.

For signals of shorter wavelength, the average response rises at a rate of 6
db per octave; substitution of an electron-beam tube for the coil would result in
flat average response throughout this region and up to the high-frequency cutoff.
The highest frequency shown here corresponds to a wavelength of approximately 0.1
inch; the useful response range extends two decades beyond this point.

As will be shown later, d-c response can be achieved by using the electron
beam tube in a perpendicular-type recording system. However, the longitudinal
pickup is probably of greatest general interest because of its superior high-fre
quency performance and will be discussed first.

(Figure 2) Cut-away View Showing Magnetic Elements

This cut-away view, with the tip end of the tube and the collector plates re
moved shows the essential parts of the magnetic circuit. Flux from the tape is
directed by the external core to the pole pieces located within the tube and thence
to the beam gap where it serves to deflect the electron beam.

A portion of the available signal flux is shunted through the front gap of
the external core and wasted. To minimize this effect, the ratio of the reluctance
of the path through the beam gap to the reluctance of the front gap is made as
small as practicable. An extremely short front-gap length is required to permit
resolution of signals having a wavelength of a fraction of a mil. The reluctance
of the front gap may be increased, therefore; only by reducing the area of the
pole faces. Similarly, the minimum gap lengths which can be tolerated in the useful
flux path are limited by the thickness of the tube walls and the space required
for passage of the electron-beam; reluctances in this path are reduced to tolerable
values through the use of large gap areas.·

(Figure 3) Experimental Ring-TYPe Core Models.

Photographs of two core models which were used in early tests are shown here.
Except for the large backgap and omission of the usual pickup coil, the core struc
ture of model A is of conventional form with laminations in a plane perpendicular
to the axis of the core. With a front-gap pole-face height of 30 mils, tests showed
a drop of 15 db in mid-range sensitivity as the front-gap length was reduced from
5 mils to 0.25 mil.

Model B is a formed-strip type of core with a magnetic structure similar to
that previously shown in the cut-away view. The core elements are cast in a
thermo-setting resin. In non-laminated models the strip thickness is 14· mils. For
model B, each half of the magnetic core consists of a pair of 8 mil thick strip
type laminations concentric with the axis of the core.
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Loss in response due to eddy currents at 10 kc is 1.0 db for core A and 1.5
db for core B. This difference is negligible in comparison with other losses which
are a function of wavelength when operating at conventional tape speeds. The out
standing advantage of the strip-type core is that it may be easily fabricated in
the form of unusually wide structures as needed for use with the electron-beam
tube.

(Figure 4) Tape Drive Unit with Electron-Beam Pickup.

A third type of cere which will be discussed is the winged model shown here
in combination with an electron-beam tube. Construction of this core is similar to
that of the previously described close-fitting, laminated, strip-type core except
that the outer lamination is formed to a larger radius to provide improved re
sponse for signals of long wavelength.

In the tests to be discussed, the tape is erased and constant-current record
ings are made using conventional heads. The continuous loop recordings are then
reproduced by the electron-beam pickup.

(Figure 5) Wavelength Response Curves for Electron-Beam Tube with Two Different
Cores and For Tube Alone.

The response curves shown here are plotted in terms of signal wavelength over
a range from.OOl inch to seven inches. Curve C shows the response of the tube with
no external core and the tape riding on the tube envelope. For curves A and B the
tube was fitted with two different close-fitting strip-type cores. Due to the
shunting effect of the front gap, the addition of either core reduces tube output
for signals of long wavelength. The response range is, of course, greatly extended.
With a front-gap pole-face height of 14 milS, as represented by curve B, an appre
ciable hump in response is observed in the vicinity of two inches signal wave
length. With a pole-face height of 8 mils, as represented by curve A, the response
becomes reasonably smooth.

(Figure 6) Wavelength Response Curves for Core Model E Showing Effects of Vari
ation in Shield Dimensions.

These data represent a very brief summary of the effects of shield dimensions
and wing width upon the long-wavelength response of the electron-beam tube in
combination with winged cores.

Dash-dot curve B shows the response for a core model having a wing width of
1/2 inch. The solid-line curve A, for a wing width of two inches shows anappre
ciable reduction in the response hump near four inches signal wavelength as well
as an increase in output at 10 inches wavelength.

Data for curves A and B were obtained with the pickup unshielded. When using
a shield having a length of 10 inches, as represented by curve C, the response at
10 inches wavelength is reduced 2 db and small peaks and dips occur at shorter
wavelengths. With a shield length of 4-1/4 inches, as shown by curve D, the loss
in response at 10 inches wavelength is approximately 5 db and peaks and dips at
shorter wavelengths are excessive.

(Figure 7) COmparison of Electron-Beam and Conventional Pickups.

Curve A shows the overall unequalized response of the electron-beam pickup
with a winged core having a length of four inches and a width of one inch. The
tape speed was 10 inches per second. If a conventional pickup coil were substi
tuted for the electron-beam tube, the unequalized response would be approximately
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as shown by curve B. Differentiation of flux in the coil of the conventional
pickup produces, in effect, equalization which greatly improves the apparent
high-frequenoy response.

With the addition of equivalent high-frequency equalization, the high-fre
quency response of the electron-beam pickup is comparable with that of high-qual
ity conventional pickups. As shown by curve C, with a single-sectionR-C equal
izer, the equalized response is flat within ± 3 db from 1 to 10,000 cps. With two
sections of R-C equalization, the response is extended to 15,000 cps.

With the conventional pickup, 60 db of low-frequency equalization would be
required to obtain response from 1 to 10,000 cps, ± 3 db; since the output of the
conventional pickup at 1 cps is only a few microvolts, the desired equalization
cannot be applied without excessive l~ss in signal-to-noise ratio. With the elec
tron-beam pickup, 20 db of high-frequency equalization is required at 10 kc to
provide the same response range; with the required equalization, th.e signal-to
noise ratio exceeds 40 db.

The difference in voltage output scales should be noted. For a conventional
high-impedance pickup, the output at the frequency of maximum response is of the
order of 10 millivolts; by contrast the electron-beam pickup provides an output
of several tenths of a volt over an unequalized range of three decades.

(Figure 8) Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Response of Final Pickup
Model.

These curves show the results 'of an effort to determine the magnitude of the
individual losses associated with the overall high-frequency response of a system
using the electron-beam pickup. The procedure used is essentially that presented
by R.L. Wallace in the October 1951 Bell System Technical Journal.

f
The heavy line shows the actual measured response. The light-weight lines

~. with points show the deduced individual losses. Of the total loss df approximately
24 db at 10 kc, 12 db is attributed to gap effect, imperfect contact between core
and tape and eddy-current loss; the' remaining 12 db - the most significant single
loss - appears to be caused by the thickness of the tape coating.

These results have been stated rather tentatively because of some doubt con
cerning certain steps in the procedure •. They have been presented here to point
out the need for further work along these lines and to suggest that a thinner .tape
coating may prove advantageous for use with the electron-beam pickup.

(Figure 9) Wavelength Response for Core Model F.

For many applications the extreme long-wavelength response of the winged core
is not required. In this case the most practical core for use with the electron
beam tube is a close-fitting strip-type core having an outside diameter of 0~75
inch and a width of 1 inch. The unequalized response for this pickup when used
with coated tape operating at a speed of 7.9 inches per second is shown by the
solid-line curve.

The dotted-line curve shows equalized response assuming the use of two sec
tions of R-C equalization. The dashed-line curves show the manner in which the
low-frequency hump may be reduced by means of an auxiliary Mu-metal plate posi
tioned a small distance above the playback gap. The two dashed curves correspond
to two different positions of the plate. The equalized response is flat within + 1
db from approximately 3 to 7500 cps or within ± 3 db from 2 to 10,000 cps. -
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It should be noted that, with the new pickup, reducing the tape speed pro
duces no change in output voltage for a signal of given wavelength; only the fre
quency-response limits shift. For example, the speed may be reduced by a factor
of 10 to provide an equalized response range of approximately 0.2 to 1000 cps with
no loss in voltage output.

For higher tape speeds, increased eddy-current losses must be considered in
determining the upper response limit. At a tape speed of 15 inches per second, the
response at 20 kc would be 1.5 db lower than that obtained at 10 kc when using a
tape speed of 7.5 inches per second.

(Figure 10) Pulse Response of LOngitUdinal Type Core.

This figure and the one which will follow show characteristic differences in
the pulse response of longitUdinal and perpendicular cores when used with the
electron-beam tube. In each case a.unipolarity, rectangular pulse was recorded and

.. the reproduced output was read, point by point, on a d-c meter as the recorded
tape was moved, step by step, over the pickup.

Curves B, .C, and D were reproduced using the ring core. For a pulse having a
length which is several times the core diameter, as shown by curve B, the repro
duced output approaches zero when the pulse is centered over the playback gap and
increases as the ends of the pulse approach the gap. Output pulses of reverse
polarity occur before the recorded pulse reaches the gap and after it leaves. For
a shorter pulse having a length of 0.25 inch, full response is obtained thrC?ugh
out the length of the pulse; "even with this relatively short recorded pulse,- how
ever, reverse polarity pulses of appreciable magnitude precede and follow the true
response.

Curve A for the winged core shows the manner in which larger core dimensions
act to improve response at the center of the pulse and to reduce the amplitUde of
the response peaks which-occur near the ends of the recorded pulse.

(Figure 11) Pulse Response of Perpendicular Type Core.

The procedure used in botaining this curve for a perpendicular core was the
same as used in obtaining the previous curves for longitudinal cores. The repro
duced pulse in this case is a fairly good replica of the recorded pulse. No spikes
of reverse polarity occur and full response at the center of the pulse is obtained.
The poor degree of resolution near the ends of the pulse is due, of course, to the
use of 0.25-inch-wide pole faces in the early tests represented here.

Recent Work.

A large portion of recent work has been concerned with the development of
perpendicular core structures, particularly structures which are suitable for use
with coated tape. With the most generally useful of these structures, an equalized
response range of Q to 10,000 cps, Z 2 db, has been achieved using a tape speed
of three feet per second. Approximately 35 db of high-frequency equalization at
lOkc is required under these conditions. The signal-to-noise ratio is 40 db for
a signal level producing three percent third harmonic distortion.

In our most recent work, good progress has been made in the development of
a system utilizing both longitUdinal and perpendicular recording. The advantage
of the system is that d-c response may be realized with no appreciable sacrifice
in response for signals of short wavelength.
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Figure 3. Experimental ring-type core models.

Figure 4. Tape drive unit with electron-beam
tube pickup.
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PAPERS No. 2 AND No• .3

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Mr. W. E. Stewart of Maico Company, Incorporated, asked what the signal-to
noise ratio would be for playback from 7 1/2"!sec. tape with equalization to ob
tain linear response over the normal frequency band covered by conventional heads
and playback systems. Mr. Gratian estimated that system noise would beapproxi
mately 4O/db. below maximum signal at three percent harmonic distortion for an
equalized response as shown on Figure 9 for 7 1/2"/sec. and on Figure 7 for 10"/
sec. response. It was also brought out that this noise was not coming from the
first tube in the playback amplifier and didn't seem to be tape noise.

Mr. Sibley of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation noted that for reasons
pointed" out in reference (1)1 the actual signal-to-noise ratio at various points
across the response range may be considerably less than the ratio in relation to
a peak recording signal at a specified distortion. In their experience with certain
recorders an advertised ratio of 60.db. had turned into an actual ratio of 35db.
under operating conditions.

Mr. Sibley also inquired if the use of this new playback system had given any
improvement in inherent tape noise, since sensitivity corresponded to flux ampli
tude instead of rate of change of flux. Mr. Gratian advised that no particular
checks had been made of "modulation noise" when using the new pickup but-was of
the opinion that such noise is primarily a function of the tape and its coating;
fluctuations in contact between core and tape also generate modulation noise.

Mr. J. G. Hiemenz of National Security Agency referred to early difficulties
with hum pickup from a-c current in the heater. Dr. Loveridge said this condition
had been partially corrected but that the amount of pickup varied from tube to tube
depending on how the heater wires position themselves in the cathode sleeve and how
the field from their current affected the electron beam current. The tube used in
obtaining test data cited above was picked at random and still kept a 40 db. sig
nal-to-noise ratio with a-c current on the filament, but all tubes could not be
guaranteed to maintain this ratio, especially when using a-e heater current. He
noted that a further hum reduction can be obtained by using the push-pull output
from the collector plates and electro-statically balancing for minimum hum output
instead of equal sensitivity.

When using d-c on the heater the above type of noise is eliminated and the
hum reduction is limited apparently by the extent to which ambient fields in the
air penetrate right through' shielding around the tube and magnetic pickup pole
pieces. Due to the tube's sensitivity good magnetic (and electrostatic) shielding
is required around the tube and pole pieces. (As shown in the illustration of the
bench setup, p. 168 of Electronics--oct. 1953 article) a rather large triple
shield arrangement was used in the experimental setup, but under ordinary use con
ditions with perhaps one mu-metal shield the actual hum output voltage can be kept
down to a few millivolts. This should also be sufficient to prevent the earth's
field from changing the operating point with change in position of the tube and
pickup polepieces.

In reply to a question from Mr. Nordyke of IBM, Dr. Loveridge advised that the
tubes were practically" as stable, over a long term, as ordinary vacuum tubes.
Changes in cathode emission with use should be same as in a normal .tube. Early
tubes had difficulty with secondary emission effects, but this difficulty had been
largely eliminated.

.
1 Ref: (1) Pages 123-126, etc., of "Magnetic Recording" by S. J. Begun~

published by Murray Hill Books, Inc.
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A question from Mr. Kornei of Clevite-Brush Development Company brought out
that playback tests had been made down to wavelengths of .0005 inch at which point
signal level and noise output are about equal.

Mr. Hiemenz of National Security Agency asked if attempts had been made to
use metal or ferrite sealed into the glass envelope to reduce the back gap reluc
tance in the magnetic circuit. This actually had not been tried, said Dr.
Loveridge, but had been considered even though it would be a difficult job. It
didn't seem important enough to do in view of the present high sensitivity and
primary application to audio frequencies. Such a step plus use of ferrite would,
of course, improve high frequency response.

Dr. Begun asked that the signal-to-noise ratio of the tube be converted into
equivalent ambient magnetic field acting on a quiescent tube. Dr~ Loveridge noted
that noise had not been measured in exactly that way and that, in his opinion, after
shielding against all magne~ic disturbances and with d-c heater current the re
maining noise output was primarily due to the random distribution of electrons be
tween the two collector plates.

In answer to a question of Mr. Ben Bauer of Shure Brothers, Inc., Mr. Gratian
further emphasized the sensitivity of the tube by estimating the output voltage
when an unshielded tube is rotated in the earth's field. The authors have since
advised that when ,the tube' is rotated lSOo in the earth's field (0.3 gauss), un
'shielded and with no core, the peak output would be about 60 volts if it wer~not

for the fact that this is beyond the dynamic operating range of the tube. This
assumes that the position before rotation is such that the maximum component of
the earth's field is then perpendicular to the pole piece faces. No figure is
available for a tube and core combination. However, it is possible that even then,
the sensitivity to the earth's field would still be so great that the tube would
be thrown out of its dynamic range. Therefore, if an unshielded head was operating
so that maximum output was being obtained from a tape, a lSOo rotation of the unit
might cause serious distortion or loss of output.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 4

A MAGNETOSTATIC READING HEAD

S. M. Rubens and A. B. Bergh
~ .

1\

ERA Division
Remington-Rand, Incorporated

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: A magnetostatic head and associated circuits comprise a system which
permits the reading of magnetic tape records at speeds ranging from zero to 30
inches per second. Signals, recorded at higher speeds, may be conveniently tran
scribed with this system and a pen recorder at a playback speed of 0.10 inch per
second or less.

The operation of the magnetostatic head is effected by energizing a portion
of the core with a high frequency, transverse magnetic field which periodi~~lly

varies the reluctance of the core to pick up flux from the recorded tape~thout

affecting the tape record. The system has a response which is constant to within
1.0 db without equalization for sinusoidal records of 0.10 to 2.0 inch wavelengths.
Unequalized signal-to-noise ratios of 37 db have been €Nftalned;'ith some heads. .
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INTRODUCTION

The conventional magnetic reading head responds to the time rate of change of
tape signal flux which threads its core, and therefore its output·depends on the
speed at which the record is read. The magnetostatic reading head, on the .other
hand, responds directly to the intensity of the flux picked up from the tape
record. This device and its associated circuits therefore comprise a system capable
of reproducing magnetic records in such a manner that, for a given wavelength, the
output is relatively independent of the playback speed over a range of zero to 30
inches per second.

The principle of operation of the device shown in figure 1 is similar to that
of the transversely (perpendicularly) magnetized type of flux-gate magnetometer.
The reluctance of part of the core of this head is varied by periodically magnet
izing it in a direction orthogonal (at right angles) to the path, through the core,
of flux "picked-up" from the magnetic tape record. As shown in figure 1, the core
of the head is formed of two .014" Mu-metal polepieces, containing the reading gap
between them, and a double-layered .002" Mu-metal curved yoke which bridges the
polepieces. The yoke is spot-welded to the polepieces before the core is annealed.
After annealing the two lamina forming the yoke are electrically insulated from one
another along their curved portions. One thousand turns of No. 40 insulated copper
wire are more or less uniformly wound along the yoke to provide the output winding.
The entire head structure is then cast in an Epoxy type resin which protects and
supports it. .

As indicated in figure 1, the tabs at the top of each layer of "the yoke, are
connected to the output of a stabilized 75kc power oscillator. Current flows along
one half of the yoke layers and returns along the opposite half. With this arrange
ment the yoke is periodically magnetized, but the mutual coupling between the con
ducting yoke and the output winding is low, and the fundamental 75kc signal induced
in the output winding is kept small.

In figure 1, section A-A, enlarged, the direction of the flux, in the yoke, is
indicated by the arrows. At the instants of peak current from the 75kc oscillator
the absolute value of this transverse magnetization is maximum, providing a corre
sponding minimum value of the effective permeability for the longitudinal flow of
flux picked up from the tape. When the transverse magnetization is zero, the longi
tudinal permeability of the yoke is maximum. Because of this periodic variation of
the effective permeability, there is a corresponding variation of the longitudinal
flux which induces a l50kc emf. (second· harmonic) across the output winding. Other
harmonics, especially the fundamental and third, are also present, although the
amplitude of these components are independent of the remanent magnetization levei
of the tape record.

System Arrangement

Figure 2, is a block diagram of the system. The output winding of the magne
tostatic reading head is connected to t~e input of a three-stage amplifier of which
the first two stages are tuned to 150kc. This amplifier has a total gain of about
4000 and a bandpass of JOke. The detector consists of a vacuum-tube phase inverter,
a full-wave crystal rectifier, and a low pass (zero to l5kc) filter. The output of
the amplifier may be examined directly or the detector output, equalized or not as
may be desired, can be observed. A 600 ohm output is also provided from a cathode
follower.
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Sensitivity and Shielding.
In addition to the magnetic field of the tape record the magnetostatic read

ing head also responds to the earth's magnetic fields, and to stray fields of
electrical equipment. To minimize these effects the head-is provided with a box
shield constructed of several layers of Mu-metal. The second harmonic output of
the head is also dependent on the state of remanence of the core resulting from
its past history, and on the incompleteness of shielding against extraneous static
fields. A compensating circuit consisting of a frequency doubler, excited by the
same oscillator which provides current for the energizing head, and a phase-shift-
ing network is also connected to the input of the tuned amplifier as shown in
figure 2. This circuit provides an emf of the appropriate amplitude and phase to
compensate for the output of the head resulting from all effects other than the
tape magnetization being detected. In normal operation the compensator is so ad
justed as to provide at the output of the shielded head a maximum modulation of
the second harmonic carrier signal of 5.0 millivolts corresponding to the maximum
peak-to-peak recorded sinusoidal signals.

Three factors influence the overall sensitivity of the magnetostatic reading
head: The first of these is the relation of the reluctance, of R~, the reading gap
to two reluctance states of the core. These are the states of zero transverse mag
netization, Ra , and maximum transverse magnetization, R1• If the reluctance of the
element ·of magnetic recording medium providing flux to the head is much larger
than the combined parallel reluctance of the core and the reading gap, the maximum
sensitivity is attained if:

If this equation is satisfied, a major portion of the flux picked up from the mag
netic record or tape crosses the gap when the yoke is "saturated" (transversely),
and when the transverse magnetization is zero, a major portion of the flux picked
up from the recording surface threads the yoke.

A second factor influencing the sensitivity of the head is the maximum inten
sity of the transverse magnetization which controls the value of R1' As the ener
gizing current is increased,R1' increases and remains nearly proportional to the
transverse magnetic induction until higher currents are reached, when the yoke be
comes effectively saturated. With further increase in current, differences in core
reluctance (Ra - R1) tend to increase very slowly. Figure 3 shows a plot of the
detector output against the yoke energizing current amplitude. Note that it re
sembles a normal magnetization curve.

Finally, as shown in figure 4, the sensitivity depends upon the frequency of
the energizing current. If complete flux penetration were not prevented by eddy
currents, the sensitivity, for· a given amplitude of transverse magnetization,
should be proportional to the frequency of the current. At lower frequencies this
proves to be the case. However, for a given thickness of yoke material, as the
frequency is raised,eddy current effects increase in such a way that the sensi
tivity reaches a maximum and then decreases. This effect is illustrated in figure
4 in which the relative head output level appears vs. energizing current frequency.
At each frequency a point on this curve was obtained while operating the head at
an energizing current amplitude corresponding to a point above the knee of the
sensitivity curve of figure 3. This required considerable retuning and recalibrat
ing of the tuned amplifier and detector of figure 2.
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Wavelength (Frequency) Response

In the system described here it was desired that for constant-current sinus
oidal recordings the response of the magnetostatic reading head be essentially
IIflat ll to recorded wavelengths over the range 0.0025 to 1.5 inches. This corre
sponds to a frequency range of l2kc to 20 cps at a 30 inch per second recording
speed. Because of its flux reading property, the response of the magnetostatic
reading head should be constant over the same frequency range for which the re
sponse of a standard dynamic reading head rises at a rate of six db per octave.
For the shorter wavelengths (less than 0.010 inch) the magnetostatic reading head
response decreases from its constant value for the same reasons that the response
of a dynamic reading head departs from its six db per octave rise. The reading gap,
head-to-tape spacing, and the IItape-demagnetizationll effects which promote attenu
ation of short-wavelength response are essentially the same for both types of head.

For a reading head constructed as shown in Figure 1 the actual response was
not IIflat ll but possessed strong maxima and minima. Figure 5 is a striking example
of this anomalous effect. It was found that if the lengths of the polepieces in
contact with the tape exceeded a few thousandths of an inch, and if their contact
with the tape was discontinuous at their ends, a reinforcement and cancellation
occurred at certain wavelengths producing the anomalous response. As shown in
figure 6, this effect is eliminated if the head is constructed in such a way that
the polepieces are made to recede from contact with the recorded tape with a spac
ing that increases linearly with the distance from the gap measured along the tape.
The polepieces contact the tape only in the immediate vicinity of the reading gap.
The required angle between the tape and the polepieces withoutsideshields was about
250 • This angle was reduced by the use of Mu-metal side-shields placed on either
side of the head and arranged so that they contact the tape, but not the polepieces
as shown in figure 6. They serve as magnetic shunts to the, head so that the tape to
polepiece spacing can be reduced to maintain the correct flux density through the
head for a flat response. If two or more of these heads are employed on adjacent
tracks, these side-shields plus additional copper shields and the fact that they
are energized with high frequency effectively reduces crosstalk between heads.
Several heads of this sort, having an overall length of 1.5 inches and a polepiece
width of 0.200 inch, were constructed. Figure 7 shows the unequa1ized wavelength
response curves for one such side-shielded head for playback at 30, 15, and 0.10
inch per sec~nd from the same original recording. The poorer short-wavelength re
sponse at higher speeds may be caused by greater effective head-to-tape spacing at
these speeds.

At wavelengths below 0.010 inch compensation for the attenuation has been accom
plished by the use of equalization networks. Since the attenuation is a wavelength
phenomenon, a separate equalization network must be provided for each'p1ayback
speed employed. The basic circuit used for equalization and its idealized response
curve is shown in figure 8. With this network the response at frequencies higher
than those in the desired range is enhanced less and the over-all attenuation is
also less than is obtained with the equivalent R-C network. Figure 9 shows the
equalized wavelength response curves of the side-shielded head for the 0.1 inch, 15
inches and 30 inches per second playback speeds and for equalization networks of
the type shown in figure 8. Notice that the signal-to-noise ratio after equaliza
tion is about 20 db. as compared to 32 db before equalization.

AmplitUde Response

Since the entire magnetic circuit for the tape signal flux (inclUding the tape
itself) contains air gaps, the corresponding hysteresis loop (for this circuit is
strongly sheared so that the effective permeability of the magnetic circuit is es
sentially constant for magnetic fields larger than those encountered in reading
magnetic tape. For a given wavelength amplitude, the response of the head is essen-
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tially a linear function of the intensity of signal recorded on the tape. Conse
quently, the amplitude response of the magnetostatic reading head system becomes
principally a function of the response of the tape itself to the recording field.
Because the magnetostatic reading head responds directly to the pick-up flux in
tensity, larger distortion of the recorded signal can be tolerated than would be
the case in reading the time rate of change of this flux. Figure 10 shows the lin
ear response of the magnetostatic reading head to 0.02 inch wavelength recording
over a range of recording levels. The response is linear to within five per cent
for recording voltage up to approximately four volts rms.

Output Noise Level

One of the limitations of this head is its relatively high output noise level,
seemingly generated in the system itself. The noise has random frequency components
covering the entire range of frequencies from nearly zero to above l5/kc. Although
some of the noise was found to originate in unstable electronic circuits and pickup
from extraneous fields, the limiting noise seems to be that generated in the core
of the head itself. It has been found that the noise level varies with the heat
treatment of the core which indicates that it may result from magnetomechanical ef
fects. Signal-to-noise ratios equivalent to 37 db have been obtained with well an
nealed heads operated without equalization.

All test records were made with a modified Ampex Tape recorder, 'Type 302, on
Minnesota Mining Manufacturing Company Telemetering Quality magnetic tape for this
work.

The magnetostatic reading head and its associated circuits are being further
developed to reduce its size, to improve its performance, and it is hoped, to ex
tend its wavelength response.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 5

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF MAGNETOSTATIC
REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT

Mr. W. R. Boenning
1

National Security Agency

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: A description is presented of an experimental multi-channel repro
ducing equipment, which is capable of reproducing magnetic tape recordings {nde":,, ,
pendently of tape speed. Signals recorded at conventional tape speeds can be ,re
produced with this equipment at speeds low enough to permit the signals to be
displayed graphically by means of a conventional pen oscillograph. The equipment
utilizes dual track magnetostatic reproducing heads on a modified commercial tape
transport top plate. The circuitry employed with the magnetostatic heads is de
scribed as well as a slow speed tape drive modification of the transport system.
The performance characteristics of the reproducing system are described and ex
amples of typical magnetic recordings reproduced with the equipment are displayed.
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF A MAGNETOSTATIC REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT
by W. R. Boenning of National Security Agency

Introduction

The magnetostatic reproducing head which Dr. Rubens has described in his pre
vious paper has been incorporated into an experimental reprodu~ing equipment as
sembly, which was fabricated for the National Security Agency under a contract
with Engineering Research Associates. This reproducing equipment has been sub
jected to a performance evaluation for the last few months. This paper will de
scribe the experimental equipment and discuss some of the performance results
which have been obtained from this evaluation.

Description of Equipment

Figure 1 shows the experimental magnetostatic reproducing equipment. The cir
cuitry associated with the magnetostatic head occupies panel space of about 21
inches in the upper portion of the rack along with an auxiliary monitoring oscil
loscope. The tape transport system is shown in the center of the rack and is an
Ampex Model 302 top plate modified for very slow tape transport at a speed of 1/10
inch a second. This is accomplished with an additional set of speed reduction
idlers which may be inserted between the synchronous motor drive and the capstan
by means of a mechanical linkage associated with the speed selector switch. The
top plate and Ampex head assembly are also modified to accommodate a 1/2 inch tape
with two tracks, each 2/10 inch wide. The recording and reproducing electronics
associated with the Ampex equipment will provide constant current recording over a
range of frequencies from 20 cycles to 50,000 cycles per second, although not all
of this range is normally employed. At the left in figure 1 is a Sanborn dual
channel pen oscillograph which is used in conjunction with the output derived from
the magnetostatic head at the slow speed tape drive.

Figure 2 is a view of the tape transport top plate. The magnetostatic head
assembly and its shield housing can be seen at "A" locatad between the inertia
idler and the conventional recording-playback facilities. This location was chosen
in order that modifications to the top plate would be simple and yet maintain the
conventional dynamic recording and r~producing facilities of the Ampex equipment.
The placement of the head assembly at this location necessarilY limited the physi
cal size of the core structure to 1.5 inches; thereby restricting the long'wave
length response approximately to this length also. Figure 3 is a close-up view of
the shield for the reproducing heads. Each of the two head structures is mounted
on a.movable plate at the top and bottom of the assembly so that angular adjust
ment of the gaps can be made. Figure ,!t shows an individual core structure of the
dual track magnetostatic reproducing head assembly. The magnetic tape contacts
the polepieces only at the dark region, "B".

In Figure 5 is shown the general block diagram of the equipment. The output
from the specially constructed stabilized oscillator is used. to drive the power
amplifier which provides the current for magnetizing the yoke of the reading head.
The oscillator output also is used as the fundamental frequency source for the
compensator network consisting of a frequency doubler and a phase shift circuit.
The phase and amplitude controlled output of the compensator is connected to the
output winding of the reading head in order to provide the background flux, re
quired in the head for adjusting the carrier level and sensitivity. The reading
head output is fed into a tuned amplifier which passes only the desired 150 kc
modulated signal. The modulated carrier output of the tuned amplifier is monitored
.at the cathode resistor of the last stage of the amplifier. The modulated carrier
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output of the tuned amplifier is next demodulated by the detector and the result
ant modulation is coupled to the Sanborn output jacks and the output cathode fol
lower directly or through the appropriate equalizer.

Performance Characteristics

In order to operate the magnetostatic reproducing heads, it is necessary to
furnish an energizing current to the core structure, to periodically vary the re~

luctance to the signal flux from the tape. Figure 6 shows the output derived from
a constant level recorded signal when the magnitude of the energizing current is
varied. This curve resembles closely the normal magnetization characteristics
curve for the core material. Since the mode of operation is such that the head
cores form a parallel load to\the energizing current amplifier, there is no indi
vidual control available to more closely match the two output characteristics
shown. This is not of particular consequence inasmuch as the actual output level
can be adjusted by varying the gain of the individual tuned amplifiers. It is in
teresting to note that the noise level in the absence of signal follows a curve
similar to that of the energizing current characteristic. The operating value of
the energizing current for the present heads has been established at a point be
yond the knee of the curve to obtain a large output signal and to minimize varia
tions in the output due to amplitude fluctuations from the energizing currehtam
plifier. At an energizing current amplitude of 8 amperes peak-to-peak correspond
ing to the 120 millivolt value shown on the abscissa of figure 6, a signal-to
noise ratio of approximately 40db has been obtained with nonlinearity within five
percent. The noise output in the absence of signal, appears to be random in nature
with the exception of 60 cycle ripple and related harmonic components due to'stray
fields. Since no particular precaution was taken to locate the magnetostatichead
assembly with respect to stray transformer and solenoid fields present in the ex
isting rack arrangement, the stray fields contribute quite heavily to the noise
output. Therefore, in order not to produce an unfair result, the noise curves
shown in figure 6 were obtained with the recording electronics power off but with
the power on for the tape drive components.

Reduced Distortion

One of the interesting features of this magnetostaticreproducing equipment
is its ability to reproduce higher-than-normal amplitude recordings without the
usual marked increase in distortion which accompanies conventional reproduction.
This is illustrated in figure 7, which shows the dynamic range characteristics.
These curves were obtained at a constant energizing current magnitude correspond
ing to the 120 millivolt point on the previous curves. A wave length of 0.030
inch, corresponding to a frequency of I 'kc at 30 inches per second was recorded at
various input levels and the output level was observed with an rms reading meter.
The normal recording level for one percent third harmonic distortion in the con
ventional dynamic reproducing equipment is represented by the 100 percent value OIl

the abscissa and is well below the value at which a comparable value of distortion
with the magnetostatic reproducing head was achieved. The points of three percent
nonlinearity (that is, where actual output voltage differs from expected output
from a linear system) are denoted for each of the two channels, the nonlinearity
representing the departure from a straight line input-output relationship. For
playback with a conventional reproducing head corresponding nonlinearity occurs
at recording levels approximately 6 db lower than for playback with the magneto
static head and for the recording bias used in this equipment. Another comparison
is the third harmonic distortion at the recording level for three percent non~

linearity as shown on figure 7. This distortion is 3.6% for magnetostatic head
playback and 8.2% for conventional head playback. The difference in the form of
distortion which occurs with the conventio~al dynamic head,and with' the direct
flux measuring magnetostatic head, are illustrated in the wave forms associated
with the curves.
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Compensation for Stray Fields

It is necessary to provide a compensating signal at twice the energizing cur
rent frequency in order to balance out stray constant fields, and to obtain the .
correct polarity in the output for an alternating flux variation on the tape
around a zero magnetization level. Figure 8 shows the output wave form when the
compensating frequency amplitude and phase relations are both correctly and incor
rectly adjusted with respect to the energizing current level and the flux level
from the tape. When carried to the extreme, the incorrect adjustment will lead to
an output which is characterized as full wave rectification of the desired output
signal.

Wave Length (Frequency) Response

The frequency and wave length response is shown in figure 9. The response,
when taken at a tape speed of 30 inches per second, falls off more rapidly in the
high frequency or short wave length end than the corresponding wave length output
when reproduced at the slow tape speed of 1/10 inch per second. This is due in
part to the frequency response afforded by the tuned amplifier and low pass filter
of the equipment, and possibly in part to the differences which exist in tape~to

head contact at the active gaps when running at the two different speeds. The
response characteristics shown indicate that the output is sufficiently uniform
without equalization to be operated over a sine wave response range of 2.0 to .015
inches per cycle before exceeding a tolerance of -3 db. Other experimental heads
have shown even wider response range. With equalization, the uniformity of the
frequency characteristic can be improved at the expense of reducing the signal
to-noise ratio. An eqUalized frequency response which is uniform for recorded wave
lengths 1.5 to 0.0035 inches per cycle has been obtained with this experimental
equipment. Better response has .been obtained with other heads.

The system phase response is shown in figure 10. The "record-reproduce II char
acteristic is shown in the lower curve, and is obtained by measuring the overall
phase shift through the recording amplifier and the magnetostatic reproducing
equipment. The "reproduce" characteristic was obtained for the magnetostatic re
producing equipment by providing a sinusoidally varying field from a small coil
placed at the active gap of the head. The phase shift with the magnetostatic re
producing equipment is negligible for the frequency range covered at the slow
tape speed. The departure from linearity at the high end of the frequency range
covered is due to the tuned amplifier characteristic and the low pass filter char-
acteristic. '

The response of the equipment to recorded sine waves is illustrated in figure
11. These records were obtained utilizing the Sanborn pen oscillograph equipment.
It is interesting to note that the noise present in the reproduction of these
records was predominantly 60 cycle ripple. Although the presence of 60 cycle rip
ple at slow oscillograph paper speeds is not particularly objectionable since it
merely broadens the trace, it becomes distinctly annoying for higher chart speeds
Where the frequencies displayed approach the power frequency.

Figure 12 shows the response of the system to recorded square waves. These
square waves were recorded by disconnecting the regular recording amplifier and
substituting a battery current which was switched on and off. The usual recording
bias amplitude was maintained. For repetitive square waves of a wave length cor
responding to distances less than the physical length of the head, there is no
appreciable reduction in the center of the square wave amplitude. For those square
waves exceeding the physical length of the head, however, the total flux available
from the record is not linked through the magnetostatic head structure at the
center of the square wave and causes a reduction in amplitude.
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The response of the head to single, constant amplitude, unidirectional pulses
is somewhat different than for a group of repetitive square waves. These are shown
in figure 13 for various recorded lengths. The gradual rise in the output level .
preceding-the pulse and the gradual fall in the level after the pulse, is believed
to be due to the stray flux from the recorded section of the tape which interlinks
the core structure as the pulse approaches the active gap.

One of the important features afforded by the magnetostatic reproducing head
is the ability to stack the heads with the active gaps in line for compact multi
track operation. By utilizing copper and Mu~etal shields between the plastic head
wafers, the interchannel crosstalk is negligible.

Flutter at low Tape Speeds ~

A measure of the flutter of the tape transp~rt system was made at the 1/10
inch tape speed by determining the variation in the cycle length from the Sanborn .
oscillograph record. An rms value of 2.6 percent was calculated from data Obtained)
by recording a 6 kc sine wave. The flutter was originally much greater than this
but was materially reduced at the slow speed by sUbstituting guide rollers in
place of the usual fixed tape guides in the movable reel idler and tension arms.

Summary

It is believed that the experimental equipment performance has successfully
demonstrated the feasibility of employing the magnetostatic reproducing head for long
wave length and low frequency reproduction at very slow tape speeds. Since the
usual 6 db/octave rise in output with frequency is not present with this tYRe
head, the short wavelength response falls off more rapidly than that of the con
ventional type magnetic head. At the present time, the noise level is relatively
high, but the extension of the usable range of recording levels permitted with
magnetostatic reproduction offsets this factor to a large degree.
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Figure 1. Experimental magneto static reproducing equipment.
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Figure 2. Tape transport top plate. Note magneto static head assembly
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Figure 3. Close -up of shield for the reproducing heads.
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B

Figure 4. Core structure of the reproducing head assembly. The
magnetic head contacts the polepieces at the dark region "B."
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FIG. 6
MAGNETOSTATIC REPRaJUClNG EQUIPMENT
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FIG. 9
MAGNETOSTATIC REPRODUCING EOUIPMENT
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FIG. 10
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PAPERS Nos. 4 and 5

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Dr. Begun of Clevite-Brush Development Company asked if the noise output from
~he·magnetostriction head was due primarily to Barkhausen jumps and, if so, if any
magnetic material was available for the head structure Which would reduce. the noise
output. Dr. Bergh replied that Barkhausen jumps might be suspected since the amount
of noise waS dependent on the state of stress and anneal of the core. However, the
noise frequency components range from/zero to high frequencies with very predomi
nant noise at one or two cycles per second, whereas the exciting frequency is 75 kc
per second. Dr. Bergh was inclined to think that there is some random relaxation
phenomena involved caused by the random shifting of the til'S of the butterfly
curves which define the effective permeability. No tape was used in these measure
ments in order to eliminate the extra field pickup. The head was excited by a small
Winding wrapped directly around the yoke and driven by an oscillator.

When noise measurements are to include tape nOise the tape is always in con
tact with the head, although some work has been done with the tape spaced about
.001 11 away for reading digital records up to 100 digits per inch. This non-contact
reproduction worked well but the noise output was just as high. The tape signals
from digital records were sufficiently high that the noise output was not a
problem.

Mr. Nordyke of IBM asked if mechanical vibrations of the tape affected the
head output. Mr. Boenning noted that some rather marked flutter effects had been
noted before putting rollers on the reel idler arms. At the slow tape speed used
these were caused by friction and jumping of the tape at various fixed points in
the tape path. These jumps do not alter the noise output or the amplitude of the
signal. The signal wave form and time :'elations are altered.

Dr. Otto Kornei of Clevite-Brush Development Company asked if any noise could
be traced to magnetostriction effects. Dr. Bergh said the heads had not been de
liberately squeezed to determine the effect on.noise because of the permanent
stress that might be left. However, the fact is that the care with which a core is
annealed greatly affects the intrinsic noise output •. This points toward magneto
mechanical causes for the noise. Noise output has not changed before and after
painting heads with rubber, and after casting in resin.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper No. 6

PLAYBACK OF MAGNETIC RECORDINGS TlffiOUGH TRANSISTOR
AMPLIFIERS

Mr. C. E. Williams
t-

Armour Research Foundation

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: Summarizes results of an experimental study to determine the general
impedance level of playback lleads suitable for use with transistor amplifiers.
Shows effect of resistance loading upon output voltage of commercial playback heads;
frequency response, voltage gain, input impedance, and power gain of several tran
sistor amplifier circuits. Shows large changes in input impedance at relatively low
audio frequencies for some transistor amplifier circuits. Discusses means of obtain
ing maximum power gain from a single transistor operating from a playback head.
Presents graphical results of the actual frequency response of a commercial playback
head with transistor amplifier.
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Amplifier Operation

Figure 1 shows the equivalent circuits and voltage gain equations for three
types of transistor circuits when operating from a zero-impedance generator. The
values of alpha, rb' r c ' and r e vary with the temperature and d-c operating point
of the transistor. Raytheon type CK721 junction transistors were used during most
of the experimental work. Their nominal ratings are:

.Alpha
~ (base resistance)
r c (collector resistance)
r e (emitter resistance)

.975
350 ohms

0.7 megohms
20 ohms

These values are for a d-c operating point~f two milliamperes collector cur
rent and minus six volts from collector to emitter.

These equivalent circuits contain no shunt capacitances and thus do not show
how the gain and input impedance vary with the frequency. The approximate range
of input impedance and voltage gain for CK721 transistors is tabulated below: .

Circuit

Grounded-base
Grounded-emitter
Grounded-collector

Input Impedance

50 to 200 ohms
300 to 1000 ohms
2000 to 100,000 ohms

Voltage Gain

Up to 3000
Up to 3000
0.5 to 20

The grounded-emitter circuit was chosen because of its high gain and rela
tively high input impedance. It has been observed that the voltage gain of a
grounded-emitter amplifier decreases rapidly at the higher audio frequencies. The
input impedance also decreases as frequency increases. These effects may be pre~

dicted from the equivalent circui~ of figure l(a) if a capacitance of several
micro-microfarads is connected from the upper end of r e to the upper end of RL and
the voltage gain equation is derived for this condition.

A CK721 matched in the collector circuit to give maximum power output for a
one millivolt input signal gave results as follows:

Frequency Voltage Gain Input Impedance

Up to 3,000 cps 1000 5S0 ohms
5,000 cps 970 400 ohms
S,OOO cps 900 330 ohms

10,000 cps BOO 300 ohms
20,000 cps 500 220 ohms
50,000 cps 230 200 ohms

It is apparent that the effect of this low input impedance upon a playback head
must be determined.

Load Tests on Playback Heads

Figure 2 shows the output voltage of a loaded Magnecord 63 playback head at
three different frequencies. The reduction of output voltage as a result of load
ing is much greater at the higher frequencies. This is to be expected, since the
head impedance increases with frequency. This head has approximately 250 turns in
its playback winding and its impedance is low enough for use with grounded-emitter
amplifiers. The impedances of three commercial heads are plotted as a function of
frequency on figure 3. The Shure head has approximately 1500 turns and the Brush
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head has approximately 1800 turns. It is apparent that these latter two heads
would have a greatly reduced high frequency response if operated into a 500 ohm
load.

Frequency Response of Transistor Amplifier and Playback Head

The overall frequency response of head and amplifier is given in figure 4.
Playback was from a 0.44 mao constant-current recording made with a Magnecord 63
head. The noise level observed was partly 60-cycle pickup and was 48 db below the
maximum signal level. Noise was not bothersome with these transistor circuits.
The combined response curve has roughly the same shape as the head-response curve.
The maximum power output developed was approximately 2.7 microwatts (.4 volt).
This is clearly audible in a set of crystal headphones.

The Raytheon CK721 transistor has a rated power gain of 34 db and a maximum
rated collector dissipation of 30 milliwatts. The collector circuit efficiency may
be as high as 40 percent in this type of circuit. If the output of the amplifier
of figure 4 was properly matched to the input of another grounded-emitter stage
with a pOVler gain of 36 db, the total power output would be approximately 10
milliwatts.

A practical transistor playback amplifier would probably use three stages of
the type shown in figure 4to give maximum possible output from a CK72l.

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

Mr. Camras of Armour Research referred to the capacitive effects which cause_
reduction of transistor input impedance with rise in input frequency, and asked
for a comparison of this effect with the Miller effect in vacuum tube circuits
which caUses a large increase in apparent shunt capacity at the vacuum tube input.
Mr. Williams noted that the capacitive effect in the transistor can be represented
in the equivalent circuits (see figure 1) by placing a 10-20 mmf. capacitor, Cc,
across Vc • Their combined impedance, Zc' should be used in place of Vc not only as
load for the collector circuit, but also in the expression (ar i ) for the equiva
lent generator. If circuit equations are calculated on this ba~i~ they will predict
the actual decrease of voltage gain with increase in frequency. This is not con
cerned with the Miller effect as such, even though the shunt capacity has a double
effect in the equations. At higher frequencies, the transient time of holes and
electrons in the germanium is sufficiently long to also affect response.

Mr. George Lewin of Signal Corps Pictorial Center noted that the 48 db
signal-to-noise ratio at maximum signal was for an unequalized circuit, and asked
if data was available for a circuit equalized for flat response. Mr. Williams
noted that data of the type shown in figure 4 was all'that was taken, since the
application was primarily to voice circuits.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 7

COMPONENTS AND MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR MAGNETIC
SOUND ON 35 MM FILM

Dr. Jolm G. Frayne

Engineering Manager
Westrex Corporation

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: This paper outlines the orderly transition from photographic to. mag
netic sound now occurring in the motion picture industry. Describes development,
special teclmiques, and standards in current use for magnetic adaptation of exist
ing photographic equipment and for new designs. Describes multi-track recorders and
re-recorders, including .means for reducing "cross-talk" on adjacent sound tracks.
Explains current developments for stereophonic sound, including means for multiple
duplicates of composite sound and picture release prints forCinemascope.
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It is probably not generally appreciated by engineers outside the motion
picture field that sound recording in the motion picture industry had reached a
high professional status before magnetic recording began to receive consideration
by the radio and television industries. Since 192$ the motion picture industry
throughout the world has been equipped with photographic recording equipment, and
improvements both in equipment and recording techniques have been made constantly
since that time. Not only were the studios equipped with photographic recording
facilities, but they had also brought to a high state of development, laboratory,
editing, dUbbing, and re-recording techniques built around the photographic sound
mdium. The question, therefore, was why should the -motion picture industry change
over to the magnetic medium when they seem to have had a highly developed system
of recording on film. This situation undoubtedly accounts for the relatively slow
adoption of magnetic recording in the motion picture industry as compared to the
rapid use of the medium in the broadcast 8nd allied fields. Gradually, however,
the benefits accruing from the use of magne:tic recording became obvious to the in
dustry--such benefits including lower operating costs, better sound quality, and
simplified stage techniques.

Today, near the end of 1953, the motion picture industry is close to being
100 percent equipped with magnetic recording equipment for both production record
ing on the stage and for other special purposes, such as scoring and re-recording.
The fact that the magnetic track was invisible and could not be "read" by the edi
tors was and still is to some extent a stumbling block in the use of magnetic
recording for editing and cutting purposes. It was difficult to break down the
practices of a life-time for many editors in switching over to the new medium. For
this reason, it has been COIIUIlOn practice to transfer the accepted "takes" of the
original production recordings made on magnetic film to photographic tracks by re
recording or electrical copying. These tracks might take the form of negatives
from which prints could be made in a normal fashion, or in some instances they
might be direct-positive photographic tracks. The positives made in either manner
could then be used for the n6rmal·editing, cutting, and re-recording procedures
which had been established over a period of years for the photographic medium•

.
While 1/4-inch tape has become the almost universal medium for magnetic

recording in the radio, phonograph, and television industries, it has found rela
tively little favor in the motion picture industry. The. s~chronized tape record
ing machines, which have been described in the literature are in limited use but
represent only a negligible share of the film footage used in the motion picture
industry. There are several reasons why this situation exists. In the first place,
the motion picture industry did not wish to scrap their rather expensive 35 IIlIIl

photographic film recorders for the newer and untried medium, preferring to have
them modified for recording on 35 IIlIIl magnetic coated film. In the second place,
the problem of synchronizing sprocket-hole sound film in the recorder and sprocket
hole picture film in the camera had been successfully worked out and motor systems
had been devised to make this a simple and. footproof operation. As a result, there
was considerable skepticism of the feasibility of any attempt to synchronize a tape
without sprocket holes but having a superimposed carrier as a means of providing the
exact degree of synchronization required. Further, over a period of years the
problems of pulling 35 mm sprocket-hole film with a high degree of uniformity of
film motion past the line of translation have been largely overcome with a result
that by the time magnetic recording made its appearance, professional'photographic
recorders were available on the market with speed variations well under 0.1 per
cent2 • Also, such auxiliary studio devices as film editing machines, rewinds, and

1 D. G. C. Hare and W. D. Fling, "Picture-Synchronous Magnetic Tape Record
ing," Jour. SMPTE, 54, 554-566, May 1950.

2 G. R. Crane and H. A. Manley, "A Simplified All-Purpose Film Recording Ma
chine," Jour. SMPE, 46, 465-474, June 1946.
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synchronizers used standard 35 mm type sprockets, and projection rooms used to
project the daily sound and picture films were, of course, also equipped with
sprocket-type film pulling mechanisms. The conversion or replacement of these
equipments by synchronized 1/4-inch tape devices would have meant considerable

'capital outlay. As a result of all these considerations, the motion picture
industry seems to be definitely committed to the use of 35 mm magnetic film or
in some cases split film of 17-1/2 mm dimension. Magnetic tape is nominally only
2.2 mils thick and "print through" of the signal oC'curs between adjacent windings

, in a reel at a sufficient level to be objectionable in the motion picture
te~hnique. This is not a problem with the thicker 35 mm film.

The first usage of magnetic recording in the motion picture studios was large
ly done on converted photographic recorders, and figure 1 shows _a typical photogra
phic recorder thus modified. 3 In this type of recorder, the line of translation for
the photographic medium was at the film recording drum. At this point in the film
path, the filtering of undesirable speed variations, whether due to gears, sprock
ets, rollers, etc., was at a maximum and the constancy of speed at a corresponding
optimum. It was natural, therefore, to mount the magnetic head so that the line of
translation for it would correspond to that for the photographic medium. In figure
2, there is shown'a magnetic head mounted in this drum position--the head being
mounted inside the film loop formed by the film as it passes around the drum, the
magnetic coating being, of course, on the inside of this loop and in direct con-
tact with the magnetic head. -

By mounting the head in this position, it was found that the constancy of mag
netic film speed was comparable to that of the earlier photographic type of record
ing, with the single exception that irregularities of motion due to the passage of
the film over the magnetic head added considerably to the amount of flutter in the
higher flutter rates. Thus, for example, for ail flutter rates normally found be
low the sprocket-hole frequency of 96 cycles, comparable performance was found be
tween the magnetic and photographic methods. At 96 cycles and higher rates, the
magnetic film showed a considerably higher degree of flutter disturbance. This was
found on examination to be partially due to the polygoning of the film adjacent to
the sprocket-hole areas and partly due to the rubbing effect of the film as it
passed over the magnetic head. Since the whole area between the sprocket holes of
35 mm film was available for the magnetic sound track, the first of these problems
was met by removing the track to a considerable distance from the sprocket holes.
ThUS, the earlier single track magnetic recorders utilized a film location about
135 mils in from the inside edge of the sprocket holes. This appeared to eliminate
the 96-cycle disturbances referred to above. Later, however, when the industry
evinced an interest in multiple tracks on 35 mm film, it was found necessary to
move the outside tracks closer to the sprocket holes. The compromise4 finally
adopted for three tracks on 35mm film was as shown in figure 3. This shows that
a 50 mil separation was provided between the magnetic tracks and the nearest
sprocket holes. Admittedly, thi~ meant some increase in 96-cycle sprocket-hole
modulationS but at such a level as not to interfere noticeably with the quality
of the recording.

In-introducing magnetic recording into the motion picture studios, the design
engineers were undoubtedly influenced by the already existing photographic record
ing channels which in turn had proven quite satisfactory to the motion picture in
dustry. Thus, while it was common practice in the 1/4-inch tape equipment industry

:3 G. R. Crane, J. G. Frayne, and E. W. Templin, "Supplementary Magnetic Fa
cilities for Photographic Sound Systems," Jour. SMPTE, 54, 315-327, March 1950.

4 G. R. Crane, J. G. Frayne, and E. W. Templin, "Magnetic Recording on Film,"
Jour. SMPTE, 56, 295-399, March 1951.

S L. L. Ryder and Bruce H. Denny, "Magnetic Sound Track Placement," Jour.
SMPTE, 58, 119-136, Feb. 1952.
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to supply, at least in the initial stages, one instrument embodying all the elec- '
tronic as well as the mechanical. components, this violated a long established prac
tice with the motion picture industry. The studios have always employed separate
recorders embodying only the mechanical and optical elements necessary for exposing
the photographic film. The mixing unit has always been a separate and usually a
highly portable unit and the remainder of the channel equipment, including amplifi
ers, power supplies, and other accessories, has usually been mounted in separate
cabinets, racks, or boxes, and in the case of portable equipment is usually mounted
in light-weight trucks. The physical operation of the magnetic recorder from its
associated electronic circuits, both recording and monitoring, influenced to some
extent the design of the magnetic heads. Thus, while high impedance heads are com
mon practice in 1/4-inch tape recording machines where only short cable runs are
necessary from recording and monitor amplifiers, the motion picture industry gener
ally accepts low impedance heads of the order of 2 or 3 mho This permits operation
at a considerable distance over low impedance circuits from the recording equipment
and, if necessary, from the monitoring pre-amplifiers. 'A typical magnetic recording
or reproducing head is shown in figure 4, as an exploded view.

Another practice in which the motion picture magnetic film recording differs
from tape recording is the almost complete absence of electronic erase heads from
the recording machines. This is largely due to the fear of the motion picture in
dustry that such an erase head might well result in the accidental erasure of ma-

. terial which had been obtained at a very great cost, and could only be replaced in
many instances with the expenditure of an equal amount of money. This led to the
development of bulk-erasure equipment and although cormoorcial bulk erasers were
made available, most of the motion picture studios have seen fit to develop their
own particular way of accomplishing this result. A typical magnetic bulk eraser is
shown in figure 5. This is one of the simPler non-automatic types and requires man
ual movement of the film through the erasing field--the film passing through a to
tal of three times with the roll being rotated 200 before each pass. In general, it
has been found that such a type of eraser is very satisfactory and see~ to result
in less noise than is found with the use of electronic type erasing•

. The modification of existing photographic recording equipment to provide mag
netic recording facilities was followed by the development of magnetic recording
systems. The principal components of a typical system are shown in figure 6. They
consist of a recorder, a two-channel mixer, and a power supply. The recorder is
provided with high-quality film-monitoring facilities which can also be used for
reproduction from magnetic sound track using either the monitoring or the recording
magnetic head.

Figure 7 is a view of the magnetic recorder with front cover and the cover
plate over the magnetic head assembly removed. Simplicity of operation and flexi
bility to meet various studios' operating procedures have been given special atten
tion. A signal light indicates the proper film threading loop for optimum filtering
of the film drive. A selector dial automatically sets the drive conditions and cir
cuit connections for recording, reproducing from either magnetic head, or high
speed rewind. Either film reel can be operated in either direction to accommodate a
studio's practice with reference to the direction in which they wind their film.
Shock rollers absorb the initial increase in film tension at start to insure a min
imum of film wear.

Another interesting medium employed in the studios is the combination of pho
tographic and magnetic recording on a single film. This has not attained universal
acceptance but is employed in a few of the Hollywood studios. In this case the mag
netic coating appears in the form of a stripe placed on the film base, tlie film it
self b~ing coated with a standard photographic emulsion. A recorder equipped to
provide simultaneous photographic and magnetic recording is shown in figure 8. The
purpose of this type of recording is to provide a photographic track which may be
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used for the inspection of the daily prints and for editing and cutting purposes.
In this case, normal studio practices for photographic editing, cutting, etc., are
employed. Since the photographic and magnetic modulations are colinear, the film
may be cut straight across and spliced together and,maintain proper synchronization
with the picture film. The magnetic track on such a film is normally employed only
for re-recording or dubbing purposes since it is generally accepted that the qual
ity of recording from a magnetic track is superior to that of a photographic track.
If this type of equipment had been made available in the early stages of conversion
from photographic to magnetic recording, this technique might have become more
widely adopted. However, since magnetic editing and cutting from so-called Magna
stripe6 film is becoming quite popular in the studios, the future of this type of
recording is decidedly limited. The same might be said for the practice discussed
above of transferring from magnetic to photographic record,ing for editing purposes.
With the conversion of magnetic editing machines and the introduction of new edit
ing machines,7 such as shown in figure 9, the editing of magnetic films has been
made quite" simple; hence, in the not too distant future the use of the photographic
medium in the motion picture studios for all production and studio operations will
undoubtedly become less in evidence and the whole field will be taken over by the
magnetic medium. /

The use of multiple tracks posed the problem of minimizing cross-talk between
adjacent tracks. Cross-talk even in minute quantities becomes a very important
matter especially when separate intelligences are recorded on each of the individ
ual tracks. For example, triple-track film might have a dialogue sequence on track
number 1 and a music sequence on track number 2. At some time during the production
of the motion picture, it might prove desirable to erase the dialogue on track num
ber 1 and replace it with a somewhat different version, or even with a different
language. For these reasons, it is quite obvious that cross-talk of the original
dialogue into the music track would be very undesirable. It was found that most of
this cross-talk occurred at lower frequencies or longer wave-lengths, due apparent
ly to the spreading of the magnetic fields of the longer magnets at the lower fre
quencies. A very ingenious device shown in figure 10 illustrates how this problem
of cross-talk was overcome. This involved the use of what has come to be known as
decouplers8 which are mounted between the individual sections of the multiple
track-head. These strips of mu-metal are deliberately placed so as to introduce an
out-of-phase signal' from one head into the other and of sufficient value to caI\cel
out the induced cross-talk signal. It has been found that with the use of these
decouplers, the cross-talk can be reduced effectively to a value approximating 60
db below that of the fully modulated signal. This reduction is a function of fre
quency as shown in figure 11, curve 1, but when the ear weighting characteristic
is superimposed on the cross-talk curve, effective cross-talk reduction is found
over the entire useful audio spectrum, as shown in curve 2.

The use of the multiple tracks on 35 mm film necessitated a modification of
the film drive mechanism outlined previously in this paper. It was no longer pos
sible to mount a multiple track head at the recording drum. As a result, the double
flywheel type of drive such as shown in figure 12 was developed for this type of
operation. The basic elements of the Davis Drive9 almost universally used in
sprocket-type film pulling mechanisms was retained in this newer double flywheel
type of mechanism. In this case the magnetic heads, both recording and monitoring,

6 Edward Schmidt, "Commercial Experience with Magna-Stripe," Jour. SMPTE, 60,
463-469, April 1953, Part 2.

7G. R. Crane, Fred Hauser, and H. A. Manley, "Westrex Film Editer," Jour.
SMPTE~ 61, 316-323, Sept. 1953.

C. C. Davis, J. G. Frayne, and E. W. Templin, "Multi-ehannel Magnetic
Recording," Jour. SMl'TE, 58, 105-li8, February 1952.

9 C. C. Davis, "An Improved Film7Drive Filter Mechanism,1I Jour. SMPE, 46,
454-464, June 1946.
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are mo\IDted on a plate between the two drums. It was fO\IDd that when the moment of
inertia of the two drums and their associated flywheels equals that of the single
drum and flywheel, equally good flutter performance is obtained with this type of
drive.' In fact, the double flywheel type of drive showed an improvement over the
single flywheel in that the polygoning was considerably reduced due to the much
lesser curvature of the film as it passed over the magnetic heads. In the type of
machine shown in figure 12, the film wrap aro\IDd each magnetic head is of the or
der of 300 , thus providing a large area of contact with the permalloy core. This
in turn reduces wear and increases the useful life of such a head. With this ar
rangement the performance on all three tracks is identical and when the decouplers
·referred to above are installed in such a recording head, a signal-to-noise ratio
in excess of 60 db is obtainable.

This multiple-track recorder was originally designed for scoring and dUbbing
work in the motion picture studios before the recent revived interest in stereo
phonic recording.s With the introduction of Cinerama a little over a year ago,
which has seven stereophonic sO\IDd tracks on a standard 35 mm film, the industry
became quite conscious of the entertainment value of stereophonic sO\IDd. The
triple-track recorder described above was obviously made to order for this type
of recording and'when Twentieth Century-Fox decided to add stereophonic sO\IDd to
their proposed Cinemascope pictorial presentation, this machine was immediately
used for the stereophonic production scoring and dubbing recording operations.
However, in its original form it was not suitable for portable type of operation
so that a new or rather a modified single channel portable recorder was developed
to provide stereophonic recording. Such a portable recorder is shown in figure 13.
This recorder incorporates, in addition to the film pulling mechanism and the mag
netic sound heads, the necessary electronic items for its operation. These include
a bias oscillator which furnishes bias current for the three tracks and three mon
itor amplifiers as well as the various operating controls. This recorder when as
sociated with the mixer shown in figure 14 provides the necessary electronic items
for a complete production stereophonic channel. 10 The power supplies required for
such a channel are housed in a separate container. For stereophonic recording, the·
cross-talk reduction of 60 db previously mentioned is not necessary in view of the
natural cross-talk between the microphone pickups on the stage. With the elimina
tion of the decouplers, cross-talk reduction of the order of 40 db is possible and
this seems to be quite satisfactory for stereophonic recording.

With recording machines of this type and re-recording machines of the earlier
type described above, the motion picture studios were in a position to do produc
tion stereophonic recording and carry on the re-recording operations in the same
medium.

In order to get the stereophonic sound into the theatre, the first attempt
made during the early part of 1953 was to supply a separat.e 35 mm magnetic film on
which were recorded three 200-mil magnetic tracks. This film was projected over a
separate sound dUIllIIW, such as shown in figure 13, located in the projection booth,
provision being made for interlocking this machine with one of the projectors for
ordinary flat pictures or with both projectors for 3-D pictures. This was accom
plished by mo\IDting two-pole Selsyn motors tied in together electrically, each \IDit
being driven through a reduction belt from the driving motor on each mechanism.
This arrangement worked reasonably satisfactorily and many pictures were projected
throughout the CO\IDtry during the year using this arrangement.

8 C. C. 'Davis, J. G. Frayne, and E. W. Templin, "Multi-channel Magnetic
Recording," Jour. SMPTE, 58, 105-118, February 1952.

10 J. G. Frayne and E. W. Templin, "Stereophonic and Reproducing Equipment,"
Jour. SMPTE, 61, 395-407, Sept. 1953, Part 2.
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The economic difficulties as well as the technical prob1ems.of supplying two
or three films to theatres in order to put on a complete show led to the develop
ment of single film methods which embody many of the entertainment features of
these pictures. Thus, during 1953, the Cinemascope process was brought to complete
development and introduced into the, theatres. In this process there are several .
innovations. For the first time in the history of motion pictures a single film
carries both the picture and the associated stereophonic sound tracks. These sound
tracks are provided by striping certain areas, otherwise unused, of the picture
film with narrow magnetic coatings. Four such coatings in all are supplied--two
being outside the sprocket holes and two inside and adjacent to them. A diagram
of the Cinemascope film showing the location and dimensions of the magnetic stripes
and of the recorded track areas is shown in figure 15. The three 50-mil tracks pro
vide the stereophonic signals to the three speakers behind the screen. The narrow
track which is 29 mils wide 'provides a signal for auditorium speakers as well as a
control signal for cutting these speakers in and out. Another item of novelty in
this film is a new sprocket-hole design. The standard sprocket hole has been aban
doned in favor of a narrower one in order to provide more room for the sound tracks.
The old sprocket hole which was O.llO-inch wide has been reduced to 0.078-inch wide,
the height being reduced at the same time from 0.078-inch to C>.073-inch. The change
of sprocket hole means, of course, a change of all existing sprockets in theatre
reproducing equipment.

In order to be able to run this Cinemascope film in the motion picture thea
tres throughout the world, it was decided to design a new sound head specifically
for playing these tracks. Since this new sound head is located on top of the pro
jector housing, it has been denoted variously as a penthouse, button-on or sandwich
head. A typical one is shown in figure 16. This means that the practice, which has
been adopted since the introduction of sound pictures, of advancing the sound track
start mark ahead of the picture by 20 frames to permit scanning the sound track in
a special head located beneath the projector has had to be abandoned. For the Cine
mascope film the start mark has been retarded by 28 frames. An item of .interest
about this new Cinemascope sound head is that the sprocket is film-driven rather
than being used as a means of pulling the film through the machine. 11 The film is
pulled by the upper sprocket in the picture projector and the sprocket in-the pent-'
house head is simply used as a means of maintaining a loop of a certain length.
Otherwise, the film drive in this penthouse head is quite similar to that used in
the recorders and re-recorders described previously in this paper~

In reproducing the four Cinemascope sound tracks in the theatre, four pre
amplifiers are used. These are usually' mounted in a box on the front wall of the
projection booth. The frequency response of these amplifiers is ,shown in figure 17.
This characteristic incorporates the customary 6 db per octave magnetic reproducing
characteristic in addition to low and high-frequency post-emphasis. The latter
amounts to about 6 db at 50 cycles and 4 db at 8 kc--these values corresponding to
recorded complementary pre-emphasis at the same points in the frequency spectrum.
The resulting overall frequency response is essentially flat from 50 cycles to 8
kc with a loss of about 3 db at 10 kc.

The loudspeakers used behind the screen are the standard two-way theatre horn
systems with the dividing network cross-over frequency located at 500 cycles. A
photograph of a typical three-horn installation is shown in figure 18. The low fre
quency units used in these speakers are usually standard 16-inch paper cones driven
by permanent-magnet-actuated drivers and are mounted in a combination horn baffle.
The high frequency units are mounted above the low frequency units and to insure
proper distribution of the more directive high frequencies, either multi-cellular
type horns or acoustic lenses are employed. In order to provide .good coverage in

11 C. C. Davis and H. A. Manley, ".An Auxiliary Multi-track Magnetic Sound Re
producer," Jour. SMPTE, •••
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the theatre, especially those having balconies, more than one high frequency unit
may be used in order to direct the sound uniformly throughout the auditorium. The
loudspeakers are usually placed at the center and at the right and left of the
screen--the centerline of the side speakers being located at a distance from the·
outer edge of the screen which is equal to one-third the screen width. This has
been found to give good distribution when employed with screens up to 65 feet wide,
such as employed for Cinemascope projection in large theatres. It is characteristic
of most commercial high frequency units that there is considerable fall-off in high
frequency response above 8 kc. At the present time, no attempt is made to equalize
electrically for this fall-off in response. In fact, it is generally necessary to
provide some high frequency roll-off to secure satisfactory reproduction of dia
logue in many auditoriums. In other words, the motion picture industry has notsuc
ceeded to date in putting what might be called high-fidelity sound into theatres
even with magnetically recorded tracks and with stereophonic sound. The situation,
however, is considerably improved over single photographic track systems where a
very rapid attenuation of the high-frequency response above 7500 cycles has been
standard practice.

The advent of magnetic tracks in theatres has created the problem of how to
make many duplicates from a master rea6:Nling. So long as the photographic medium
was employed, the prints were made from a photographic sound negative--the printing
process being usually carried on simultaneously with that of printing the picture.
Since no acceptable method has been developed for making contact magnetic prints,
electrical copying of such prints is necessary at the present time. In order to
accomplish this, a single multi-track reproducer using a four-track magnetic master
film is used to feed signals to a bank of multi-track magnetic recording machines.
A photograph of a typical installation is shown in figure 19. This shows one re
producer and four recorders. In order to accelerate production this group of ma
chines may be opeJ;'ated above the normal motion picture film speed of 90 feet per·
minute and speeds up to 180 feet per minute are permissible. With increased speed
and the use of a number of recorders, the magnetic transfer process can be highly
accelerated.

The story on Cinemascope tracks would not be coo:Iplete without a brief ~ntion

of the method of applying the magnetic material to the Cinemascope picture prints.
In this case the finished photographic print is run through what is known as a
striping machine, a view of which is shown in figure 20. A solution carrying the
finely ground. magnetic oxide is fed from a hopper through four nozzles which lay
down the four tracks previously discussed. Since these tracks are in the liquid
state, . the film must be passed through a dry box similar to that used in film de
veloping machines before the material can be used in the printing machines described
above. A variation from this type of coating machine is one in which very thin
strips of previously coated base are 18Jl1in8.ted onto the picture film. The latter
nethod has not attained practical acceptance yet in the industry and as far as is
known, the only system currently employed in commercial practice is that similar
to the one provided by the machine shown in the last figure.
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Figure 1. Photographic recorder modified for magnetlc recording.
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Figure 2. '. View of recorder showing magnetic head mounting.
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Figure 4. Exploded view of typical tnagnetic head.
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Figure 6. Typical magnetic recording system.
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Figure 7. Magnetic recorder with front cover and cover plate removed.
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Figure 8. Dual photomagnetic recorder.
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Figure 10. Triple-track xnagnetic head.
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Figure 12. Triple -track recorder.
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Figure 14. Stereophonic mixer.
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Figure 16. Theatre reproducer for Cinemascope film.
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Figure 18. Stereophonic loudspeaker installation
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PAPER No.7

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

(This includes answers. supplied later by Dr. FraYne)

Mr. Witt of International Business Machines, referring to the narrow tracks on
Cinemascope film, asked for a comparison of the signal-to-noise ratio on the .029~

inch track with .03B-inch head as compared to the ratio on the .063-inch tracks
scanned by .050-inch heads. Dr. FraYne has advised that the change in the signal
to-noise ratio. is proportional to the ratio of the widths of the two tracks, or
about 4 db. Mr. Witt also noted that the .063-inch widths for magnetic coating and
the .050-inch playback scanning width allowed .013-inch for errors in tracking due
to inaccuracies in film slitting, edge guiding, and shrinkage. He asked if this was
sufficient safety factor to prevent the edge of the tracks from weaving inside the
end of the playback scanning slits. Dr. Frayne has noted that any irregularities in
the coating on the narrow track probably do affect the overall signal-to-noise
ratio. However, since signal-to-hum ratio on magnetic tracks is the usual dominat
ing factor he believes that hum is a limiting factor on any of the four tracks. He
did not believe the trouble mentioned has been found in properly lined-up heads and
also mentioned that only a50 mil width is scanned of the 60 mil coating. This
gives a little more tolerance~

Mr. George Lewin, Signal Corps Pictorial Center, felt that in the New York
area, at least, the use especially by independent producers and television outlets,
of quarter-inch tape with synchronous control was more widespread than generally
realized. The Signal Corps uses both the high frequency (14 kc) type of control
track and the 60 or 120 cycle low frequency type of control track, and felt that
both systems were fairly successful and reliable. Dr. Frayne clarified his point
to say that he did not imply that synchronized tape is not being used, but that
there is comparatively little use of it in the motion picture industry as a whole.

Mr. Ben Bauer of Shure Brothers, Incorporated, asked about the problem of
headwear and the extent of improvement being made by the use of ferrite heads.
Dr. Frayne advised thlit until recently there had been no real experience with long
life tests of magnetic film on heads in theatres. There is several years of ex
perience with magnetic wear on magnetic heads in studio recording equipment where
the magnetic heads are well maintained and cleaned and the film is kept in good
condition. Under these conditions, useful head life has corresponded to running
lengths of film up to five million feet. After this point, there is a noticeable
dropoff in high frequency response. This can be partially corrected by adjusting
the bias current in the recording system.12 There is very much interest in the work
that Dr. Wetzel of Minnesota Mining is doing on the development of ferrite heads.
Dr. Frayne feels that a long wearing material of this type is the only answer to
commercial use of magnetic recording in theatres where films are run daily on an
almost continuous basis. .

Dr. Begun of Clevite-Brush Company felt that the present Cinemascope multiple
track arrangement required a very high degree of control and accuracy not only to
maintain heads in proper contact and azimuth but to prevent undesirable phase
changes in the relation of sound output from the various channels.

Dr. fraYne noted the activity of the Clevite-Brush Company in production of
magnetic heads and assumed that Dr. Begun would be well versed in this problem. He
said there is no question but that a very accurate degree of alignment is required

12 Singer and Rettinger, "Correctionof Frequency-Response Variations Caused
by Magnetic Head Wear, 11 Jour. SMPTE, 61, July, 1953.
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when one has to scan tracks that are located all the way across 35 rom. film. The
azimuth alignment on each particular track presents no serious problem due to the
extremely narrow widths of track employed. However, in the case of stereophonic
reproduction, the misalignment caused by the advance or retardation of any one gap
relative to another should probably not exceed one-half a wave-length of the short
est wave-length being reproduced. Thus, for reproduction of 9,000 cycles, Which has
a two mil wave-length on 35 rom. film, a misalignment tolerance could not be greater
than one mil or we might get cancellation from the same modulation on two adjacent
tracks. In lining up the heads, every attempt is made to get uniform contact on all
four tracks. This is difficult due to the fact that it is almost impossible to keep
35 rom. film perfectly flat. This problem was the one that had the greatest influence
in deciding to mount the sound head on top of the projector so that the magnetic
film could be scanned before the film had been subjected to the intense heat of the
arc as it p~ssed through the projection machine. It is a well-known fact that film
is much flatter before it enters the arc than after it leaves. However, even with
this arrangement, it was necessary to increase the tension in the film path to
scanning point to about 500 grams to get satisfactory contact. Another important
factor is the angle of wrap which the film makes around the m~gnetic heads. If .this
is too great, excessive polygonning results. If it is too small, poor contact re-
sults. A maximum wrap of about 200 seems to be indicated. •

Mr. Marvin Camras of Armour Research noted the contrast between film recording
response requirements of the order of 7500 cycles at 18 inches per second and the .
efforts of some in tape recording at getting 18,000 cycle response at 7 1/2 inches
per second. He also noted the concern of some film processing laboratories that
their processing solutions, especially those for color film, may be spoiled if film
with magnetic sound tracks is passed through the solutions. Dr. Frayne noted that
in the Cinemascope process the picture is printed first, and the magnetic striping
is done last, so there is no question of the photographic film solutions being
spoiled in any way by the presence of the iron oxide.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 8

BASIC MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR TAPE TRANSPORT
SYSTEMS

Mr. O. C. Bixler
~

Director of Engineering
Magnecord,Incorporated

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: It is believed that technical papers have generally overlooked the
vital importance of the design considerations concerning the mechanical components
of magnetic recording systems. This paper describes th~ intricacies of the design

-problems covering all the mechanical components necess~y' for ,)JIliformly controlling
the translation of magnetic tape past the erase, recording, arid-reproducing points.
Details are also discussed concerning the electrical and mechanical control systems
necessary to allow flexible and precise operation and remote control of the tape
handling mechanism. The tape is followed from the pay-off reel entirety through its
path until it is once more woundup·ona t~ke-up reel. Both design and-practical
considerations of each component e1ementwh~¢h handles the tape are discussed.
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General Design Objectives

The object of this paper is to discuss all the component elements in the tape
path. which contribute to the tape handling and to the characteristics of the re
cording which are dependent, to a great extent, upon the mechanical tape transport
unit.

The objective of the design of a mechanical tape transport is to provide means
of storage for magnetic recording tape both before and after recording and to
translate the tape uniformly at a controlled and even speed past a point where the
tape may be erased, recorded, or reproduced. An additional design objective is to
provide such flexibility of mechanical design as to allow fully automatic control
when desired, and to incorporate safety features and means for remote control. The
result of the mechanical design should yield safe mechanical and environmental
conditions for the magnetic recording medium.

General Mechanical Configurations

One of the u~ual tape transport configurations is shown in figure I as a bare
panel view, and in figure 2 as a completed unit. The tape pays off from one reel,
passes over a non-rotating alignment guide, which is combined with a spring loaded
compliance arm, "then passes over a tape stabilizer roller before being fed to the
head assembly where the erasing, recording, and reproducing are done; following the
head assembly, the tape is pulled and its motion metered by passing between the
capstan driven at a constant speed and a pressure roller with a rubber rim; fol
lowing the capstan tape puller, the tape is fed over another non-rotating tape
guide combined with a compliance arm and fed to the take-up reel.

In some tape machines; the yapstan is placed at the input to the head assembly.
Either arrangement may be used except that it is believed some inherent advantages
accrue in having the capstan beyond the head assembly as follows:

(1) Should the tape break beyond the capstan or should the tape take-up reeling
mechanism fail, the recording may be safely made even though the tape piles up on
the floor. A floor pile up of tape may be readily cleared by reeling the tape up
carefully without disturbing the pile. (2) A faster start is possible with a tape
Puller. The pressure roller may be engaged with the continuously moving capstan,
thereby bringing the tape from standstill up to its normal speed in less than a
tenth of a second.

The compliance arm following the tape puller is used to take up the momentary
starting slack until the take-up reeling mechanism has a chance to get started.
Some machines use a transient surge of power in order to overcome the reel starting
inertia and to prevent throwing a tape loop during the starting period.

Tape Storage Mechanisms

The most usually used form. of tape storage is that of a simple reel. Other
means of storing tapes are: (a) By passing the tape over a number of spoo~s which
may be distributed about a panel. (b) By feeding the tape into a: tape tank just
wide enough to receive the tape and within which tank the tape makes a number of
folds back and forth upon itself. The tape is usually fed from the top and pulled
out from either the side or bottom of the tank. (c) Spiral endless loop device
where each layer of tape slides on the adjacent layer.

These devices are utilized in endless loop service wherein it is not required
to store the length of tape required in the usual recording operations. Th~ir ap
plication is limited to tape lengths of several hundred feet.
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where

Tape Reeling Mechanisms

The storage of tape on reels is the usual mode of operation in most recorders.
Nationally, we have standardized upon 7", 10-1/2", and 14". diameter spools. It is
to be noted that the position of the drive slots in the reels have been the subject
of tacit national standardization in order to obtain reels which are interchangeable

·between tape machines. The most common tape width is, of course, 1/4" at the present
time.

In the usual design of tape handling mechanisms a spindle is provided with a
fixed flange onto which the tape reel can be slipped. The reel spindle is usually
mounted on some sort of bearing assembly behind the front panel of the recorder and
ms.y be attached directly to a torque motor shaft to save the cost of extra bearings.
The spindle shaft is controlled in one of several ways in order to put either back
or forward tension upon the tape for pay-off and take-up reels respectively. This
holds the tape taut with from two ·to eight ounce tape tension so that it does not
fiop loosely over the re~ording heads.

There are· three basic reeling control means in use at the 9resent time: (1)
Friction disc clutches which are adjustable in order to control the spindle drag
and consequently the tape back tension. The usual felt-to-brass clutch is designed
from the formula T • FN (rl + r2) J.L

2

T • torque

F :I axial force

N • number of clutch surfaces

11-. coefficient of friction =.3 for felt against brass

rl and r2 =the inner and outer clutch radii

(2) Torque motors, figure 3, operating at full voltage during high-speed reeling and at
reduced voltage during normal forward operation of the machine in order to provide both
back torque and forward take-up torque; motor braking for the pay-off reel may also be
applied by means of energizing with d-c.the windings of an a-c motor; (3) By means of
servo controls operating through servo motors or magnetic clutches. These latter are the
more elaborate and costly systems, and operate through sensing tape tension and correct
ing the reel torque accordingly. These schemes have been used to obtain essentially con
stant tape tension.

It is to be noted that in the first two of the three control modes mentioned above,
constant torque rather than constant tape tension is obtained. It should also be noted
that the true design objective is .to obtain constant tape tension over the magnetic
record/reproduce heads, and thus maintain a minimum disturbance to the capstan pull so
that minimum flutter or wow result. The tape tension force F is related to the torque,
of course, by the simple formula:

F _ Torgue
Radius of tape pay-off

Since the torque is essentially constant with either torque motors or any other
good constant torque device, it will be seen that the tape back tension varies as
the ratio of the outer reel to the tape hub diameter. The tape back tension desired
is usually in the neighborhood of two to ei~t ounces and the tape take-up tension
about six to 20 ounces. Typical torque motor curves are shown in figure 4.
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In most commercial tape reels today, an effort has been made to minimize this
diameter variation. Maximum to minimum tape pay-off :r;atios are now usually held to
approximately two to three, although a few years back this ratio was as high as
five (figure 5). To date, no really satisfactory simple automatic mechanical de
vice has been devised to compensate for this diameter change. In the,motion pic
ture industry, where large diameter ratios and heavier, wider "tape" are used,
tape follower arms have been installed which continuously measure the diameter of
the reel and adjust the reel torque accordingly to obtain essentially constant tape
tension. When 1/4" wide tape is used, mechanical clearances are such that this de-

, vice is tricky to use. The fragile nature of the 1/4" wide tape only .002 thick
also militates generally against the use of the mechanical follower arm. Devices
depending on the weight of the tape to determine tape tension have also been used,
but for only vertical operation of the machine.

. High quality professional machines may use any of the three reeling control
methods listed above, but it is felt that the simplest and most dependable method
of reel control is through a torque motor.

When a motor is used, the torque characteristics through every degree of ro
tation of the motor are important since it is desired to maintain constant tape
tension independent of the angular position of the reel. Some problems have been'
encountered in this respect since it has been found that motors may be built for
"constant" running torque, but that during slow speed operation (15 to 60 RPM)
within one revolution the torque may vary as much as 25 percent in extreme cases.
In one investigation of a quantity of torque motors, it was found that variations
in the air gap and in the electrical properties of the rotor caused motor torque
variations within one revolution as shown in figure 6, Curve A. In a cooperative
program with a motor manufacturer, this torque variation was reduced to that shown
in figure 6, Curve B. The effect of the high torque variation was to insert a
flutter rate, which is to say, a tape speed variation rate in the order of one or
two cycles per second. Reduction of the torque variation was sufficient to improve
recorder performance appreciably and to allow other tape handling elements to fur
ther improve the constancy of tape speed.

Tape Stabilization and Motion Filtering

The tape stabilizers located on either side of the head assembly form a por
tion of the filter system which prevents any reeling or reel mechanism irregulari
ties from affecting the smoothness and straightness of tape travel over the heads
in order to hold flutter and signal drop-outs to a minimum while maintaining ade
quate tape wrap around the head gap magnetic structure to obtain good low frequency
response. These stabilizers take· the form of flywheel loaded pulleys over which the
tape passes. The tape wrap around these pulleys must be made sufficient so that,
with the tape to pulley surface coefficient of friction, no slippage can occur in
normal operation. Further, one of these inertia or flywheel loaded pulleys (pref
erably the one following the heads) is utilized as the main tape drive element and
is therefore designated as the capstan which is motor driven either directly or
through some speed reducing means. Both the stabilizer roller and the drive-motor
stabilizer assembly require close tolerance precision honed-oi1ite (± .00015 dia.
tolerance) or precision ball bearings. It becomes of importance to remove heavy
flywheels during shipping in order to avoid Brinelling of the bearing races or
bending of the flywheel shafts, which could cause flutter later.

Typical tolerances on a capstan with a nominal diameter of .2367" moving at
600 rpm to achieve 7~1/2" per second tape motion are as follows: diameter tolerance
± .0002; run-out tolerance ± .00005. Such accuracies assure 7-1/2" per second tape
speed flutter below 0.15 percent and tape timing with an accuracy of ± 3 seconds
in one-half hour of recording. The other flywheel loaded pulley is driven by the
tape itself.
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If a-c torque reeling motors are used, it is the usual thing to expect a cer
tain amount of 60 cycle and 120 cycle hum to appear in the tape tension. The
stretch or compliance of the tape between the tape reel and the spring loaded com
pliance arm acts with the tape stabilizer inertias to absorb this 60 cycle and 120
cycle variation in tape tension, and to completely eliminate this effect from
reaching the head recording area. .

Examining the tape, the tape compliance arm, and both stabilizers as a filter,
it may be said that we have a low pass filter. It is desirable to push,the filter
cut off down to as low a frequency as is practicable, considering the physical size
of the flywheel used in the stabilizer. This is desirably below one cyc1e'and in
practice can be easily held to about 1/4 to 1/2 cps. An illustrative calculation
follows:

Considering the pay-off reeling mechanism, both stabilizers and the first com
pliance arm for a practical case, we then have:

andC.+

where FR • low pass filter resonance (near cut off) frequency in c.p.s.

11 • tape driven stabilizer rotary inertia

-wt (R2 + r 2 )
"2

= 2.47 x 10-4 slug ft 2

12 = motor driven stabilizer inertia

= 2.25 x 10-3 slug ft2

C

F

• equivalent arm compliance

- arm deflection in radians= .75 radians

1• ar.m deflection torque- 192 1b ft

Then for the tape driven stabilizer:

C =.75 x 192 - 144 radians per 1b ft

FR,l = 2 7T j7 .00~247 x 144 • 0.a5 cps

This cut-off frequency filters out the 60 cps and 120 cps flutt~r components •.
The tape couples the motor drive stabilizer to the driven stabilizer so that even
lower frequencies are filtered out by the combination of both stabiliz~rs:

FR (1 + 2)

FR (1 + 2)

•

•

1
2 7T JI.000247 + .00225) x 144

0.267 cps

This last value is very satisfactory. The actual mechanical arrangement and
simplified electrical analogue is shown in figure 7.
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Present day professional ~ape recorders are capable of maintaining flutter
between 0.05 and 0.3 percent. The weather may actually enter into the flutter per
formance of the tape recorder, since stickiness of the tape affects its travel over
the heads and other elemefits in the tape path. Tape is both thermoplastic and
humidity plastic. Sticky tape may cause chatter, which is to say variable speed or
flutter.

Tape Drives

Over the years that recordings have been made on a moving medium, various
driving methods have been used. The modern tape recorder draws from all previous
experience and knowledge and has used many various drives and speed reducers. Since
for speeds below 600 rpm, overly large motors are necessary, it is desirable to have
the drive motor running at 600 rpm or some speed in. excess of 600- rpm. A speed re
ducing scheme is then normally used in order to obtain adequate capstan torque and
the low speed from a small drive motor. Standard motor speeds used have been 600,
900, 1200, 1800, and 3600 rpm. General practice has e~tablished about five pounds
available capstan pull to do a satisfacto!'y tape driVing job. The actual average
pull on the tape is much less than :this,about six to eight ounces.

For a professional or industrial type recorder, it is usual to select a syn
chronous drive motor in order to minimize actual tape speed errors. Since tape has
no sprocket holes to eliminate slippage, the design philosophy is to make all other
parts of the drive mechanism as accurate as possible, thus making the major speed
error that of the actual physical tape slippage itself. In the smaller fractional'
horsepower ratings a straight synchronous motor is not too efficient insofar as •
physical size, starting torque, and running torque are concerned. Therefore, the
trend has been toward the use of hysteresis synchronous motors in designing these
mechanisms. Hysteresis synchronous motors have the drawback of running hottest when
lightly loaded, thus making heat dissipation a problem.

Speed reduction methods that have been used are: (See figure 8.) (a) Gear re
ductions with their usual complications of gear tooth modulation and worm irregu
larity modulation. These effects can be minimized in design by the use of helical
gears and by using multiple thread worms. Gears and worms are difficult to handle,
insofar as flutter elimination is concerned, because they generate low frequency
flutter which most easily passes through the low pass filters discussed previously
under Tape Stabilization and Motion Filtering.

(b) Puck speed reducing systems, where a rubber rimmed puck reduces the speed
between the motor shaft and a driven hUb, which in turn directly drives the capstan
and reduces the motor speed in the ratio of approximately the drive motor shaft di
ameter to the drive hub diameter. This puck reduction in speed must be corrected
for an error which is the result of the difference of indentations in the rubbe~

puck by the drive motor shaft, and the larger driven hub shaft. The puck is main
tained at the normal puck optimum wedge angle of 1140 • This angle is that which is
subtended by the driven hub and motor shaft with the puck hub considered as the
apex of the angle. Absolute looseness of the puck support is essential in order to
assure self-centering action with its resultant uniform drive. Some recorders use
two parallel pucks in order to assure uniformity of drive. A special form of puck
may be used which is essentially a rim drive. The puck effect ,j,s obtained by putting
a rubber rim around the driven hub and resting the drive motor shaft against this
rim. An alternate system is to place a small rubber drive tire around the motor
shaft, which in turn rests against a solid driven wheel. This latter configuration
is not as satisfactory as the others becauSe the speed error is greater in this
case due to the rubber indentation in the small motor roller causing a greater er
ror than a similar size indentation in a larger driven hub.
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(c) A toothed compliance belt, which is an efficient and accurate speed re
ducing means, but which produces flutter within itself at both the belt rotation
rate and the belt tooth rate. It is then necessary to utilize a mechanical filter
ing system beyond the driven hub to eliminate these two flutter rates. This system
is somewhat more complex and more difficult of deriving satisfactory results than
those previously mentioned.

(d) An endless woven flat belt; due to the compliance of suc:a a belt, this
method is ideal insofar as eliminating flutter components which might come from the
motor. However, because of the vagaries of woven materials and becau~e of belt
slippage, the belt drive average speed control'is not as precise as some of those
previously mentioned. In the usual professional machine whereir. high accuracy of
tape timing is desired, it is then necessary to evolve a more complicated drive

. speed control system wherein servo elements are used to control or meter the tape.
This is usually handled through recording of a standard control frequency on the
tape so that when it is played back, the reproducer can be controlled to play with
exactly the original timing. This standard recorded control signal has taken the
form of superimposed 60 cycle modulation, a high frequency carrier 60 cycle modu
lated, and printed patterns on the reverse side of the tape from the oxide surface.

(e) A direct drive system wherein the tape is driven directly by an accurately
ground area located on a shaft extension of the motor. This is perhaps the simplest
accurate drive system possible, but requires careful design in order to reduce the
flutter effects caused by shaft run out, bearing and housings tolerances, and vi
bration due to being directly coupled to the motor. This design is capable of good

. results if as Iowa speed motor as is practicable is used to prevent reducing the
tape drive diameter of the capstan to too small a physical size. Experience has
shown that diameters below approximately 0.2 inch should not be used. Too small a
drive diameter is not only physically weak and subject to bending to cause flutter,
but should any oxide deposits from the tape build up on the capstan, their effect
in speed deviation (once per capstan revolution) is greatly exaggerated.

Tape Guidance

Proper tape guidance first assures uniform wind on both take-up and rewind
reels, Secondly, it assures the tape of a uniformly straight linear motion with no
snaking or side to side motion over the heads. Since 1/411 tape is normally held to
slitting width tolerances of +0 -.002 inches, it is seen that the slot or guides
which control the tape movement from side to side may be fairly accurate. Too much
control, that is to say, too tight a pressure on either side of the tape will re
sult in tape buckling so that an added means of flutter. could be induced on a ma":
chine or poor tape contact with the heads might be obtained.

It is usual to establish the compliance arm tape guides to control reel wind
ing and in addition to use some means in the head area to achieve control over the
tape movement from side to side. Tape slither or skating~from side to side causes
the tape transverse axis to no longer be parallel to the longitudinal axis through
the head area (to which the head gaps are aligned at 900 during the so-called azi
muth ·alignment). This, of course, results in momentary head to tape misalignment so
~hat high frequencies are not reproduced at normal amplitudes. In some cases where
tape is not properly controlled, the high frequency output near the upper limit of
the tape recorder may vary as much as 20 or 30 db. This amplitude variation should
be held to one or two· db at the most. Surface and contour squareness of recording
heads, pulleys, guides, etc., are critical in order to minimize tape skating.

Control Features and Miscellaneous ..
< The control features of a recorder are aimed at making all conditions of tape

travel as automatic as possible so that they are completely controlled by the trans-
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port with a minimum of control effort expenditure by the operator. Thus, after
loading the machine with tape, the operations of normal forward, high speed for
ward, and high speed reWind, should be available to the operator at the touch of a
button. This requires mechanical linkages, relays, solenoids, etc., in order to
provide for fail-safe operation and safe handling of the tape under all conditions
without tape breakage.

Some means of keeping the tape under constant tension between the reels must
be built into the machine not only in normal and high.speed operation~, but under
braking conditions from high speed to stop as well. This requires that torque dif
ferences for all conditions of operation be established between the take-up and
pay-off reels and particularly during the stopping conditions from high speed op
eration. This latter problem may be solved either by dYnamic braking or mechanical
braking of the pay-off reel at a slightly higher rate than the take-up reel.

The mechanical braking can be achieved by making use of the differential brak
ing of a band brake. One end of the band is fixed while the other end is moved by
either a mechanical or electrical device to apply braking. A fail-safe method is
to operate the brake with a spring arrangement and to release it with a solenoid.
This provides safe braking of the machine should the power fail, as well as pro
viding for normal ope~ation (figure 3.). A 1800 band, felt lined, 1/2-inch wide
brake of 2-3/4 inch diameter can provide a direction differential of 4 inch oz.
with 7 inch oz. and 11 inch oz. total braking torque in the two directions of rota
tion respectively.

Another essential control feature of a tape transport is to lift the tape clear
of the heads during high speed forward or rewind operation in order to save wear
on the heads and tape. This may be accomplished by either solenoid or mechanical
linkage operation interlocked with the forward and high speed control functions.
There are two design possibilities; one is to lift the tape from the heads, during
high speed operation; the other is to physically wrap the tape around the heads
during normal operation and to allow it to fall away during high speed conditions.
Either function is quite satisfactory.

When full solenoid control is designed into a tape transport, it is relatively
easy to provide for remote control with remote lights indicating the operating
state of the mechanism. Since a large amount of tape can be spoiled because of tape
breakage during high speed operation and because a remote operator usually does not
have direct view of the reels during normal operation, it is standard to install a
"tape break" SWitch in conjunction with one of the moving compliance arms in order
to bring machine rapidly to a stop should the tape break. With a tape puller cap
stan the tape break switch is installed between the pay-off reel and the capstan;
this insures ccntinuity of program should the tape fail beyond the capstan.

Mechanical and electrical interlock functions must be provided to assure oper
ational safety so that an operator will be forced to go through the "stop" condi
tion from "high speed" conditions. This is necessary since if the tape is moving
fast when the pressure roller grips the tape against the positive metering capstan,
the tape is usually broken.

An important feature which is too often not considered is the desirability of
building' into a precision tape mechanism adequate cooling. A blower will dissipate
to the surrounding atmosphere the heat of the torque motor, drive motors, and other
electrical elements. Over an extended operating time, the operating temperatures of
the front panel and tape handling parts may come excessively close to the nominal
lOsOf upper tape limit which is set to minimize the tape stickiness unless cooling
provision is included.
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Conclusion

The overall design of a tape transport for a professional tape recording sys
tem is very complex, full of many compromises and special problems, involving not
only design, but the physics of machine shop practice in order to turn out a device
whioh may be manufactured readily with uniformly good operating characteristics.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Robert W. Nichols of Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington,
stated that their company had noticed that certain types of professional machines
with clutch slipping arrangements for tape braking had more difficulty in maintain
ing uniform head contact for tapes of different stiffness than some machines with
other methods of braking. In playing back a 10,000 cycle signal they had noticed a
2-3 db variation in amplitude which they had been able to reduce to 1/2-1 db by
making their own feed reels of rather heavy design. They also noticed that the
amplitude seemed to vary at a sine wave rate. Also, by choosing a more flexible
tape they were able to eliminate this trouble. Mr. Nichols asked if any studies had
been made to relate basic design of machines to choice of tapes.

Mr. Bixler noted that the section of his paper on torque motors' and drive sys
tems (which was shortened during his talk to save time) dealt with the steps taken
in recent designs to reduce non-uniformity of braking throughout a revolution of
the feed reel. He also noted that modern professional recorders usually have a com
pliant member between the feed reel and tape heads to reduce the effect on record
ing of variations in tension as the tape comes off the feed reel. Earlier designs
of the band brake clutch on Magnecorders had certain limitations to the physical
design of the clutch but present designs are aimed at produci'lg uniform torque with
resultant uniform tape tension.

Mr. George Lewin, Signal Corps Pictorial Center, Long Island City, New York,
asked if wear on the heads during speed rewind was as serious a problem as recorder
engineers had first thought, since he had heard it stated that during high speed
tape travel a layer of air builds up between the tape and the heads and this pre
vents the excessive head wear.

Mr. Bixler advised that in every case he had known so far where the operator
didn't lift the tape from the heads during rewind the machine came in for head serv
icing and replacement more often than on machines where tape was lifted during re
wind. He doubted that the protective air film theroy would apply in this particular
case.
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LATEST REEL DIMENSIONS

O.D·RATIO ACTUAL PLASTIC PLAYING TIME
NOMINAL REEL SIZE TAPE 1.0. TAPE 0.0. 1.0. TAPE LENGTH 7.5111G. 151110.

7" O. D. 2 3/4" 6 7/8" 2.5 1250 n. 30 .I.~ 15111N.

10-}0.D. 5" 10" 2 2500". 601l1N. 30MI".

14" 0.0. 5" 13 3/4" 2.75 5400". 120.111. 60111".

Figure 5. Present day reel pay-off ratios and playing time.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 9

MECHANICAL FACTORS GOVERNING TAPE COATINGS, BACKINGS,
AND REEL DESIGN

Mr. J. E. Johnston
.~

Sales Development Engineer
Electrical and Sound Recording Tape Division
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: A discussion of the factors involved in recording machine per
formance with respect to wow, flutter, speed, constancy, and amplitude uniformity.
Also included is a discussion of various tape backings and their respective per
formance from magnetic and physical standpoints.
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Introduction

This talk was originally 'limited to reels and their designs, and the
influences of the reel on the tape in the transport mechanism, however the NaVy
has requested that we also include a discussion of the properties of the various
backings that have been evaluated over a period of years; so very quickly we'll
consider the reel portion of this paper and get on to the backing discussion
which seemS to envoke more interest.

Tape Warping Affects Output Uniformity

One of the most important factors in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
is that of the output uniformity. Among those things which can affect changes in
uniformity, a principle cause is the physical distortion of the tape. Tape which
has been unevenly wound on a reel and then stored for a long period of time-
especially under humid conditions or varying conditions in humidity, will very
often show severe output variations on both AM and FM recording systems. Although
the susceptibility of the backing to distortion is important, and discussed later,
important improvements have been made in reel designs--both the seven inch RTMA
reel and the 10-1/2 NARTB reel--to improve tape handling, winding, and uniform
speed characteristics.

Improvements in Reels

Figure 1 shows the principal dimensions for the earlier RTMA seven-inch reel.
The hub diameter is 1-3/4 inches and the distance between the flanges is.33 inches.

A bad feature of this earlier reel was the wide slots at the hub to accommodate
drive pins, these slots in the early reel causing very severe deformations in the
tape extending outwards from these slots a considerable distance from the hub. In
later models of this particular reel the slot openings were reduced at the hub to
reduce this problem.

However, the new 2-1/4 inch hub reel has been substantially changed, reducing
this deformation to a minimum.

Figure 2 illustrates the new 2-1/4 inch reel. The chief change has been, of
course, from 1-3/4 to 2-1/4 inches on the inner hub. Also the distance between
the flanges has been changed to .336 inches at the periphery of the reel and
reduced to .306 inches at the hub. This particular change in this tape reel has
helped considerably in improving the winding·characteristics of the tape and
reducing the number of loops thrown during high speed rewind. The change to this
2-1/4 inch hub was decided after a long series of tests of speed constancy using
magnetic recording machines in all price classes and after a considerable field
experience with an interim professional reel which had a 2-3/4 inch hub.

Effect on Tape Speed of Diameter Variations

Graph I illustrates variations in speed throughout length of the tape as the
diameters of the supply reel and the take-up reel change as the tape is·played
from beginning to end. Two cvrves are shown on this graph as boundaries for the
cross-hatched area. Curve A is the portion of greatest deviation from the mean
speed and Curve B of least deviation. In this particula~ graph running speeds of
7-1/2 inches per second were used. However, tests were also made at 15 inches /
sec. speeds, all reference data was corrected back to zero reference (7-1/2
inches). Also, in the data, the mean speed of machines were corrected to 7-1/2
inChes/sec. where necessary.
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The shaded area represents differences obtained from various machines and
various conditions of operation, tests being made at relative humidity conditions
from 20 - gO percent. On some machines, variations in excess of three percent
occurred toward the end of the reel, whereas on higher priced machines the maxi
mum variation was less than 3/4%. It was found that the lower diameter of the
take-up reel hub does not seem to affect the speed deviation nearly as much as
does lower diameter of the supply reel hub as evidenced by the difference in curve
shape at the end of the graph.

. At the 2-1/4 inch value, most of the error occurring on the 1-3/4 inch reel
is corrected, and since the other considerations influencing, reel design can be
satisfied with a seven-inch outside diameter, this hub dimention was adopted on
the basis of this curve.

Interim Federal Specification W-T-61A requires the seve~ inch reel to maintain
0.2 of an inch "e" dimension. This "e" dimension being defined as the difference in
the outside radius diameter of the reel and the radius of the tape at outside
layer. The ~ifference between these two radii for adequate safety in handling
should be .2 of an inch. Graph 2 shows that the lines drawn for the "e" radial
clearance for the three hub diameters are 1-3/4 inches; 2-1/4 inches and 2-3/4
inches. Early magnetic recording tape thickness nominally was running at .0022
inches. If the tape had remained at the .0022 inch thickness, it can be seen the
change to the 2-1/4 hub would not have been possible. However, by oxide improve
ments, it has been possible to reduce the coating thickness on a tape while
maintaining the same magnetic output level. Present day tape has an overall thick
ness of about 2 mils, permitting adequate clearance.

Improved Threading Slot

Another advantage results from a change in the hub design. Rather than having
a standard threading slot, this new reel has a "V" s19t threading device which not
only simplifies threading, but considerable reduces tape distortion caused by gap
pressure at that point.

Figure 3 illustrates the current 10-1/2-inch reel. The distance between
flanges in this particular case is .345 inches.

Figure 4 illustrates the new plastic NARTB reel of the same design as Figure
1, the major change being the reduction of distance between the flanges to a value
of 2.70 inches. This reel as designed, is of glass-filled plastic and with the
changes the winding characteristics has vastly improved.

Figure 5 illustrates a supplemental 10-1/2 inch reel just developed. ,This reel
has a small center hole, corresponding to the seven-inch reel arid contains other
drive holes to adapt it to the recording machines of various manufacture.

Figure 6 pictures the two new reels for comparison.

Magnetic Recording Tape Backings

Because of the nature of many military applications of magnetic recording tape
it is necessary to use a tape backing which has the greatest amount of stability
and uniformity. Ideally, of course, the backing would have a high strength without
stretch in thin films with a very low coefficient of humidity expansion, be stable
over a wide temperature range, have a perfectly smooth surface, and cost very
little.
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No available baeking meets all these requirements. Comparing backings of the
four main classes, paper, plastic, metal and laminates, we have qUalitatively
'rated them on the magnetic factors,' physical factors, and cost factors on Table I:
Not considered here are physical properties which concern manufacturing problems-
that of coating, anchorage, etc., but rather on performance characteristics.

BRsed on these factors and the manufacturing considerations, the best backing
types available are the plastic materials. The l~minates have been evaluated
chiefly on thicker films (.002 inch to .005 inch) rather than on the standard
(.0015 inch) backings.

Table 2 considers the particular plastic' films which are available today,
cellulose acetates, polyester which is under the trade name "Mylar", ethyl
cellulose and tensilized polyvinyl chloride, more commonly known as Luvitherm.
They are rated quantitatively and qualitatively under the several factors shown.

The tensile strength of practically all of these films are adequate in view
of the tape handling mechanisms that exist today. The outstanding characteristic

. of the polyester films and the Luvitherm type are their low coefficient of
humidity expansion. The Luvitherm, however, is limited by upper operating tempera
ture, undergoing deterioration at something just above 150 degrees Fahrenheit.

An outstanding property of acetate, accounting for its wide use today, is
its excellent surface and thickness uniformity. The polyesters as yet suffer in
both thickness uniformity and surface uniformity.

Table 3 shows the representative stress characteristic of the various .0915
inch films. Polyester exhibits a very excellent recovery, showing no dead stretch
up to five pounds per 1/4 inch. Ethocel breaks at something less than five
pounds; polyvinyl chloride shows 27 percent and acetate 23 percent residual
elongation at five pounds stress. This stress value is very high and is only used
to bring out the differences that exist in the films. At the normal operating
tensions the residual elongation of all of these films is essentially zero. These
values change slightly at very high humidity conditions.

Effect of Backing on Output Uniformity

Figure 7 illustrates the output uniformity characteristics of magnetic record
ing tape with the three most common backings. All coatings were made under the
same conditions of manufacture. In obtaining this data the recorder has been
biased to emphasize the differences in surface uniformity of the backing. The
distance for a large chart division is 2 db, and the polyester shows a consider
ably greater variation in its output uniformity than does the acetate (no. lllA)
with the paper backing the poorest of the three.

Polyester films are improving each month and it is hoped that sometime in the
near future it will be possible to obtain this backing having uniformity charac
teristics of acetate, or perhaps even better. In most of the applications where
this very high degree of stability is desired, the consumers also require an in
strumentation quality tape. This uniformity improvement will be necessary before
large use of the polyester films can take place~

Special Features

These backings can be processed where desired for special applications. They
can be metallized on the backing side or the oxide side; they can be treated with
various surface lubricants to change their coefficient of friction; etc., all on
special order for individual applications. Of all the many backings which have
been evaluated considering all aspects, especially cost and performance, cellulose
acetate today still provides the best all-purpose economical tape.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

In reply to Mr. Sibley of Lockheed, Mr. Johnson advised that data for 'Figure 6
was taken using a 200 cps signal for deep penetration of the tape coating, and with
the recorder overbiased. The bias may not have significance in the test.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 10

MAGNETIC RECORDERS FOR DATA RECORDING UNDER ADVERSE
ENVIRONMENTS

Mr. G. L. Davies
/\

President of The Davies Laboratories

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: Describes types of magnetic recoi-ding equipment specifically
developed for multi-channel recording of data information such as vibration,
displacement, pressure, temperature, etc. Equipment has been designed to operate
over wide ranges of temperatures, pressures, humidities, accelerations, and
vibrations as experienced in aircraft, vehicles, and other adverse environments.
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Original Requirements

The work that we are discussing today was started as a result of Air Force
requirements (Contract No. AF33(038)-11380) for the recording and analysis of
vibration in aircraft. The frequencies concerned were somewhat lower than those
usually encountered in sound recording, as the minimum frequency required was
three cycles per second. The linearity requirements were very high in that
accuracy of output voltage versus input voltage was desired to the order of two
percent. The environmental conditions were severe, being the standard military
specifications for equipment which is to be used in an airplane: vibration,
humidity, temperature, and last but not least--24 volt d-c operation.

In this case also, extreme stress was laid upon small size. This is common
to most aircraft installations, but the aim of this particular equipment was use
in small aircraft, notably small fighter planes beginning with the F-86. Thirteen
data channels were required, and the frequency response and linearity requirements
dictated a frequency modulated carrier system. In such a system, flutter and wow
rears its ugly head in a far more nasty form than it usually does in audio work,
inasmuch as the first result of it is a spurious noise output, as a result of
spurious modulation on the carrier introduced by the irregularities of tape motion.

Tape Drive

This dictates the best possible tape drive that can be engineered. However,
an early investiga~ion of tape drives indicated that, especially with 24 volt d-c
operation, an attempt to develop an extremely smooth and constant speed drive
might well require a B-36 rather than an F-86 to carry the equipment. Consequently,
a scheme for compensation of at least the first order effects of flutter and wow
was devised. Tests made with it indicated that this would be sufficient, at least
for this particular application, to enable a very small and very simple tape drive
mechanism to be used, and thereby achieve the necessary small size and weight.
together with the 24 volt d-c operation.

Speed Vs. Temperature

Actual capstan drive was accomplished by means of a governor controlled 24
volt d-c motor geared to a capstan. The average speed uniformity of the drive has
been entirely satisfactory, inasmuch as a control tone recorded on the tape from
a crystal oscillator has been used for servo control on playback to obtain the
original recording speed instead of trying to play back at a constant speed. The
capstan drive motor holds speed within about plus or minus two percent for voltage
variations from 22 to 28 volts, and within possibly another two or three percent
over the extremes of temperature from about _30° to + 70° Centigrade. Actually,
other difficulties prevented using the recorder at temperatures below _30° Centi
grade; therefore, an electric blanket was used to limit the temperature drop. The
actual specification, I believe, is _55° or _65°, and the electric blanket was
used to keep the actual recorder temperature up to approximately _20° or _30°

, Centigrade.

A 24 volt motor incorporating a gear reduction box was also used for the take
up reel, and a relatively simple brake on the supply reel maintained a reasonable
tape tension. With this type of mechanism, rms flutter and wow is in the order of
one or two percent. The combination of servo control of playback speed plus com
pensation for the first order effects of flutter and wow resulted in a system
which gave approximately a 40 db signal-to-noise ratio, a value approximating that
obtainable with laboratory type mechanism without compensation. Reproduction of
recorded frequencies to an average accuracy of about half a percent of playback
speed in relation to recording speed--linearity of approximately two percent, and
distortion of the same order of magnitude were also achieved. This is done in an
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enclosure approximately 20 inches long, 11 inches deep, and 12 inches high, weigh
ing 55 pounds, and completely self-contained except for a remote control box.

Final Recorder

Figure 1 shows this recorder with its control box and connecting cable. The
tape reels were special. The Recorder was deslgned on an aluminum casting, a
second casting being used to carry the vibration isolation mountings. The recording
oscillators were subminiaturized to a certain degree and plugged into the bottom
of the recorder. A calibrating arrangement was incorporated, so that, when the
switch is thrown to calibrate, the meter indicating the calibration signal level
may be zeroed by means of a knob on the control box. Pushing the record button
then records the calibrating signal on all channels simultaneously.

\ An automatic timer was incorporated so that a pilot without additional
Lassistance could take data with the recorder. The recording push button starts the
tape drive mechanism (the electronic gear has to be turned on first and warmed up
somewhat) and an automatic timer in the recorder operated the tape for a pre
determined time variable between one and one-half and four seconds, adjustable
w~thin the recorder. If the recording button is held down for five seconds and
then released the total recording time will be that five seconds plus the automatic
pre~set time in the recorder. If the button is just punched~omentarily, then the
pre-set time governs.

Figure 2 shows a closer view of the front of the recorder, with cover removed
from the tape transport mechanism. I might mention in passing that the head for
this recorder was not available at the time the work was undertaken and the then
Brush Development Company designed the head for us.

The principal problem in the head design was alignment of gaps. Since we
planned to use a compensation scheme, we specified that the 14 gaps in the head
be aligned with an accuracy of + .0001", and Brush has, I think, quite satisfacto
rily met the requirement with the design of this head.

Figure 3 shows the top view of the recorder. The large tubes are mostly
Amperite voltage regulators to hold the heaters at a reasonably constant potential
with variations in supply voltage. Relays are shown at the top. The tubes at the
bottom are for control circuits and plate supply voltage regulation.

Figure 4 shows the bottom with the 13 FM recording oscillators plugged in.
The ?ne at the lower left corner without any handle on it is the crystal controlled
reference generator which puts the so-called reference signal on one channel of the
tape tracks.

Figure 5 is the remote control box with the calibrate-record switch, the
recording push button, signal lights, etc. The meter indicates tape remaining on
the reel.

Figure 6 is a close-up of the FM recording oscillator. One can estimate the
size by the octal plug at the bottom and the standard potentiometers at the top.
The ends of the subminiature tubes are visible.

Figure 7 gives a quick idea of the type of recording oscillator operation, the
solid line indicating operation at one signal voltage, and the dotted line at
another. This is not a positive biased multi-vibrator as is commonly used for this
application, but a variation of a phantastron oscillator. The advantage of this
technique is that over the major portion of the cycle there is a relatively long
slope which is linear and is inversely proportional to the modulating voltage. Now,
if the flyback time on the cycle can be held to a very small value, the period of
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the overall wave will be inversely proportional to the modulating voltage, and
therefore the frequency will be directly proportional to it. This gives a frequency
modulation linear with voltage without dependence'upon tube characteristics: at
least for first order effects. The reduction of flyback time has finally been
carried to a fairly satisfactory point. In oscillators running at 25 kilocycles,
the flyback time is of the order of a quarter of a microsecond, so it is a very
minor part of the total cycle; the long slope, or trace time as we call it,is the
ciajor governing feature controlling frequency.

'Playback System

Figure 8 is a block diagram of the playback system showing the tie-in between
the so-called reference'or compensation channel and the signal channels. The
reference signal is recovered from its particular head, which is the lower one
'shown here, and passed through a limiting amplifier and discriminator of the same
type as used for the signal channel, then passed, in this original equipment,
through a low pass filter and a phase inverter to derive an error signal which
represents in voltage the tape flutter and wow. Since that voltage is present in
the outputs of all signal channels it is necessary only to add the phase inverted
error signal to the signal channel by means of an adder, and thereby eliminate the
spurious noise in the signal channel produced by tape flutter and wow. A second
output from this reference channel is carried to the servo speed control. This
compensation method requires rather careful matching between the two different
channels, particularly in connection with the low pass filters. However, it has
been possible to match filters within a few degrees as to phase characteristips
up to and through cutoff. A more recent development has made it possible to in
corporate the error signal into the signal channel prior to filtering, which then
eliminates the necessity for close phase match of filters. The equality and match
ing between the limiting amplifiers and the discriminators is easily set up by
proper calibration equipment in the playback unit.

Figure 9 shows the equipment furnished to Wright Field for both playback and
automatic Fourier analysis of the vibration data. The equipment includes 13 signal
channels plUS the compensation channel, thus providing for simultaneous playback
from all tape tracks. The tape transport mechanism is centered in the left-hand
rack, and below it is the box for the loop of tape which is formed from one piece
of data. The panels above the transport are adjustment and calibration panels,
plus the servo speed control panels. Immediately below the recorders in the center
and right-hand racks are the selective amplifiers of the dual-channel harmonic
analyzer. The motor-driven oscillator of the analyzer is at top right. The
recorders are modified Brown potentiometer recorders for making the report of
amplitude versus frequency to show the components of the vibration information.
In actual use, a piece of tape comprising a certain amount of vibration information,
perhaps two to five seconds long, is formed into a loop and put into the machine.
When the machine is then started, the analyzer analyzes the first two channels on
the tape, then retraces and selects the next two channels and runs an analysis of
those, and continues until it has analyzed all 12 vibration channels. The thir
teenth data channel is the tachometer channel to check on the basic forcing source
of the vibrations. This playback and analysis equipment has been in operation for
well over 2000 hours, and is operating regularly eight hours per day.

Playback speed Control

Figure 10 shows a block diagram of the servo speed control. The limiting
amplifier ,is common to Figure 8, and in this case not the linear signal channel
discriminator but a highsensitivity'tuned circuit discriminator is used to get
large servo loop gain without excessive amplification. An oscillator is controlled
in frequency by the d-c from the discriminator, a limiter being used ,to bring the
tape speed up to a point where the signal,will,be on the operating portion of the
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discriminator. The oscillator, incidentally, has exactly the same circuit con
figuration as the recording oscillators. Finally, a power amplifier and synchronous
motor drive the capstan. This arrangement has demonstrated that it will reduce
departures from nominal recording speed bya factor of approximately 10. In other
words, if the recording speed is within five percent of its nominal value, then
the playback speed will be within one-half percent of the correct value, which was
the design requirement. Of course, if the recording variation is less than five
percent the accuracy is somewhat better.

Signal Analysis

Figure 11 is a block diagram of the wave analyzer, a standard analyzer of
the General Radio type except that extremely narrow filters were 'necessary and a
tuning fork operating at 3,000 cps, was resorted to as a filter. The Q's of these
forks are at least 6,000, so that it is possible to obtain a filter bandwidth of
about one-half cycle at 3,000 cps, which was the top limit for forks then avail
able. The variable oscillator runs from 3,000 to 5,000 cps and the input signal
can' range from three to 2,000 cps. The tuning fork itself is a rather inflexible
deVice, of course, and it was desirable, because of the tape recording technique,
to have some control of bandwidth. Therefore, a feedback bandwidth control was
devi~ed and incorporated so that with the tuning fork a bandwidth range of approxi
mately one-halt cycle to eight or 10 cycles could be obtained. Later on, an ordinary
electrical tuned circuit with a toroidal coil was added to increase the possible
bandwidth to 50 cps. Between the fork and the coil the total range of the band
width is from one-half to 50 cycles per second. The output is rectified and fed
into a standard Brown potentiometer recorder--standard, that is, except for a
logarithmic slide wire to obtain reasonably constant percentage accuracy over the
entire range.

Recent Developments

Recent developments have included increasing the upper frequency limit for
recorded data to 5,000 cycles per second (it was 2,000 in the Air Force equipment),
and reducing the lower frequency limit to d-c, which required some complication
of the recording oscillator. It is no longer a two tube affair for a d-c to a 5 kc
range, but still in a fairly small package. At the present time designs are under
way for a recorder--again for airborne use--which will carry standard 10-1/2 inch
reels. The reels on the recorder shown here were five inches in diameter and pro
vided from three to four minutes of recordingootime at 30 inches per second or
about six minutes at 15 inches per second. There is a need tor a recorder with
longer recording time and that-is being designed at the present time. Also recent
developments have added a certain amount of shock resistance to the recorder. The
original design was specified only to withstand aircraft vibration in accordance
with a standard Air Force specification, plus constant downward acceleration of
7 g. The redesigned units have provided entirely satisfactory recording while
undergoing 10 g shocks with a duration of about 0.1 second. In these tests the
vibration isolation mount was not'used. '

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Mr. ,Camras of Armour Research asked about cost of the recorders described. Mr.
Davies estimated the Model 501 at $6300.00 with 13 channels and response from one
to 2,000 cycle response. The later design with eight channels responding from zero
to 5,000 cycles is in the neighborhood of $5,000.00. It is very difficult to come
up with a "standard" recorder because of the many variations desired by different
users.
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Dr. DeVaud of Raytheon asked how many tracks per inch can be accommodated.
Mr. Davies replied that the Brush Development Company head they used would accom
modate eight per inch, but he understood a more recent version will accommodate
14-15 per inch by an interleaving arrangement. Dr. DeVaud was also advised that
the start-stop time is very fast, so that not more than five to six inches of tape
are lost between stopping on one recording and starting on the next one.

In reply to Mr. Berkshire of Texas Instrument Division, Mr. Davies spoke of
a program currently under way for using each track on the tape to accommodate six
separate data channels. Eech track will accommodate standard telemeterillg fre
quencies from 2.3 to 10.5 kc. with standard deviation of + 7-1/2 percent. In
addition, a l4-1/2kc crYstal controlled signal will be recorded on each tape
track to act as a compensation signal. Standard telemetering discriminators will
be used in playback. With this arrangement a l4-track recorder will handle 84 data
,channels. The system for which it is being built contemplates the use of 252 data
channels with associated recording oscillators, all ~ontained in one airplane.
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Figure 1. C01:npact recorder with control box.
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Figure 2. Front view 01 recorder witn tape transport mechanism
cover removed.
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Figure 3. Top view of recorder.
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Figure 4. Bottom view of recorder with the 13 FM recording
oscillators in place.
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Figure 5. Remote control box.
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Figure 7. Plot of recording oscillator operation.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 11

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE OF MAGNETIC RECORDING SYSTEM FOR
PRECISION DATA

Mr. Walter T. Selsted
Chief Engineer /'

Ampex Electric Corporation

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: A recent paper, "A Magnetic Recording System for Percision Data,"
presented by Myron J. Stolaroff before the Institute of Radio Engineers, New York
City, March 1953, has described a new FM carrier recording system making possible
accurate recording of transient information with response to d-c. This paper
describes recent improvements whieh provide stable d-c performance while still
maintaining the simplicity of construction and compactness of a-c circuits. Also,
improvements in low frequency response uniform!ty and overall linearity result in
an extremely accurate recording system for wide scale applications, simplifying
modifications for operations at· various speeds.
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Introduction

The equipment I am going to describe was designed a number of years ago at the
request of a group of oil research people and by the Atomic Energy Commission. It
was specifically designed for recording low frequency transients, such as occur in
geophysical research work and atomic explosions, and was used for making short
term records of frequencies from five to 300 cycles. However, as time went on it
became apparent that it was desirable to make this equipment useful for long term
recording of information signals extending from zero. to several. thousand cycles,
and to overcome the shortcomings of our original design. The most troublesome
shortcoming was that of long term d-cdrift. As all of you who have worked with d-c
amplifiers realize, rectifying d-c drift in ho~, compact equipment is not easy.

Present System

Figure 1 shows redesigned equipment which has these limitations largely removed.
This is a'fourteen channel fm carrier type magnetic recorder known as the Model 306
System. The left hand rack contains the transport, the magnetic drive power ampli
fiers, and power supplies. The electronics are in the rack at the right, the upper
third containing the recording amplifiers, and the lower two-thirds of the rack
the playback amplifiers.

Figures 2 and 3 show the chassis type construction that we use for the record
and playback amplifiers. Figure 2 shows two record amplifiers on such a strip. Each
amplifier requires a ballast tube and three miniature tubes to constitute one
record amplifier;· the duplicate of it is for channel two on the right. Figure 3
shows a single playback amplifier but of similar construction. Since it requires
more vacuum tubes only one amplifier was mounted per strip chassis.

Figure 4 is the circuit for the recording amplifier. The input signal on the
left is coupled directly to the first grid in the d-c amplifier which is a com
pensated·· type in that the plate load resistor is the other half of the first dual
triode tube, V201. The purpose of this is to improve d-c stability by standard
compensation techniques. The effects of filament drift and tube ageing are largely
overcome in this fashion since common variations in the two halves of the tube
tend to cancel the effect of one another in the circuit. The output of the V201
d-c amplifier is coupled directly to the multivibrator which is the V202. It is a
standard frequency modulated multivibrator which generates the carrier for this
system. The third tube, V203, is strictly a head impedance matching amplifier to
isolate the multivibrator from the head circuit and to supply sufficient power to
saturate the tape in recording.

Circuit Improvements in Recording Amplifier

Several circuit changes have been made in the record channel amplifier circuit
in order to correct difficulties in the earlier models. ~witching the record
amplifier on and off at the beginning and end of a record cycle in now accomplished
by controlling the B supply voltage to the last stage, V203, instead of turning the
entire B supply off to the complete record amplifier. This reduces the thermal
changes which occur due to changes in plate dissipation in the previous two stages,
and reduces temperature drifts quite considerably during the initial few seconds
of the recording cycle. Filament circuitry has also been improved. In both this
present equipment and the original equipment ballast tubes were used in series
with two of the heaters in order to reduce modulator drift with changes in line
voltage. However, as shown in figure 5, this alone was not sufficient. Curve A of
figure 5 shows the effect of filament voltage change, as caused by line voltage
change, in causing drift of the base frequency of the modulated multivibrator. As
you see, drift in percent varies almost linearly with change in filament voltage.
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The addition of ballast tubes in series with'two of the tube heaters gives us
Curve B which is much improved but not good enough• .AS you notice the change with
ballast tubes goes through a nul in the center and then gets progressively worse
again. We have found ,that the only way to economically overcome this--both space
wise and dollar wise--is to use a line voltage regulator in addition to the bal
last tubes. In that case, the drift due to filament temperat~e changes falls
within the shaded area labelled C. '

Figure 6 shows the amount of drift caused by power supply and filament
variations combined in the Curve labelled A. Again, With a ballast tube alone we
were getting drifts in the order of 1-1/2 to 2 percent. Use of a line voltage
regulator to overcome B supply drifts as well, caused the overall d"'ift to fall
within the shaded area, B.

Aging of tubes is another important cause'of'drift'in equipment of this type~

Tubes pulled directly from their cartons and placed in service exhibit far worse
drift characteristics than those which have been aged 'a number of hours. We found
.that a minimum aging of two hours under a normal filament voltage, normal operating
conditions, improved drift from them by a fraction of approximately 50 percent
which is quite significant.

Figure 7 shows the overall drift versuswarunip time in minutes during warmup
of the modulator and its associated power supply. The obvious cause of drift during
this period is thermal stabilization with tubes themselves contributing about 90
percent of the drift. After a warmup period of appro:lCimately thirty minutes the
overall drift does not exceed one percent at 100 percent modulation of the carrier.
If the recording equipment is left on for an hour, then is put on standby, stabili
zation within one percent drift is reached in five seconds which is the time for
transport to get up to normal speed. .

Circuit Improvements in Playback Amplifier
" .

Figure 8 shows the circuitry of the demodulator wherein most of the circuitry
deficiencies of our earlier design were corrected. Remembering that 'the original
equipment was designed for a specific purpose and in a very great hurry, many of ,
the little refinements which reduced d-c driftw.ere not considered at that time.
The frequency response at the input stage, Y310, has been improved forsE'veral
reasons, but not primarily to correct d-c drifts. The principal 'reasonS w~' ..e:
extending its useful, range to permit various tape speeds to be used withou't having, '
to change the demodulator circuitry each time a change in speed is made. Stage one~
can now handle carrier inputs that extend from a thousand cycles to 50 kilocycles
without any changes. Stage two was altered in the same way, being very similar to
stage one in, function. In stage three, besides low frequency and high frequency.
response improvements, the limiting voltage was stabilized by reducing the bias
source impedance for the diodes which are the limiters. This stabilization is im
l>ortant in that it prevents a change in level from the input from causing a change
in the resultant square wave voltage level. Some of the change in level was due to
the fact that the bias supply of the last limiting diodes was higher than might
have been desired, so diode bias is now derived from the cathode drop in the cathode
load.resistance in this final stage. Note that bias for the first stage, second
stage, and third stage diodes ar~ taken ,at different points along the cathode
resistor string. This turned out to be a very stable arrangement and as a result
the variations in pulse level at the grid of the phase inverter, V310, are much
smaller than previously with a much more uniform pulse level than before. There
fore, changes in level of signal from the tape do not give appreciable d-c drift.

'., .. ' ,

In stage four, V310, there were a couple of .components which suffered seriously
from temperature variation and temperature drift. These were removed and the circuit
redesigned so that these effects'were negl~gible. The primary way in which this was
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done was to move the differentiating circuit for the cycle counter type of dis
criminator to a point after the phase inverter, whereas formerly it had been before
the inverter. This results in several improvements; the principal one being that
changes in gain of the phase inverter due to temperature changes do not change the
~-c gain appreciably but only the change in the d-c level. The d-c level change
does not affect the output since the differentiation occurs just before the diodes
which are the.discriminator. Also, in the original equipment a shelf occurred in
the low frequency portion of the spectrum, due to differentiations which were
occurring in the phase inverter circuitry. Since the phase inverter is now a
straight pulse amplifier rather than a d-c amplifier as well that particular de
fect is gone. The frequency response at very low frequencies in now uniform.
Formerly, it dropped about five percent.

In stage five, the diode rectifier, V313, and cycle counter, V314, certain
constants were rechosen so that the carrier frequency of 50 kilocycles or higher
could be handled without change of components as well as carrier frequencies as
low as a thousand cycles which occur at very low tape speeds. The circuity could
now be used with tape speeds as low as one inch per second giving a carrier of
1,000 cycles per second, and ilp to 60 inches tape speed which corresponds to a
carrier frequency of apprOXimately 54 kilocycles, This allows the manUfacturing of
one type of device which is very useful over a very wide range of frequencies.

stage six, V314, has now a compensated cathode follower. It is compensated for
d-c drift in a similar manner to that which was used in the d-c amplifier of the
recorder section (see V201 in figure 4) in that the plate voltage is supplied
through another triode in the same envelope rather than through a plate resistor
or directly from the B plus supply. Same plan is used in the output stage. This
arrangement again reduces the effect of changes in the filament voltage and tube
aging.

Early customers wanted a 600 ohm output impedance and in the attempt to obtaiQ
this considerably higher currents were required from the cathode follower than
might be desirable from the standpoint of considerations of grid current and heater
current changes. Therefore, in the present equipment, we have changed the output
load impedance which the customer should use to load the amplifier in order that
the drift due to temperature changes in the cathode follower as well as due to
grid current drawn on the grid of the output cathode follower could be greatly
reduced.

The filter between V314 and V315 is the carrier rejection filter. Its output
impedance approaches a half megohm so grid current in the final stage, ·V315, is a
possibility with attendant grid voltage which would of course produce a very serious
source of drift. However, since the triode section which serves as load is in the
cathode circuit-rather than in the plate circuit of the final stage compensation is
thereby achieved for possible grid current flow.

Figure 9 shows the overall drift of the demodulator after the changes were
made and, as you see, stability approaching three-quarters of one percent was
obtaiIled within an hour after turning the equipment on. Prior to that time it rs
somewhat higher as the gJ:aph shows. Again, the remaining drifts are due to such
~hings as diode characteristics changing due to temperature, tube and resistance
components changing due to change in temperature. We have decided that improving
it beyond this point is economically impractical at this time considering that a
large number of elements would have to be controlled in production in order to
improve it sufficiently.

Power Supply Circuitry

Figure 10 shows the type of power sup~y now being used. It's the same as
has always been used except for a couple of interesting things which has been
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discovered about its performance. As you see, it's primarily a regulated positive
supply with 250 volts d-c, positive 75 volts, and positive 150 volts. The latter
two voltages are derived from the use of a pair of VR75 tubes and a voltage
regulating circuit. Insofar as stability is concerned, the 250 volts supply is
by far the most important to the circuitry which is used in the record amplifier.
The most serious source of drift of this voltage were changes in the filament
voltage to the 6AC7 tube, V903. This· had the same effect on d-c drift of the 250
volt supply as changes in filament voltage in the record amplifier and modulator.
Therefore, either a regulator had to be build into the power supply for that
filament or an external regulated line source is desirable. ActuallYT in most
laboratory conditions, the line voltage stability is fair but if it is not a
source of regulated power is available and greatly imprbves the d-c drift. Aging
of new tubes had similar effects here·as it did in the record amplifier, and
demodulator, and a two-hour aging period for new tubes greatly improves the
stability of the power supply as well.

Occasionally a tube of the VR75 type will have some ·peculiar characteristics
and it may jump up or down a few millivolts just at will. The only cure that has
been found for this is to replace the tube. Changes in them do not seem to be
appreciable once a good VR75 has been found. About 90 percent are good.VR type
tubes and about 10 percent of them seem to be bad.

Improved Frequency Response

Figure 11 shows the overall frequency response prior to the improvements
described above. The only change in frequency response as a result of these
improvements has been that the small shelf, far left on the upper curve, is no
longer there and the response is now flat out to zero at the same level as it is
at the 500 cycle point. Variations from this will amount to something on the
order of a tenth to a quartei of a decibel in the worst cases. This apparently is
due to other factors in the filter rather than in the basic' circuitry.

The response at the high frequency end is within a decibel or less up to
5,000 cycles in this particular circuit, at a tape speed of 30 in./sec., and drops
off very rapidly for higher frequencies. Response at various tape speeds is of the
same order as shown except with changes of range in accordance with the tape speed
used.

Figure 12 shows the transient response of the overall equipment for an input
square wave of 50 cycles into the modulator, recording on tape, subsequent play
back and demodulation. Note the overshoot of about five percent which occurs as a
result of ringing in the LO circuit in the carrier rejection filter. If this is a
serious objection the frequency response can be modified somewhat at the high
frequency end by critically damping the circuit with a consequent reduction of

. this ringing effect. As a result the leading and trailing edges of the square
wave are rounded over and the overshoot is not there. .

Signal-To-Noise RatiQ

The signal-to-noise ratio of 40-50 db on this equiPment has not been improved
since this ratio is primarily limited by the speed stability of the transport. For
those who need a better or higher ratio than 40-50 db this can be accomplished by
either using a more precise tape transport which we also manufacture; or by
'narrowing the bandwidth of the recording and playback amplifier system. 'The pri
mary causes of frequency flutter are tape squeak, scrape, and other noises causing
speed variations. In the type of transport which we normally supply most of these
effects are in the region between 1,000 and 3,000 cycles, so for recordings that
only need a bandwidth of 500 cycles, for example, a 500 cycle low pass filter will
greatly improve signal-to-noise ratio. In-fact, with a. bandwidth of zero to 300
cycles. a ratio of 53 to 54 db is not uncommon.
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Overall Response Stability

For recording a bandwidth of zero to 5,000 cycles a 30 inch tape speed is
necessary using a carrier frequency of approximately 27 ki1ocyc1es~ Harmonic
distortion runs less than two percent. At maximum recording level the a-c
linearity is two percent or better; the d-c linearity, measured as the error in
voltage output versus voltage input at any particular level, does not exceed three
percent. This is better than saying three percent of full-scale as the maximum
'error. Using a line voltage regulator for both record and playback, the error in
d-c stability in a recording made over a 15 minute period, after a 30 minute
warmup, will not exceed three percent of full-scale. After a 60 minute warmup the
error will not exceed 1~1/2 percent of full-scale. This holds for normal changes
in ambient temperature of the order of two degrees during the I,'ecording period.
A-c stability, that is the variation in overall a-c gain, is less than one percent
maximum signal over any 15 minute period under the same conditions as mentioned
above.

For an average production machine recording over a period between five and
10 minutes, a typical performance is an average error of less than one percent
due to changes in ambient temperature, line voltage changes to the regulator, and
other variations which might enter due to temperature, humidity, and other factors.
This one percent overall accuracy is nearly half the expected error in the
average source of input signal. We have found that transducers of' the type that
are used on aircraft and other types of input generators usually have an error
which is in excess of one percent and therefore,' the limiting factor, we feel, is
not-going to be the recording equipment for this type of measurement•

. DISCUSSION PERIOD SUMMARY

In answer to a question from Mr. Boenning from National Security Agency, Mr.
Se1sted 'advised that the Sorensen electronic regulator was used for stabilizing
line voltage rather than the magnetic tyPe regulator, .such as the Sola, because
the magnetic type regulators are sensitive to changes in frequency and will not
perform prope~ly if frequency departs too far from the design center. Since the
magnetic recording equipment is often used in the field where supply may be from
a motor generator where the frequency as well as the voltage is subject to severe
variations the electronic type voltage regulator was chosen as being the most
satisfactory.

F .. &. '~rt11e.y .

I
Mr. Smith of 'National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics reqUested informa-

. tion on the carrier frequency used and the percentage of deviation for full-scale '
modulat ion. '. ,

Mr. Se1sted noted that for a zero to 5 kc bandwidth the carrier center fre
,quency is 27 kilocycles at a tape speed of 30 inches per second and that the
deviation is plus or minus 40 percent of that carrier frequency for maximum
modulation output. The standard input for 100 percent modulation is one volt rms.
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Figure 2. Chassis construction for two record amplifiers on one strip .
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Figure 3. A single playback amplifier of similar construction.
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Figure 5. Modulator drift versus line voltage with respect to heaters only.
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Figure 6. Drift of modulator and power supply for line voltage change.
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Figure 7. Predicted maximum Inodulator drift.
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Dr. John Frayne's paper yesterday certainly attested to the wide-spread use
in the motion picture industry of magnetic sound. It certainly must afford Dr.
Begun, Marvin Cameras, Dr. Wetzel, and Dr. Schmidt a large amount of personal
gratification in noting the progress of their pioneering work during the past few
years. In observing this progress through the media of our Society's journal and
committee actions, a few pertinent facts emerge defining differences in our use of
magnetic as compared to the tape equipments now so widely popUlarized. Let us de
fine one of the most important of these basic differences as component versus
system sound quality control.

Now motion picture sound quality is determined in the final essence by the
establishment of standardized reproduction and listening conditions. The review
room, so-called, is the final arbiter as to whether a picture is acceptable as to
sound quality. A second difference which I should like to emphasize is that the
motion picture sound track finally released may be, due to the complexity of film
production, of the third and fourth 'generation, due to rerecording.

The laws of Darwin hold here very stringently, and any component in the link
must be of the highest quality in order to stand up under this rigorous quality
control need. Now you can see why some of our members look with disrespect on what
they call the "dictating machine" theory about recording. Interchangeability of
film between equipment is therefore not the only consideration involved in stand~

ardization. If.you can, 'however, establish a standard reproduction condition review
room, you can then leave the individual steps of component control up to the indi
vidual film producers.

The preceding I thought essential to lay the groundwork for what is being done
in the moving of magnetic sound into a system suitable for motion picture theatri
cal use. As the matter now stands, with respect to the review room for magnetic
sound, the research council of the twelve leading film producers are presently con
ducting listening tests in Hollywood. This is aimed towards establishing a standard
review room condition for magnetic sound similar to that presently existing for
photographic sound. As an addenda to that, there is a desire on their part to ex
tend the frequency range appreciably above what has presently existed for a photo
graphic sound.

With reference to 16mm, my subcommittee had to deal with the relatively simple
componen~ theory of establishing a reproduction characteristic for magnetic sound,
in which case all that is involved is the determination of a reproduction frequency
characteristic when utilizing a standard magnetic sound multiple frequency test
film. Inferentially, this means the establishment of a record characteristic; how
ever, establishment of a record characteristic alone would not suffice since the
characteristics of the recording head and of the film would enter into the con-
sideration. '

Figure 1:

The whole matter really centers around this rather basic slide. If you turn
the figure upside down, you can see the amount of equalization that would be re
quired to make the system flat. That is a rather simple statement. How you spread
that equalization between the post and the pre-equalization phases of the thing is
what has aroused so much interesting comment from members of my subcommittee and
has been responsible, I might say, for a great deal of interest.

Figure 2:

Now, this you might say, is the dictating machine concept again. I am not
speaking disrespectfully of the Navy in this case, but it is a tape machine and
this is the post-equalization required.
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Figure 3:

Supplementry to this would be this, which would be pre-equalization required.
Now,let us see where we differ with the tape theory with regard to film.

Figure 4:

This is the post equalization characteristic of the RCA 400 l6mm. magnetic re
corder projector. Now, as you can see, the top end is quite different to what we
had 'before in your tape machine, and this immediately indicates that there is a
lack in the pre-equalization in the high frequency end as compared to the tape
machine.

Figure 5:

This again is a recording characteristic. As you can see from this it is quite
different from the one you saw previously. There is, as a matter of interest, a
feeling in the motion picture industry, which was expressed dgring this last com
mittee, that you cannot go above 12 db in equalization at 800 cycles. We could not
get committee approval of anything in excess of this. None of the people would ap
prove such an excessive compensation, and the same feeling would prevail with.re
gard to the low frequency end of the spectrum; there is a feeling that you could
not exceed 6 db at 50 cycles, 3 db at 100 cycles. There seems to be the feeling
that, that is the maximum amount of recording equalization that can be used con
siding the program material and the stowage capabilities of magnetic film.

Figure 6:

This is the overall characteristic of the RCA 400 magnetic projector utilizing
experimental test film of the Society.

Figure 7:

This is a frequency characteristic that we are using av the present time in
the experimental JAN magnetic equipment, the pre-amplifier post-equalization curve.
Now, these two things may make a pattern. I have them identified so that I can go
back and· pick them up there rather rapidly to define the problem.

Figure 8:

This too, is the pre-equalization characteristic required in that division of
equalization. As you can see here at the top end, at 8000 cycles or 7000 cycles,
we have some 12-1/2 db which at the present time is the maximum that can be prac
tically used.

Figure 9:

This is the overall end result of the two previous equalization phases.

Figure 10:

This is the post-equalization characteristic that the people that produced
this experimental test film decided would be essential to reproduce the film flat.

Figure 11:

This is their record characteristic. You can see that the lower end is not so
far off from the 6 'db that I stated. You can see that they cheated' a little bit, up
around 8-1/2 or 9 db, and at the end, within the limit of 12 db. Now IIlOstof these
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systems that we are talking about now in terms of frequency range, are 8000 cycles
high. There is no thinking at the moment of extending our l6mm. range out beyond
that. Practically enters here and one thing is to be able to reproduce it. You
certainly could in a dictating machine operation where you reproduce on the same
equipment that you record on, but this is the case where the equipment is going to
be used throughout the field, and you have to record on the equipment, or in the
studio. We expect 8000 cycles at the end of the operation, with different film re
corded in different studies, and that is quite a different thing.

Now actually another thing has emerged. We spoke a moment ago of film, cali
bration, and that is a part of the subject of my talk. At this time there is no
calibration teChnique with which we could get agreement as an absolute method. The
wide gap method we started Qn rather optimistically as a committee action this last
year in the thought that it would be a satisfactory method for calibrating film.
There immediately arose a dispute between the "short gap proponents" and their
"long gap adversaries", and it turns out that these differences have not been rec
onciled'as yet, and we are still looking for a method in which there can be com
plete agreement, and which is basically sound. At this time it seems to me that we
are quite away from it. I certainly hope to get some information myself this
afternoon. This part of the paper is pretty well taken care of by that very simple
statement. If anyone has an idea how to calibrate film as to level or frequency, I
am certainly very much interested in it as a committee action. We need such a
method very badly.

Now, in regard to measurement techniques, I think that too will be the SUbject
of papers this afternoon. There has been no get-together on an approved method of
measuring magnetic track. As a matter of fact, we don't even have a piece of mag
netic level film, on which we can agree. So at the moment, it arises that in order
to make the magnetic test film, we have this one'film. We are making ten more, and
those films are being calibrated by watching the current in the magnetic head very
closely, and that is considered as the calibration of the film. That seems kind of
black, but that also is the way the Research Council on the coast is doing it at
this time.' I really wanted to stress the fact that this business of measurement has
not been reduced as yet to an exact science in regard to magnetic.

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Mr. M. A. Kerr, Bureau of Ships, spoke of the hope that a cOIIllllOn meeting
ground could be found between pre-emphasis, post-equalization, biasing systems, and
head characteristics used for tape recording at 7 1/2 inches per second andl6mm.
film recording since the linear speeds are within four percent of each other. Also,
this would open up the possibility of using a 16mm. projector either for simple
recording ("dictating machine" type) from a single microphone through, its own am
plifier or for more elaborate and complicated recording by considering the projec
tor to be a film transport, only, and connecting the record and erase heads to an
external recording amplifier and mixer system which would also be the same unit
normally used for recording to a transport mechanism for 7-1/2 inches per second
tape.

This concept also offers the possibility of allowing most projectors to be
"playback only" and yet be available as recorders through externally connected
facilities.

Mr. Kerr also raised the question as to whether the same review room condi,;.
tions established for 35mm. film sound listening were the proper ones to use for
16mm. magnetic sound listening since l6mm. films, in general, are used under much
less perfect acoustic conditions, much higher noise levels, much different rever
beration conditions.
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Mr. D'Arcy agreed and noted that some thought was being given to these dif
ferences. It is his understanding that in some revi~w rooms when mixing is done
for l6mm. film recording the level of the review room speaker system is lowered
about 6 db as compared to 35mm. level. This causes the mixers to reduce the dynamic
range of their sound mixing with resultant improvement in reception when the re
lease prints are shown under field conditions.

Mr. Aiken of Naval Photographic Center noted Mr. D'Arcy's presentation of the
need for standards in l6mm. recording in order to permit good reproduction on one
manufacturer's equipment of film recorded on another manufacturer's equipment. He
asked Mr. Selsted of Ampex or someone from the 1/4 inch tape branch of the industry
as to what extent standardized record-reproduce characteristics have been attempted
between manufacturers of 1/4 inch tape recording equipment.

Mr. Selsted said that a more complete answer would be provided in Paper No. 17
to be presented that afternoon, but that the NARTB had established a standard re
produce characteristic which, when used with an "ideal" head, gives a flat fre
quency response. A standard tape is made by adjusting recordirig equalization until
the flat overall response is obtained when played back with the standard reproduce
characteristic. The CCIR (International) and NARTB (National) standardizing groups
are in very close agreement as to how to establish this reproduce system with the
ideal head •. In the use of 3.5mm. magnetic film Ampex finds that they can ap,Ply the
same techniques and equalization used successfully at equivalent (1.5 inch/sec.)
tape speeds and obtain essentially identical performance characteristics. Ampex has
found that the wide-gap and short-gap methods of calibrating a magnetic recording
are in agreement when checked against each other.

Mr. Camras of Armour Research referred to the strong feeling of some members
of SMPTE committee on magnetic sound that high frequency pre-emphasis should not
exceed 12 db at S,OOO cycles as illustrating the need for a standardized reproduce
characteristic with no specifications on the recording characteristic required to
get the proper reproduction.

Mr. Stewart of Maico Company pointed out the effect of program content on de
termining pre-equalization and the inability to disregard this factor in any at-
tempts at standardization. . \
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MAGNETIC TAPE TESTING ON A COMPARISON BASIS
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Optics, Sound, and Special Engineering Section
. Camden, New Jersey

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: A method of evaluating samples of magnetic recording tape for high
quality sound recording applications is described. The method is based on the be
lief that neither a tape recorder nor a reference tape is consistently reliable .
enough to permit the measurement of small differences in tape characteristics from
day to day over a period of several months ~ The method consists of the comparison
of the relative performance characteristics of several samples of tape on a com
mercial tape recorder within a period of a few hours using one sample as a tempo
rary reference standard.

A method of measuring modulation noise with an intermodulation distortion
8.I).a1yzer is discussed and it is shown that this method correlates fairly well with
listening tests.

A typical set of test data in tabular form compares the frequency response,
recording sensitivity, output versUs distortion, and modulation noise of 21 samples
from three manufacturers, using maximum sensitivity bias current for each sample.
Another table shows the corresponding data for a constant high value of bias cur-·
rent for all samples which minimizes the differences in recording sensitivity and
frequency response that are apparent for tapes from the three manufacturers when
operated at maximum sensitivity bias.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper gives the results of a portion of our magnetic recording tape eval
uation program. This tape evaluation is primarily concerned with high quality sound
recording applications such as broadcast audio tape recorder design, master tapes
for phonograph records and broadcast network recording. The subject matter of the
present paper is limited to a discussion of the basic philosophy of our tape eval
uation program as applied to sound recording applications and a typical set of tape
test data. The 21-tape samples from three manufacturers represented in this paper
were manufactured approximately two years ago. These old tape samples were deliber
ately selected to illustrate the basic philosophy presented in this paper in pref
erence to current production since the three major brands of tape at that time had
widely different magnetic characteristics. One of the objectives of these investi-

. gations was to show that tapes with widely different magnetic characteristics can
be made to produce very similar performance characteristics under certain operating
conditions. The performance data presented here are not representative of current
production as the three major tape brands do not now have the widely different mag
netic characteristics shown in this paper.

Objectives of Tape Evaluation Program

The information obtained during the course of this tape evaluation program is
expected to be of practical value to those making high quality tape recordings and
to those responsible for the" design of high quality tape recording equipment. There
is no intention here to make absolute measurements of the fundamental properties of
magnetic tapes on a laboratory recorder as has been common practice. Rather it is
intended that the measurements be made strictly on a tape comparison basis using
commonly used high quality commercial tape recorders and restricting the upper and
lower limits of operating conditions to a practical range. Following is a list of
the primary objectives of this program:

(a) Development of tape testing techniques which provide a significant evalua
tion of the important performance characteristics.

(b) To determine the extreme limits of the variations in performance charac
teristics to be expected in a large number of tapes from any one manufacturer and
from two or three sources.

(c) To determine if there is one particular brand of tape that is so outstand
ingly superior in performance characteristics that it should be used exclusively.

(d) To determine if there is a particular tape recorder operating condition
which will minimize the differences in two or three brands of tape so that all
tapes from these sources may be freely interspliced without serious differences in
frequency response or playback output level.

(e) Obtain very comprehensive performance characteristic data on a few repre
sentative samples from two or three manufacturers.

(f) Obtain information that may be useful for the development of a standard
reference frequency response tape.

Tape Characteristics Under Consideration

In this paper we are considering only the following tape characteristics. which
are believed to be essential for acceptance testing of tape for high quality sound
recording applications:

(a) Relative high frequency response from one to 15 kc at 15 ips (inches per
second) tape speed.
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(b) Relative recording sensitivity or playback output level for a given audio
current in the recording head.

(c) Relative playback output level for the three percent harmonic distortion
point at 400 cps and 15 ips tape speed.

(d) The modulation noise.

(e) Relative bias current for maximum recording sensitivity at 400 cps and 15
ips tape speed.

The first four characteristics listed are measured at two or three practical
values of bias current, one of which is the bias for maximum recording sensitivity.
The measurements reported'here employ only the first 100 or 200 feet of a roll of
tape to minimize the time required to evaluate each sample since several dozen sam
ples will be involved eventually. We now have about 100 samples. It is recognized
that there are significant variations in tape characteristics throughout the length
of a roll of tape and at a later date we expect to evaluate the variations in all
of the important performance characteristics throughout the entire length of a few
representative rolls of tape.

Basic Philosophy on Tape Evaluation

It appears that most organizations that are evaluating magnetic recording tape
employ "what they consider to be a standard reference recorder and make what amounts
to absolute measurements on each sample df tape under consideration. The reference
recorder is apparently considered to be sufficiently reliable as a measuring tool
so that the measurements are a true indication of the tape characteristics. It has
been our experience that no tape recording system is consistently reliable enough
to evaluate, small differences in tape performance characteristics from day to day
over a period of several months. Also we cannot yet trust any arbitrary reference
frequency response tape or any other technique of which we know to calibrate a re
corder each day, therefore we have decided, to base the information for this report,
on the results obtained by comparing a group of tape samples on a commercial tape
recorder within a short period of time", usually within three to four hours. The
results are considered valid only if consistent differences between samples are
obtained for repeated measurements. This technique minimizes the possibility of
experimental errors due to a sudden change or a slow drift in some characteristic
of the recorder which is not revealed by routine checking of the recorder. The data
for Table I were obtained by running the 21 tape samples through the recorder in
three series of runs. During the first run, data for frequency response, recording
sensitivity, and bias requirements were obtained. Data for the playback output level
for three percent distortion were obtained during the second run and the modulation
noise data during the third run.

Test Methods used for Tape Evaluation

Frequency Response--A tape sample with the best relative high-frequency re
sponse in a group of tapes is selected as a temporary reference tape. Usin[ this
reference tape, operated at maximum low-frequency recording sensitivity bias, the
high-frequency equalizer controls are adjusted to produce the flattest possible fre
quency response (usually within 0.1 db) from one to 15 kc at 15 ips tape speed, with
measurements at one, five, 10 and 15 kc. It has been found that these four test fre
quencies provide an adequately significant evaluation of the relative frequency re
sponse of any tape sample. Since the recorder being used has considerable high-fre
quency pre-emphasis in recording, it is necessary to determine that the tape is not
operating in a sufficiently non-linear region to affect the frequency response. The
technique used here is to select a recording level such that the relative frequency
response obtained is the same as that obtained at a recording level 5 db higher or
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lower. The other tape samples are measured with the same frequency response equal-
ization that is used for the reference tape. Regardless of whether a particular .
tape sample is being measured at maximum sensitivity bias or at some other bias
setting, the frequency response obtained with the reference tap at maximum sensi
tivity bias is still used as a frequency response reference. Thus, in the three
tables in this paper in which frequency response data are tabulated, /the"r,eference
is always the frequency response obtained with Brand B Sample No.1, the frequency
response reference tape for this paper, at maximum sensitivity bias. For optimum
high-frequency response, it has been found that the tape samples wit~ the least
compliance and with a tendency to cup or curl, require higher tape tension over
the heads than other tapes that are more flexible and are flat. Also, it has been
found that various samples require different azimuth alignment adjustment between
the recording and playback gaps for optimum high-frequency response. This is prob
ably because the tapes are not cut straight.. The recorded tracks on such tapes
could be -expected to be on a very large radius circle in spite of the tendency for
high tape tension to straighten the tape, therefore, parallel record and playqack
gaps would not produce optimum high-frequency response. We have found this to be
a very common characteristic of tapes, in that if they are not cut straight they
will curve one way or the other on playback, making as much as several db differ
ence in output at wave lengths as long as .001JA'. This is an important point to re
member in the choosing of tape for azimuth alignment purposes. For these tests the
tape tension was adjusted to be high enough for all samples and was not varied,
but the azimuth was adjusted for each sample.

Relative Recording Sensitivity--Using the reference tape, Brand B Sample No.
1, with maximum sensitivity bias, the gain controls in the recording and'playback
amplifiers were adjusted for an overall record-playback insertion loss of 0 db at
1 kc. Thus, by maintaining a standard input signal level of .10 db and measuring
the playback output signal level for each tape sample, a comparison of relative
recording sensitivities is obtained. The test signal frequency is 1 kc at 15 ips
tape speed and these data p:-e obtained during the measurement of ,relative frequen
cy response.

Output Level For Three Percent Harmonic Distortion--The playback amplifier
gain control was adjusted so that the distortion measurements would not be limited
by distortion in the output stage of the playback amplifier. The distortion meter
was the high-pass filter type which measures total harmonic distortion and noise.
By means of a wave analyzer it was determined that in all cases the measured dis
tortion was predominantly third harmonic. The test signal frequency was 400 cps at
15 ips tape speed. This is about the highest low frequency that can be used. The
recording signal level was adjusted until the playback output signal had three per
cent total harmonic distortion and the relative output level was then measured. In
the'tabulation of these data the tape sample producing the greatest output, 20 dbm,
Brand C Sample No.2 at maximum sensitivity bias, was used as the reference. There
is no particular significance in the 20 dbm level, it is simply a convenient ref
erence level.

Maximum Sensitivity Bias--For this test the actual bias current in the record
ing head was not measured, but instead, a voltage was measured which is directly
proportional to the bias current in the recording head. It is this voltage reading
that is tabulated here but it does accurately represent the relative bias current
in the recording head. The test signal vas 400 cps at a recording level on the tapa
well below the one percent third harmonic distortion point. The test routine vas to
try to determine directly the relative bias current which produc'ed the maximum
recording sensitivity. Since the curve of output vs. bias usually has an appreci
able flat top, it has been proposed that the maximum sensitivity bias be determined
as the average of the two bias values which reduce the output 1 db below the maxi
mum. We believe that it is more satisfactory to determine the bias for maximum sen
sitivity directly if reasonable care is taken in making the measurements. The
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following measuring technique was used in determining the' bias current for maximum
recording sensitivity. Using a fixed input signal level, the playback output level
is observed on a VU meter or a vacuum tube voltmeter, while adjusting the bias
current control for a maximum output level indication. When a bias control setting
is found which seems to produce the maximum output level, the bias current meter
indication is read and tabulated. This routine is repeated several times until a
definite trend in the tabulation of the bias current values is noted. A typical
sequence of bias current meter readings might be as follows: 41, 42, 40, 41, 41. In
this example we believe that it is safe to say that the maximum sensitivity bias is
41 with an accuracy of. better than two percent. This technique is especially useful
where the output level from the tape varies in a random fashion so that it is very
difficult to decide at what bias current control setting the output is 1 db down
from the maximum. There is no doubt about the maximum output ·point for a fluctuat
ing output tape, it simply requires more time for a reading as compared with a con
stant output tape.

Modulation Noise--Modulation noise is not ordinarily included in magnetic
recording specifications. -However, we believe that modulation noise is important
and that unusually high modulation noise is a sufficient reason to reject an other
wise excellent roll of tape. There is no established method of measuring modulation
noise, but we have been using a method which seems to correlate fairly well with
listening tests and is an extremely easy measurement to make. Measurements are made
on an Altec Lansing Intermodulation Distortion Analyzer which is actually an ampli
tude modulation meter for a carrier frequency range of two to 20 kc. The test sig
nal consists of 2 kc recorded at any level within the working range at 15 ips tape
speed. Ideally, the frequency should be a little lower but none of the commonly
available analyzers can use a lower frequency. The meter readings are tabulated as
percent intermodulation modulation noise. There is no intermodulation distortion
involved since only one signal frequency is used, but the designation percent in
termodulation modulation noise is used here to indicate that an intermodulation
analyzer is employed for the measurement. It was found that the meter readings in
crease severalfold momentarily· at random intervals. These momentary increases are
attributed to the so-called "drop-outs" or "magnetic holes" in the tap·e. While
listening to the modulation noise under the 2 kc signal and watching the meter, it
became apparent that these drop-outs usually do not result in any audible modula
tion of the signal. As an example,· if the average meter reading was about 0.3 per
cent, the audible modulation noise would be jUdged to be about 50 db below the
signal, and drop-outs of as much as 3 db as viewed on an oscilloscope woul~ not
produce ar~ audible effect. The audible modulation noise continues at a constant
level throughout all such drop-outs. It is actually impossible to detect drop-outs
of as much as 3 db by listening to the reproduction of a 2000-cycle recorded sig
nal. Thus the drop-outs are ignored in reading the intermodulation analyzer meter.
An attemPt is made to obtain a meter reading which corresponds to the audible as
pects of the amplitude variations by taking the minimum meter reading obtained
during a one or two second interval. Sometimes a group of drop-outs occurs at a
repetition rate of several times a second which produces a steady meter indication
for a couple of seconds which is a few times the minimum reading but there is no
change in the audible modulation noise. The meter movement in the Altec Lansing In
termodulation Analyzer has a very short period which appears to be an advantage for
this application as it ·makes it possible to obtain significant modulation noise
readings in spite of drop-outs. An intermodulation analyzer with a sluggish meter
movement is not recoIlllI\ended for modulation noise measurements • Although it will be
found that the intermodulation modulation noise readings increase as the signal
frequency is increased above 2 kc, this technique does not appear to provide a sig
nificant measurement of audible modulation noise fo~ test signal frequencies above
2 kc, one reason is that the predominant modulation noise we hear is for high fre
quencies 2-3 kc, on either side of the signal frequency while most modulation ana
lyzers do not measure modulation rates above 500 cycles.
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Tabulation of Performance Data in Table I

The data for Table I were taken with the high frequency bias current adjUsted
for maximum recording, sensitivity, and with Brand B, Sample No.1, as a reference
tape. Thus, the reference tape has 0 db output at all four test frequencies, while
all samples have 0 db output at 1 kc. The qutput-vs-input column, third from the
right, shows the relative recording sensitivity at 1 kc. The record-playback chan
nel was adjusted for 0 db insertion loss with the reference tape, Brand B No. 1.
The playback amplifier output level in dbm was measured for each sample using a
signal level of 10 dbm on the input of the recording amplifier. Brand C No.2 pro
duced the largest playback output for three' percent harmonic distortion and the
playback amplifier gain control was adjusted to produce an output level of 20 dbm
under these conditions. All of the data on output for three percent distortion
tabulated in Tables I, II and III were obtained with the same playback amplifier
gain. The percent IM Modulation Noise readings, right hand column, were obtained.
on the Altec Lansing Intermodulation Analyzer. The tabulations represent minimum
meter indications that were maintained for at least one second, many times during
a period of 15 to 60 seconds. As was mentioned before, all of the data tabulated
in this report were obtained on only the first 100 or 200 feet on a roll of tape.
At the end of each of the three manufacturer type listings, are tabulated the max
imum and minimum values of each factor for tl:J.e manufacturer type group. At the
bottom of Table I, the maximum and minimum values for all 21 samples for the oper-

, ating condition of Table I are tabulated.

The usual policy in reporting the results of investigations of this type
seems to be to tabulate the actual meter readings obtained in the laboratory. In
these reports we have decided to use purely arbitrary scales whenever possible to
minimize the amount of mental arithmetic required on the part of the reader in
analyzing the data. The reference levels for the numerical values of the five tape
characteristics reported here have been deliberately selected to.be in different
nonoverlapping regions as much as possible. Thus, modulation noise is in the range
of 0.2 to 0.65, recording sensitivity 4.8 to 10, output for three percent distor
tion 16.8 to 20, bias 28 to 60, and frequency response -8.3 to 1.4. Maximum re
cording sensitivity among all samples was arbitrarily made 10, maximum output for
three percent distortion made 20, and the frequency response reference the custo
mary 0 db. _The modulation noise data are absolute measurements and cannot be
placed on an arbitrary scale. There did not appear to be any good reason to change
the scale ·for the relative bias current. It is hoped that all this will facilitate
comparison of the data in the various' tables.

Comments on the Data in Table I

The bias current requirement varies from 28 to 48 for Brand C Sample No.1.
This wide range means that either the bias current must be changed for some of the
manufacturer type groups, or a compromise bias current must be found which will
permit all tapes to be used with a fixed value of bias. Tables II and III show the
results of attempts to arrive at such a bias current setting. These statements are
based on the philosophy that the bias current must never be less than that required
for maximum recording sensitivity at a low frequency. It has been found that, al
most invariably, the use of considerably less than maximum sensitiVity bias current
results in excessive modulation noise, output level fluctuations and nonlinear dis
tortion. Relative bias current of about twice that for maximum sensitivity is being
used successfully in some magnetic recording systems. Thus, for the present we
shall consider only the relative bias current range from maximum sensitivity bias
to two or three times the maximum sensitivity bias.

The Brand B samples have definitely higher recording sensitivity and high
frequency response than the other samples. Tables II and III show the results of
attempts to find a bias current setting that would minimize the differences in
recording sensitivity and high-frequency response among all samples.
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The Brand B samples are definitely superior in all performance characteristics
except output level for three percent distortion. The recording sensitivity isre
markably constant within +0.3 db and the high frequency response at 15 kc varies
+1.2 db. These samples are especially superior with respect to modulation noise. It
Is interesting that the Brand B samples with the lowest bias current requirement
have the best high-frequency response, while the Brand B samples with the highest
bias current requirement have the poorest high-frequency response among the Brand B
samples. One possible explanation of this apparent correlation is that the samples
with the lowest bias current requirement have the smoothest coating surfaces which
results in more intimate contact between tape and heads. A minor defect of some of
the Brand B samples is the periodic variation of about +0.2 db in output level.
This characteristic of Brand Bis a nuisance in measureiiients of. this type but is
considered to be of no consequence in sound recording. A possible disadvantage of
Brand B Tapes is that a fixed bias current setting, which results in the superior
performance of Brand B is completely unsatisfactory for the other two manufacturer
types listed in this paper.

Even if one varies the bias current and the recording level to accommodate the
variations in bias requirements and recording sensitivity of these 21 samples,
there is still a +2.8 db variation in high-frequency response at 15 kc. It is in
teresting that the two Brand A samples, with maximum and minimum high-frequency re
sponse both came from the same day's production. The Brand C samples are definitely
superior with respect to output level for three percent distortion, generally being
1 to 2 db better than the other tapes.

Tabulation of Performance Data in Table II

For the data in Table II, the measurements on the Brand B samples were re
peated with a bias current of 42 which would be satisfactory for practically all
of the other samples. All of the operating conditions, except bias current, are
the same as in Table I, so that di~ect comparison can be made in all cases. It is
apparent that the Brand B samples at this bias current still have higher recording
sensitivity and relative high-frequency response than the samples in the other
manufacturer type groups. It will be noticed that the variations in recording sen
sitiVity and high-frequency response are greater than at the lower bias currents.

Tabulation of Performance Data in Table III

Since a bias current of 42 was not sufficient to reduce the recording sensi
tivity and high-frequency response of the Brand B samples to be comparable with
the other samples, it was decided to try a bias current of 60 which is approximate
ly double that for maximum sensitivity with Brand B. All of the measurelOOnts in
Table I were repeated with this bias current of 60 with all of the operating con
ditions except bias current, the same as in Tables I and II.

Comments on the Data in Table III

It appears that a bias current of 60 is a reasonably good compromise to mini
mize the differences in these 21 samples. The variation in recording semsitivity
is reduced from +2.6 db for maximum sensitivity bias to +1.1 db. This would allow
intersplicing of-different brands of tapes in many applications. If about 10 per
cent of the samples are eliminated, this variation is reduced to ±.0.8 db. The var
iation in relative high-frequency response at 15 kc is ±.2.8 db, the same as for
maximum sensitivity bias. If 20 percent of the samples are eliminated, the varia
tion in high-frequency response at 15 kc is +1.7 db at the bias current of 60.
With respect to modulation noise, the higher-bias current results in a slight in
crease for Brand A samples, considerable increase for Brand B, and considerable de
crease for Brand C samples.
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It is interesting to note the changes within a manufacturer type group in
going to the higher bias current. The Brand B samples have considerably poorer
performance characteristics except for the output level at three percent distor
tion, which is 0.3 to 0.9 db better. The variation in recording sensitivity in
creased from +0.3 db to +0.85 db. The variation in high-frequency response at 15.
kc increased from +1.2 db to +2.65 db. The other manufacturer type groups gener
ally show less varIations in going to the higher bias current. It is apparent that
any superiority that Brand B may have can only be obtained by operating at maximum
sensitivity bias, in which case the other manufacturer types cannot be used unless
the bias current is readjusted.

At this high bias current of 60, none of the manufacturer type groups is def
initely superior in performance characteristics. The Brand B samples are still su
perior with respect to modulation noise as was the case for maximum sensitivity
bias. The Brand C samples are still superior with respect to output level for three
percent distortion, generally being 1 to 2 db better than the other tapes.

Comments on Tables I and III

In view of the fact that the Brand B samples represent many different produc
tion batches, it seems safe' to say that Brand B provides superior performance with
respect to modulation noise and absolute high-frequency response and uniformity of
recording sensitivity and relative high-frequency response from roll to roll. This
superior performance is obtained only at maximum sensitivity bias which means that
if the superior performance of Brand B is to be realized in a commercial recording
establishment, Brand B must be used exclusively, or at least certain recorders re
served for the exclusive use of Brand B.

A curious effect relating to the frequency response characteristics of magnet
ic recording systems was discovered during the course of these.investigations. By
comparing the response at 5 kc relative to 1 k~ in Tables r and III, it will be
found that for each of the 21 samples the relative output at 5 kc rel.ative to 1 kc
actually.increases for bias currents greater than maximum sensitivity bias. If this
system was adjusted to have an absolutely flat frequency response using maximum
sensitivity bias, it was found that the frequency response curve had a hump of
around 0.5 to 1.5 db at approximately 5 kc at 15 ips tape speed when the bias cur
rent was increased by a factor of 1.5 to 2. This effect was verified by very care
ful measurements on two of the samples and is definitely not a result of eXperimen
tal errors. By using tape speeds of 7.5 and 15 ips, it was determined that this is
a wave-length and not a frequency effect.

At the time that the measurements were made we could find no theoretical ex
planation of this effect. At a later date" other activities revealed the source of
this tendency to hump at 5 kc. It has been found that magnetic recording system
operating at zero bias has a frequency response with a deep notch at a wavelength
which is a function of the gap dimension of the recording head. As the bias current
in the recording head is increased the depth of the notch decreases. It appears that
the notch is not completely eliminated until the bias 'current is increased to about
two times the maximum sensitivity bias. Thus if a magnetic recording system opera
ting at maximum sensitivity bias is equalized to have an absolutely flat frequency
response, increasing the bias current by a factor of 1.5 or 2 will result in a hump
of about 1 db in the frequency response at 'the frequency corresponding to the wave
length of the notch obtained without bias.

Conclusions

In reviewing the conclusions listed below it should be kept in mind that the
tape test data apply only to these tape samples which were manufactured about two
years ago. The test data on specific tape characteristics definitely do not apply
to current production.
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(a) Comparison tests on 21 tapes from three manufacturers show a disturbingly
wide range of tape characteristic variations. Maximum sensitivity bias current re
quirement varies 1.7:1. Recording sensitivity varies over a range of about 5 db.
Relative high frequency response at 15 kc and 15 ips tape speed varies ±.2. 8 db.

(b) It has 'been found that a certain high value of bias current permits all 21
tape samples to be used at a fixed value of bias current with variations in per
formance characteristics that are probably tolerable. Recording sensitivity varies
over a range of about 2 db. Relative high frequency response at 15 kc and 15 ips
tape speed varies :!:.2.8 db.

(c) Brand B tape at maximum sensitivity bias provides definitely superior per
formance. Recording sensitivity varies over a range of only 0.6 db. Relative high
frequency response at 15 kc and 15 ips tape speed varies only +1. 2 db. To obtain
this' superior performance maximum sensitivity bias must be used which is complete
ly unsatisfactory for the other brands of tape listed in this paper.

(d) A method of measuring modulation noise in magnetic recording is described
which seems to correlate fairly well with listening tests.

(e) It has been discovered that a magnetic recording system which is equalized
to have a flat frequency response at maximum sensitivity bias will have a hump of
about 1 db at 5 kc and 15 ips tape speed when the bias current is increased by a
factor of 1.5 or 2.

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Mr. Witt of International Business Machines asked if RCA tests had included
effects of age on tape characteristics--sensitivity in particular. Mr. Erikson
replied that such tests were planned eventually but no data was now available.

Mr. Lewin of Signal Corps Pictorial Center asked for more details as to why
the playback head azimuth alignment had to be changed for maximum high frequency
response from different tapes. Mr. Erikson explained that, since the record and.
playback heads were at different points along the tape path, a tape that has cur
vature along its edge will require realignment of the playback head in order for
the slit to remain perpendicular to the tape edge at a later point along the curved
tape travel.

Mr. Carson of Naval Research Laboratory. added a comment thai( in his own ex,:",
perience some tapes required realignment of playback azimuth for maximum highs,
and that it seemed to be caused by the manner in which the tape positioned itself
between the drive capstan and pressure roller.

Mr. Selsted of Ampex asked if RCA tests had indicated the possible sources of
modulation noise. Mr. Erikson advised that for lower modulation frequencies it ap
peared to be caused by lack of uniform contact between the tape coating and the
head; perhaps caused by dirt, unevenly dispersed coating. At higher test frequen
cies there is a frequency flutter (not amplitude modulation). This is caused by the
mechanical relation between the tape and the recorder.

Mr. Lewin noted that no data was shown for tape noise in the absence of any
recorded signal. Mr. Erikson replied that this type of measurement had been dis
cussed and rejected because of the inability to positively separate it from noise
caused by the playback equipment. Mr. Lewin mentioned Signal Corps Pictorial Cen
ter experience with amplitude fluctuations, and tha~ on some tapes these appeared
to occur at a regular cyclic rate. Mr. Erikson replied that dropouts as high as
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3 db had been noted in the RCA tests, but were usually of the order of a few tenths
db and were inaudible even with a steady state sine wave signal, because of their
short duration.

Mr. Sibley of Lockheed asked if noise. output had been made after saturating a
tape with d-c, since such noise seemed to bear a direct relation to modulation
noise. Mr. Erikson replied that about three methods of noise measurement had been
compared and had found good correlation between the different noise measurements.
The method he described in Paper #13 was used because of its use of astand"a.rd in
termodulation test equipment and because no modifications were required in the tape
recorder.
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TABLE 1.--Comparative tape Characteristics using maximum sensitivity. bias

Relative High-Frequency Response dbm Output dbm Output PercentMfr. Sample Bias Relative to 1 kc in db for 10 dbm for three
Type No. Input at percent IM Mod.

Current' Noise
5 kc 10 kc 15 kc 1 kc Distortion

Brand A 1 41 -0.7 -0.8 -1.2 5.8 17.4 0~36

Brand A 2 42 -0.7 -LO -1.4 6.2 17.9 0.36
Brand A 3 42 -1.2 -1.8 -2.7 5.2 17.2 0.5
Brand A 4 41 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 6.0 17.5 0.36
Brand A 5 43 -0.4 -1.0 -1.9 5.1 16.9 0.45
Brand A 6 44 -1.0 -1.8 -3.2 4.8 16.8 0.45
Brand A 7 42 -0.9 -1.7 -2.6 4.8 16.9 0.46
Brand A 8 42 -0.4 -0.7 -1.4 5.1 16.9 0.45
Brand" A' 9 43 -1.0 -1.5 -2.5 5.4 17.4 0.5

Brand A Max. 44 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 ' 6.2 17.9 0.5
Brand A Min. 41 -1.0 -1.8 -3.2 4.8 16.8 0.36

Brand B 1 28 0 0 0 10.0 17.6 0.2
Brand B 2 32 +0.1 -0.3 -0.9 9.6 18.0 0.25
Brand B 3 30 -0.2 -0.5 -0.8 9.4 17.3 0.25
Brand B 4 32 -0.8 -1.4 -2.0 9.7 18.1 0.2
Brand B 5 31 -0.8 -1.2 -1.6 9.5 17.5 0.2
Brand B 6 30 -0.9 -1.6 -2.1 9.5 17.1 0.3
Brand B 7 29 +0.1 +0.2 +0.3 9.7 16.9 0.2

Brand B Max. 32 +0.1 +0.2 +0.3 10.0 18.1 0.3
·Brand B Min. .28 -0.9 -1.6 -2.1 9.4 16.9 0.2

Brand C 1 48 -1.4 -3.5 -5.3 6.3 19.5 0.55
Brand C 2 47 -0.6 -1.6 -2.7 6.7 20.0 0.5
Brand C 3 45 -1.3 -3.4 -4.8 6.3 19.6 0.65
Brand C 4 42 -0.9 -2.4 -3.3 5•.8 18.1 0.45
Brand C 5 42 -0.9 -2.0 -3.0 6.1 18.6 0.5.5

Brand C Max. 48 -0.4 -1.6 -2.7 6.7 20.0 0.65
Brand C Min. 42 -1.4 -3.5 -5.3 5.8 18.1 0.45
Max. all samples 48 +0.1 +0.2 +0.3 10.0 20.0 0.65
Min. all samples 28 -1.4 -3.5 -5.3 4.8 16.8 0.2
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TABLE II.--Comparative brand B tape characteristics using bias current of 42

Relative High-Frequency Response dbm Output dbm Output
Mfr. Sample Bias Relative to 1 kc in db for 10 dbm for three
Type No. Current Input at percent

5 kc 10 kc 15 kc 1 kc Distortion

Brand B 1 42 +0.9 -0.5 -1.7 7.8 18.3
Brand B 2 42 +0.3 -1.1 -2.3 8.4 18.4
Brand B 3 42 +0.3 -1.3 -2.7 7.9 17.9
Brand B 4 42 -0.5 -2.4 -3.9 8.6 18.4
Brand B 5 42 -0.3 -2.0 -3.5 8.2 18.1
Brand B 6 42 -0.5 -2.4 -4.0 8.1 17.7
Brand B 7 42 +0.7 -0.2 -1.0 7.5 17.6

Brand B Max. . +0.7 -0.2 -1.0 8.6 18.4
Brand B Min. -0.5 -2.4 -4.0 7.5 17.6
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TABLE III.--Comparative tape characteristics using constant high current bias

Relative High-Frequency Response dbm Output dbm Output PercentMfr. Sample Bias Relative to 1 kc in db for 10 dbm for three 1M Mod.Type No. Current Input at percent Noise
5 kc 10 kc 15 kc 1 kc Distortion

:

•
Brand A 1 60 0 -2.4 -4.2 4.2 17.5 0.32
Brand A 2 60 +0.3 -1.7 -3.7 4.7 18.0 0.33
Brand A 3 60 0 -2.8 -5.1 4.1 17.4 0.4
Brand A 4 60 +0.9 -0.9 -2.7 4.2 17.5 0.36
Brand A 5 60 +0.4 -2.3 -4.2 3.9 17.0 0.45
Brand A 6 60 0 -2.9 -5.1 3.8 16.8 0.45
Brand A 7 60 +0.1 -2.7 -5.1 4;0 16.9 0.43
Brand A 8 60 +0.7 -1.5 -3.7 4~1 17.0 0.45
Brand A 9 60 +0.3 -2.1 -4.6 4.6 i7.6 0.45

Brand A Max. +0.9 ":0.9 -2.7 4.7 18.0 0.45
Brand A Min. 0 -2.9 -5.1 3.8 16.8 0.32

Brand B 1 60 +1.2 -1.2 -3.9 4.3 18.5 0.25
Brand B 2 60 +0.9 -2.1 -5.6 5.1 18.7 0.35
Brand B 3 60 +0.5 -2.5 -5.8 4.6 18.0 0.35
Brand B 4 60 -0.5 -4.5 -8.3 5.5 18.7 0.3
Brand B 5 60 +0.1 -3.5 -7.1 4.8 18.0 0.3
Brand B 6 60 -0.2 -3.9 -7.5 4.6 17.4 0.3
Brand B 7 60 +1.4 -0.7 -3.0 3.8 17.7 0.25

BrandB Max. +1.4 - -0.7 -3.0 5.5 18.7 0.35
Brand B Min. -0.5 -4.5 -8.3 3.8 17.4 0.25

Brand C 1 60 -0.7 -4.0 --6.7 5.4 19.4 0.45
Brand C 2 60 -0.4 -2.9 -5.2 6.0 19.9 0.4
Brand C .2 60 -1.0 -4.2 -6.8 5.2 19.6 0.45
Brand C 4 60 -0.2 -3.1 ':'5.3 4.1 18.0 0.35
Brand C 5 60 -0.1 -3.1 -5.3 4.6 18.3 0.35

Brand C- Max. -0.5 -2.9 -5.2 6.0 19.9 0.45
Brand C Min. -1.0 -4.2 -6.8 4.1 18.0 0.35

Max. all samples +0.9 -0.9 -2.7 6.0 19.9 0.6
Min. all samples- -0.5 -4.5 -8.3 3.8 16.8 0.25
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RECENT Cll1MERCIAL 1/4-INCH MAGNETIC
TAPES--EFFECTS OF TRENDS ON NAVY TAPE STANDARDIZATION

F. A. Comerci, S. Wilpon, and R.
K' "-

Material Labqratory
New York Naval-Shipyard

9 October 1953

Schwartz
'\

ABSTRACT: A comparison of magnetic characteristics of the most recent
available commercial 1/4-inch magnetic recording tapes will be presented. Some of
the characteristics to be compared are: output and distortion versus bias level
and fr~quency, signa1-to-d-c noise ratio, ease of erasure, and layer-to-1ayer signal
transfer. Trends in characteristics varying from the norm will be discussed with
regard to their effect on the Navy Tape Standardization Program.
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Background

It seems that a number of people here do not know that the Bureau of Ships
and the Navy Department in general has a specification for magnetic recording tape.
This has been developed by the Department of the Navy, Bureau of Ships, and was
published or issued March 28, 1952. It is called the Interim Federal Specification,
"Tape Recording, Magnetic Coated, and Reels, Recording Tape, 1/4 Inch," and the
number of it is W-T-6lA.

With this specification for the evaluation of magnetic tape there is a stand
ard reference tape and the specification refers to a referenced recorder. The ref
erenced recorder was selected to eliminate any problems in the amplifiers so that
the referenced recorder would be able to handle all size reels encountered.

The actual evaluation of the magnetic recording tape is done on the basis of
a comparison with this standard reference tape. The standard reference tape was
selected some two years ago, and the Material Laboratory has been doing evaluation
of 1/4 inch magnetic recording tape for at least that period of time, if not
longer.

Recently, a survey of the characteristics of four of the most recent produc
tions of 1/4 inch plastic magnetic recording tapes was performed at the Material
Laboratory to determine whether any improvements in tape would warrant revision of
the Interim Federal Specification W-T-61a.

Results

Three samples, representing the current production of general tyPe brown oxide
magnetic tape from the three major tape manufacturers and one sample of a special
high output tape reoently introduced on the market were compared through measure
mentsoutlined in the tape specification at a tape speed of 7-1/2 inches per sec
ond. The results of these comparisons indicate that differences in the performance
of the three general type brown oxide tapes were not great and that they essen
tially met requirements of the specification. The high output tape, although pre
senting between four and 6 db higher output than the general type tape, possessed
no partiCUlar advantage with respect to signal to d-c noise ratio and suffered
from greater "print through" or layer to layer signal transfer. The results are
shown in the following figures:

In figures 1 through 5 the variation in output level and total harmonic dis
tortion with changes in high frequency bias current are presented for two
different audio levels and three diff~rent frequencies.

In figure 1 under conditions of standard record level and 1000 cps the curves
of output level for the three general type tapes are essentially similar. The
curve of output level for the high output tape is also similar but shows
app~oximately 6 db grea~er outpu~. On this figure the specified limits for
sensitivity are indicated, showing that the three general type tapes meet
specified requirements for sensitivity. The distortion characteristics of the
four tapes are similar and meet the specified requirements of a maximum dis
tortion of 2 percent. As a point of interest, some tapes show a more constant
output over the bias range of + 10 percent. Since in service use it might be
expected that the bias current-may vary over this range, this particular char
acteristic is desired in a tape for general use. That tape, in which a large
change in output level occurs with bias current, is particularly advantageous
for use as a standard reference tape where a determination of peak output point
is sought.
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In figure 2, under conditions of standard record level and 200 cps, the curves
of distortion and output, with the exception of the higher output for the
high output tape, are again essentially similar.

In figure 3, under conditions of standard record level and 5000 cps, the
variation in output of the four tapes are amplified. The absence of distor
tion curves on this figure is due to the inability of the tape system to re
solve the predominant third.harmonic distortion component at the speed of
7-1/2 inches per second.

In figure 4 one of the three general type tapes fails to meet the maximum
distortion requirement of 4 percent over the bias current range of + 10 per
cent operating bias by as much as 1/2 percent at 0.26 relative bias-cUrrent,
the -10 percent point.

In figure 5 the variations in the curves shown are similar to those in figure
4. Recent experience indicates.that· an additional requirement should be in
serted in the specification to cover low frequency sensitivity and distortion
since they are affected by coating thickness.

Curves of output level and distortion vs input levels for operating bias cur
rent and.lOOO cps are shown in figure 6. All four tapes meet the maximum dis
tortion requirements of four percent at maximum record level and two percent
at standard record level. .

In figure 7 the frequency response curves of the four tapes are shown to dif
fer by not more than 6-1/2 db at 10000 cps nor 2 db at 5000 cps. All the tapes
meet specified requirements for high frequency output at 5000 cps. The vari
ations in high frequency response for the four tapes are not considered appre
ciable for the type of usage envisioned by the Federal Services.

Frequency Response Variations

The variations in frequency response are due to the fact that the operating
bias current was not an optimum for each tape, but a compromise between optimum
bias for all tapes. By selecting proper currents the frequency response curves for.
the .four tapes were made to coincide. This is indicated for the high output tape
in figure 8.

Signal-To-Noise Ratios

Overall and high frequency noise measurements for the four tapes were pri
marily an indication of amplifier noise and would have no meaning with respect to
comparison of noise produced by these tapes. All tapes surpassed the specified re
quirements of 60 and 65 db for signal to overall and high frequency noise ratios,
respectively.

The signal to d-c noise for the four tapes met the minimum requirement of 50
db. Comparative measurements are:

Tape No.

1
2
3
4
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General Conclusions

Essentially there is no difference between the high output tape and two of
the general type tapes. One of the general type tapes could be improved but there
is not enough difference to warrant changing the specification to force such an
improvement until it can be shown that the presently specified minimum value of
50 db, results in a perceptible modulation noise.

The ratio between signal and layer to layer signal transfer or "print through"
for the high output tape measured about 8 db less than the three general type tapes
evidently due to its greater sensitivity for low magnetizing fields. This seems to
be the only property of this tape which is a disadvantage. All of the general type
tapes just met the specified minimum requirement of 50 db.

The high output tape was erased more easily. All four tapes met the specified
minimum requirement of 50 db erasure. The general type tapes were erased to the
extent of 61 db whereas the high output tape was erased to the extent of 71 db. It
is noted that the advantages of the high output tape are not accompanied by higher
signal to tape noise ratios and in'addition present a problem in layer to layer
signal transfer. It is not compatible with the general type tapes now approved for
Federal use, and its higher output alone does not justify an additional specifi
cation to cover its procurement and the problems associated with the stocking of
two different types of tape. However, the high output tape does represent a step
of progress in the magnetic recording field and further development in this direc
tion should be encouraged.

Effect on Tape Specification

In conclusion it can be said that Federal Specification W-T-61a which repre
sents requirements of a 1/4 inch magnetic recording tape for general use by the
Federal Services can be essentially met by three current producers of magnetic
tape. One manufacturer does not comply with requirement of distortion for the min
imum operating bias. It is considered that a change in magnetic qualities can,. and
in the interest of standardization should, be accomplished in order to correct this
deviation. Thus the specification in its present form permits the purchase of tape
from two of the major producers of magnetic tape and provides for standardization
of an important item in the tape recording system.

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

In reply to Mr. Smith of National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Mr.
Wilpon noted that the specification covered tape intended primarily for audio fre
quency recording, but that many features of specification W-T-6lA were applicable
for obtaining tape suitable for FM. carrier type and other types of data recording.
The specification does have some requirements to reduce "drop-outs" which Mr.
Smith noted caused considerable trouble in data recording.

Mr. Comerci of Navy Material Laboratory added that the tape specification re
quirement for uniformity of output at test frequencies of 1000 and 5000 cycles does
show up the increase in "drop-outs" at higher frequencies •.This requirement was in
the specification primarily to determine the manufacturer's ability to make a tape
with a smooth coating. He felt that with care in selecting the tape desired, the
smaller quantities required for telemetering work could be selected from the stocks
for general audio work. .

Mr. Roberts of Dictaphone asked if the d-c noise measurements were broad band
type or were plotted against frequency. Mr. Wilpon said broadband measurements were
made of noise and then referred to the 1000 cycle maximum signal level for
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signal-to-noise ratios. Mr. Roberts advised that work at Dictaphone had included
analysis against frequency of the tape noise after d-c saturation. Maximums do
occur, especially at very low tape speeds with very narrow heads. These noise
spectrums are of great value in determining choice of post-equalization.

Mr. Johnston of Minnesota Mining asked if the tape noise was the real limiting
factor in field use on the IIVRTtI type recorders which the Navy has. Mr. Comerci
answered that, while it was true that signal-to-noise ratios were as low as 35-40
db on some Navy IIVRTII type recorders, this noise was predominantly 60 or 120 cycle
hum which was not usually heard in the acoustic output whereas tape noise was
predominantly hiss noise which could be heard. Therefore, the Navy felt that the
50 db signal-to-noise limit was needed and represented the level below which noise
would not be heard. . -

Mr. Witt of International Business Machines pointed out that the type of
noise which gave difficulty in instrumentation applications--for instance, high
frequency "spikes"--was not the type of primary difficulty in audio work. Also,
he didn't notice any considerations of physical wear properties of the tape. Mr.
Comerci advised that, while Paper No. 14 did not cover such points, there was a
group of physical measurements and requirements in the specification which include
effect of tension, shock tensile strength, layer-to-layer adhesion, coefficient
of friction, oxide peel-off under high tension, and others.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 15

SCME NOTES ON PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE USE OF THE
STANDARD REFERENCET.APE

Mr. Frank Radocy
-1

Director of Quality Control
Audio Devices, Incorporated

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: The paper includes:

(1) A description of the "Reference Tape" method as used in the Interim Federal
Specification W-T-6la(Navy Ships) dated 28 March 1952.

(2) Observations on the changes in performance characteristics of the Standard
Reference Tape resulting from physical changes due to repeated playings.,.

(3) Variations in the Standard Reference Tape performance resulting from re
placement of magnetic record and reproduce heads.
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Reference Tape Method

For those who are not acquainted with the Reference Tape method of standardi-
zation, the high points will be outlined briefly. .

(a) A Reference Recorder is selected which has certain minimum. features, in
cluding specified limits.on record and playback characteristics, flutter and wow
limitations, minimum bias frequency, etc.

(b) The next step involves the selection of a magnetic tape, which, when used
in conjunction with the Reference Recorder, gives the desired performance. This
tape is called the "Primary Standard Reference Tape.'" The actual performance of
this tape is secondary, since it is to be used only as a "Reference;" therefore,
the prime consideration in selecting the "Primary Standard" is its stability.

(c) "Standard Reference Tapes" (which have been calibrated against the
"Primary Standardll ) can be used to adjust Reference Recorders for frequency re
sponse, operating bias current, maximum record level, and standard output level.

(d) Standard Reference Tapes may be obtained from the Material Laboratory,
Bureau of Ships, Department of the Navy, and are used in conjunction with Interim
Federal Specification W-T-61a.

Problems in Use

The first problem concerns the changes in characteristics of a Standard Ref
erence Tape due to frequent use •

.The particu.lar "Standard Reference Tape" concerned was used as a production
standard, against which daily samples of magnetic tape were checked. Within a .
week's time, it was obvious that a change was taking place. The high frequency re
sponse of production samples appeared to be getting poorer and a shift in peak bias
seemed to be taking place. .

A thorough investigation revealed that some of the characteristics of the
"Standard Reference Tape" had changed. Visual examination of the tape shOWed that
the coated surface had become highly burnished. Micrometer measurement of the tape
revealed a 10 percent reduction in the coating thickness, as compared to the origi
nal measurement.

As a result of these physical changes, the performance characteristics were
affected. Figure 1 is a graphic comparison of the bias, output and distqrtion
characteristics of the "Standard Reference Tape" before any change occurred, with
the same tape after much use. The data for these curves was taken on our No. 1
Reference Recorder at a speed of 7 1/2 inches/sec, a frequency of 1 kc and a
standard output level determined by the new tape. The output figures are arbitrary.

The uppermost section of figure 1 compares the bias--vs--output curves of both
tapes. Notice that the curve of the worn tape has become sharper with an increase
of approximately 1 db in maximum output and a nine percent reduction in Peak Bias.
Also note the slight increase in the distortion of the worn tape, in the lower
section of figure 1. This increase in distortion is not a serious change; however,
it confirms the fact that a reduction of coating thickness has occurred.

Figure 2 is a set of frequencl response curves, also taken on our No. 1 Ref
erence Recorder at a speed of 7-1/2 inChes/sec. The standard output level was de
termined for each tape so that a true comparison is shawn. The procedure for de
termining the standard output level also involves the simultaneous determination
of operating bias current so that the peak bias shift demonstrated by figure 1 has
been accounted for. '
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The worn tape shows 'all increase in output of 3 db at 7.5 kc, at 5 kc the in
crease is 2 db, and at 1 kc the increase is approximately 1 db. This is considerable
increase in response and can cause much confusion unless the user is aware of the
changes taking place. Whether this particular tape is the exception has not been
determined; however, it serves its purpose in revealing the changes that will oc
cur with all tapes to some degree •

The best precaution to be taken, to avoid being misled by the changes de
scribed, is to obtain two "Standard Reference Tapes ll or to divide one tape into
two sections, using one as a daily reference control and cross-checking weekly or
monthly against the other.

Some other measures to minimize the wear and tear on a magnetic tape should
also be practiced:

(a) The "hold back" and "take up" tensions should be kept ata minimum,
especially in hot, humid weather.

(b) Avoid using small reels on machines designed only for large reels.

(c) Use the largest hub diameter practicable for your operation.

(d) Avoid machines with excessively hot erase heads.

(e) Try to keep your tapes at constant temperature and humidity to minimize
compression and distortion during storage.

The second point to be discussed concerns the performance of the Reference
Recorders. It is not expected that all recorders will have identical. performance
characteristics, but it has been generally assumed that the relative differences
in the performance characteristics of two tapes would not be disturbed by a change
of recording machines, so long as the machines conformed to the Reference Recorder
specification in Federal (Interim) Specification W-T....61A. Unfortunately, this as
sumption now seems incorrect.

Figure 3 is an illustration of the output--vs--distortion characteristics of
two tapes run on each of two' separate recorders. In each case, the operating bias
current was set at peak bias. The upper section of figure 3 shows the curves taken
on our No. 1 Reference Recorder. A "Standard Reference Tape" and a production tape
appear to be within .5. db of each other. I,Iowever, the curves (lower section of
figure 3) of the same tapes taken from our ,No. 2 Reference Recorder show the pro
duction tape to have 3.5 db higher output at three percent distortion,than the
"Standard Reference Tape".

Figure 4 is the bias--vs--output characteristics of the same tapes used for
figure 3, on the same recorders. Again'these figures were taken at a speed of
7-1/2 inChes/sec, 1 kc and at the Standard Output Level determined by the "New
Standard Reference Tape". '

In accordance with Federal (Interim) Specification W-T-61a, the Operating Bias
Current is 110 percent of the peak bias current of the "New Standard Reference
Tape". Applying thf's adjustment of bias current to the No. 1 Reference Recorder
(upper section of figure 4),we find our Operating Bias Current to be 7 mao This
is about eight percent less current than needed to reach the peak bias of the pro
ductiontape. In the lower section of figure 4, however, the same adjustment re
sults 'in an Operating Bias' Current of 26.5 ma which is' six percent beyond the peak
bias of the production tape. Obviously, the Operating Bias Current on these two re
corders bear a different relationship to the peak of the production tape.
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"Figure 5 demonstrates the differences in relative frequency response on both
recorders. The operating conditions remain the same as in figure 4. The output of
the New Standard Reference Tape is adjusted to show a flat response to 7.5 kc.The
output from the production tape is drawn in relation to the adjusted output' of the
"Standard Reference Tape". At 7.5 kc on the No.1 Recorder, the production tape
produces .5 db more output than the Standard Tape. On the' No. 2 Recorder at the 7.5
kc.output point, the production tape shows 1 db lower. This relative difference of
1.5 db in 7.5 kc output on the production tape can be attributed to the Bias irreg-
ularities described by figure 4.' . '

It is easy to foresee the difficulties involved in trying to correlate per
formancercharacteristics through the use of a "Standard Reference Tape," if the
parties concerned have' recorders that vary in characterist~cs as much as those in
figures 3, 4, and 5. .

It would appear that the use of a "Standard Reference Tape" does not, in it
self, provide a reliable standard of tape performance, probably due to aD. unfore
seen reaction between tape and recorder characteristics. It seems necessary, there
fore, to provide a better definition of the test recorder than is presently pro
vided.

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Mr •. Zenner of Armour Research reviewed an experience in production 'testing of
magnetic recording heads with a tape loop drive as compared with tests in the final
recorder assembly with a long frequency response tape on reels. The loop test gave
better high frequency response because the head surfaces were not truly flat along
the pl~back slit. The multiple passes of the loop tape gave it time to conform
to the.head curvature better than the single pass of the tape on reels. Mr. Radocy'
replied that the machines used in ,tape tests at Audio Devices had been in use over
a year and that ,the heads should be.worn down to proper shape by now.

Mr. Sessions of Naval Electronics Laboratory noted the'large difference in
bias current (see figure 4) in the heads of the two reference recorders" and noted
that measure of bias current does not necessarily indicate what the head is deliver
ing to the tape. This would seem to indicate the need for a standard head as ,well,
as a standard tape. Mr. Radocy agreed and felt that the Federal (Interim) Specifi
cation, W,,:,T-6lA, (prepared by Department of. the Navy, Bureau of Ships) should spec
ify the type of head as well as .the machine characteristics for tape testing.

Mr. Camerci of the Navy Material Testing Laboratory reviewed a premise on
which the standard reference tape is based: that a given magnetic head would act on
different pieces of tape in the same way. This theory was tested with three
"Standard Reference Tapes" and three different types of '. tape. recorders before dis
tribution was started of the ."Standard Reference Tape". This comparison showed that
maximum sensitivity bias currents were within a two percent tolerance and maximum
record levels were within a 0.3 db. tolerance. He called attention (see figures 1
and 4) to the sharper peak in the'output-vs-bias curve for the "Standard Reference
Tapell as compared to some production tapes. This characteristic for the "Standard
Reference Tapell was chosen deliberately in order to locate more accurately the·
correct bias for maximum output. In the experience of the Material Laboratory, on
some brands of tape where the output changes more gradually with' change in bias
current, the tolerance. for correct bias current must be as high as six to eight
percent. He also noted that the Material Laboratory recommends that each user get
two reference tapes so that one may be kept in reserve and used only occasionally
for checking characteristics of the other which is used for production testing.
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Mr. Johnston of Minnesota Mining reviewed their experience with certain tape
samples in which the high frequency output would change by as much as 3 db when
the tape was reversed, end to end, before running over the playback head. Other
tape samples showed no change when reversed.

Mr. D'Arcy of DeVry spoke of the advice he had received that the magnetic
track on test films for 16 mm. should be burnished with a sapphire block before re
cording and playback in order to get more uniform results. Mr. Radocy agreed that
this would improve uniformity of high frequency response but sometimes causes
squeal (flutter at a very high frequency rate) and other difficulties in use.

Mr. Comerci advised that specification, W-T-61A, specifies that at least
5500 feet of tape shall have passed over the heads of a test recorder before meas
urements are taken. Also, before the "Standard Reference Tapes" are shipped they
have been passed over normal heads at normal tension at least five times and also
undergo a certain amount of humidity conditioning. This does reduce spacing loss,
number of dropouts and obtains more uniform output from the tape.

Data for Figure 1

Worn Standard Reference Tape . New Standard Reference Tape

Bias Output Dist. Bias Output Dist.

4ma 58.0 db 1.20 percent 4ma 56.2 db 1.10 percent
5 59.7 1.05 5 58.2 .90
6 59.9 .85 6 58.9 .70
7 59.5 .75 7 58.8 .60
8 59.0 .65 8 58.5 .50
9 58.5 .60 9 58.1 .50

10 58.1 .60 10 57.8 .50
11 57.6 .60 11 57.4 .50
12 57.1 .60 12 57.0 .50
Peak Bias Peak Bias
5.8 rna 60.0 db .90 percent 6.4 ma 59.0 db .65 percent

(Output figures are arbitrary)

Legend--No. 1 Reference Recorder
Freq--l kc
Speed--7-l/2 inChes/sec
Level--Standard Output Level determined by "New Standard ReferenGe Tape".

Data for Figure 2

Freq.

100
500
1 kc
2 kc
3 kc
4 kc
5 kc
6 kc

New Standard
Reference Tape

-1.0 db
-0.6
0.0

+0.8
+1.0
+0.8
+0.5
0.0

15-5

Worn Standard
'Reference Tape

-0.2 db
+0.4
+0.9
+2.1
+2.6
+2.7
+2.6
+2.4
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7kc
7.5 kc

New Standard
Reference Tape

-0.5
-1.0

(Output figures are arbitrary)

Worn Standard
Reference Tape

+2.1
+2.0

Legend--No. 1 Reference Recorder
Speed 7-1/2 inches/sec
Leve1--Standard Output Level determined

by each "Standard Reference Tape".

Data for Figure 3

Recorder No.1

Dist.

1.0 percent
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

Dist.

1.0 percent
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

Production Tape

58.0 db
62.0
64.5
66.5
68.0

Production Tape

62.0 db
66.0
68.5
70.5
72.0

New Standard Reference Tape

58.5 db
62.5
65.0
67.0
68.5

Recorder No.2

New Standard Reference Tape

58.5 db
62.~
65.0
67.0
68.5

(Output figures are arbitrary)

Legend--Speed 7-1/2 inches/sec
Freq--1 kc
Bias--Peak Bias on each tape.

Data for Figure 4

No. 1 Recorder

New Standard Reference Tape

Bias Output

4ma 56.2 db
5 58.2
6 58.9
7 58.8
8 58.5
9 58.1

10 57.8

Production""Tape

Bias Output

4ma 56.8 db
5 58.4
6 59.0
7 59.2
8 59.1
9 59.0

10 58.7

• f
" . 15-6
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New Standard Reference Tape Production Tape

Bias

11
12

Output

57.4
57.0

Bias

11
12

Output

58.4
58.0

Peak Bias

6.4 ma 59.0 db

Peak Bias

7.6 ma 59.2 db

No. 2 Recorder

New Standard Reference Tape Production Tape

Bias

20 ma
25
30
35
40

Output

58.0 db
58.9
57.5
.56.0
54.4

Bias

20 ma
25
30
3.5
40

Output

58:2 db
59.1
58.1
56.8
55.4

Peak Bias Peak Bias

24 rna 59.0 db 25 ma 59.1 db

(Output figures are arbitrary)

Legend--Speed 7-1/2 inches/sec
Freq--1 kc
Leve1--Standard Output Level determined by

"New Standard Reference Tape".

Data for Figure 5

Recorder No. 1

New Standard Reference Tape Production Tape

Actual Converted Actual Converted
Freq. Output Output Output Output

100 -1.0 db o db -0.8 db +0.2 db
500 -0.6 0 -0.4 +0.2
1 kc 0.0 0 +0.2 +0.2
2 kc +0.8 0 +1.0 +0.2
3 kc +1.0 0 +1.2 +0.2
4 kc +0.8 0 +1.1 +0.3
5 kc +0.5 0 +0.8 +0.3
6 kc 0.0 0 +0.4 +0.4
7 kc -0.5 0 -0.1 +0.4
7.5 kc -1.0 0 -0.5 +0.5
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Recorder No. 2

New Standard Reference Tape Production Tape

Actual Converted Actual Converted
Freq. Output Output Output Output

100 -1.5 db o db -1.3 db +0.2 db
500 -0.5 0 -0.3 +0.2
1 kc 0.0 0 +0.2 +0.2
2 kc +1.0 0 +1.1 +0.1
3 kc +1.0 0 +0.9 -0.1
4 kc +1.0 0 +0.7 -0.3
5 kc +0.5 0 0.0 -8.5
6 kc 0.0 0 -0.7 -0.7
7 kc -1.0 0 -1.9 -0.9
7.5 kc -2.0 0 -3.0 -1.0

Legend--Speed 7-1/2 inches/sec
Level--Standard Output Level determined by "New Standard Reference

Tape".
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 16

A STANDARD MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING FOR STANDARDIZING THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF NAVY RECORDER-REPRODUCERS

V . 1/
F. Comerci, S. Wilpon, and R. Schwartz

I\.-
Material Laboratory

New York Naval Shipyard

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: A magnetic tape recording for standardizing the characteristics of
Navy Recorder-Reproducers will be discussed. The magnetic surface induction (re
corded level on the tape) vs. frequency characteristic, equalization, losses in
recording and reproducing, as well as other fundamental factors involved in stand
ardizing recorder-reproducer characteristics will be included in the discussion.
The use of such a standard magnetic tape recording for standardizing of tape ma
qhines will be explained.
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Introduction

The standardization of magnetic tape recording systems divides itself natu
rally into two categories. One is concerned with the magnetic tape used, and the
other is concerned with the tape recorder-reproducer machine.

Standardized Tape

The standardization of the magnetic tape for Federal Services has, as been
pointed out earlier today, accomplished through the specification, W-T-61a (NAVY
SHIPS) and the "Standard Reference Tape". A discussion of the present status of
tape standardization has been presented in paper number 14 of this Symposium.

Standardized Playback Machine

Therefore, only the second category, the tape machine itself need be con-
.sidered to complete the standardization of the entire tape recording system. Upon
standardizing on the tape machine, it will be possible to record program material
on any reproducing unit with any of the qualified tapes and expect that when the
tape is played back on any approved reproducer it will sound exactly as intended
when recorded.

The Standard Tape Recording discussed here will perform this function for
recorder-reproducers using 1/4 inch magnetic tape and operating at a tape transport
speed of 7 1/2 inches per second. It can be employed on machines designed with
full-track width heads, half-track heads, and for multiple channel recording; pro-
vided of course, that the record head track width is equal to or greater than the
playback head track width. At the present time work is being done by the Material
Laboratory along the same lines as presented in this paper to achieve standardiza
tion at other tape transport speeds. However, it is to be remembered that the dis
cussion here is limited to tape. speed of 7 l/~ inches per second.

Reasons for Standard Tape

Interchangeability in recorder-reproducers can be achieved most effectively by .
standardizing the signal recorded on the tape, with respect to frequency response,
distortion and level. The specification of record and playback amplifier gain and
equalization characteristics alone does not take into account losses in the various
respective head designs used, in transfer of the signal to and from the tape, and
in the level recorded on the tape. Therefore, it becomes necessary to specify and
to measure a particular magnetic surface induction characteristic that is to find
the (signal level recorded on a tape). It is logical to use a calibrated tape re
cording for co~parative measurements, rather than a surface induction measurement
as such, for three basic reasons. First, there is no satisfactory method available
for measuring the absolute level of surface induction on the tape. Second, whichever
method you use, the long gap or the short gap method, to measure the relative sur
face induction on the tape; there has been no complete proof of either one. Third,
measurements using a calibrated tape recording would be much simpler to perform.

Standardizing on the signal recorded on a tape would give the manufacturers of
tape recorders wide latitude in the equalization characteristics and the tape heads
to be used. Performance-wise, certain restrictions must be put on these equaliza
tion characteristics, governed by factors of overall signal-to-noise ratio and
satl~ation effects. Therefore, it was decided that in addition to a frequency re
sponse section, the calibrated recording should include several recorded signals.
These signals would limit equalization to justifiable amounts and would facilitate
performance of other measurements on a recorder-reproducer.
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Characteristics of Standard Tape

A calibrated tape, designated the Standard Tape Recording has been made con
taining the following recorded signal sections:

(a) The first section contains a 7000 cycle signal for azimuth adjustment of
heads. The azimuth alignment of the signal recorded on the tape is in agreement
with the azimuth alignment of the signal recorded using a commercial alignment
tape in this case manufactured by the L.S. Toogood Company, of Chicago. This
method of azimuth alignment is in general agreement with the commercial broad
cast field practice as far as broadcast work goes. Besides an absolute 90° azimuth
adjustment is not necessary so long as all Navy equipment are adjusted identically.

(b) The second section contains a 1000 cycle signal recorded' for Maximum
Surface Induction. This Maximum Surface Induction, by definition, is equivalent
to the Surface Induction of the "Standard Reference Tape ll for Maximum Record Level.
This is defined in the tape specification-W-T-6la.

(c) The third section is the frequency response section. The frequencies are
divided into bands of 15 seconds duration, extending from 20 to 10,000 cycles per
second. The first and the last bands are 1000 cycles per second signals. The 1000
cycles per second signals are 15 db below the Maximum Surface Induction. This was
done to prevent saturation when making measurements using audio signals rather
than program material. The other frequencies are recorded at set levels relative
to this 1000 cycle signal as determined through a consideration of:

\
1. Total losses in the record and reproduce processes.

2. The permissible equalization in recording as determined from the speech
and music energy distribution spectrum.

3. The factor of high frequency noise in the playback amplifier.

4. Head gap widths most frequently encountered.

The expected total losses in a tape system for a tape speed of 7 1/2 inches
per second can be seen from the overall frequency response without equalization
of figure 1 (bottom curve). This response was estimated for effective gap widths
of 0.5 mils, with a constant recording current input, and with an assumed perfect
integrating network in the reproduce amplifier (6 db. drop per octave). A 0.5 mil
gap width was chosen as a more or less average dimension as determined from a
survey of catalogs, measurement of various heads, and available literature.

\ '

The permissible equalization in recording for such a system is also shown
(top curve) in figure 1, with a rise of 15 db at 10,000 cycles. The dotted curve
shows the overall response with pre-and post-equalization that one can normally
expect from such a system that is the dotted curve up there. The magnetic surface
induction characteristic shown which is the second curve from the bottom is for .
the frequency response section of this tape when measured by the short gap
method as outlined by the CCIR. This measurement was made on a machine with the
described record equalization and an effective playback head width gap of 0.46
mils.

A check on the levels recorded on this tape can be obtained over any period
of time by referring to this curve and the IIStandard Reference Tape ll • As the
recorded section had less than two percent harmonic distortion, it can be used for
distortion measurements over the frequency range covered.
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(d) The fourth section contains a 3000 cycle signal with a flutter content
of less than 0.5 percent peak to peak. (For measuring flutter on 1000 cycle flut
ter measuring equipment, the last 1000 cycle band of the frequency response section
can be used).

(e) Finally, the last section of the tape contains a 400 and 4000 cycle band
and a 100 and 7000 cycle band (with signal levels referred to the input in a four
to one ratio) for intermodulation distortion measurements.

Procedure for Recorder Standardization

After standardizing the reproducer unit with this Standard Tape, the recorder
unit can be standardized using any qualified tape by the following procedure:

(a) Set the recorder gain control (Maximum Record Level) to give the same
output level on the reproducer as is obtained with the Maximum Surface Induction
Section of the Standard Tape Recording. The bias current used is that obtained
with the "Standard Reference Tape".

(b) Record over the frequency band at 15 db below the Maximum Record Level
setting.

(c) Then, playing back this tape on the reproduc.er unit should give results
comparable to that when the Standard Tape Recording is used. The allowable varia
tion in results will be set forth in a specification for Navy recorder-reproducers.

With this Standard Tape Recording on hand at the Labo~atory, copies can be
prepared and calibrated so that a copy of the Standard Tape Recording will achieve
the same degree of standardization as the original.

Conclusion

This Standard Tape Recording, by providing calibrated recorded signals serves
to standardize the characteristics of the recorder and reproducer units, while the
"Standard Reference Tape" and the tape specificationW-T-6la(NAVY SHIPS) stand
ardizes on the tape characteristic. Therefore, the entire,tape recording and re
producing system, for a particular tape transport speed, can be standardized. The
extent of this standardization is such that interchangeability of tape, tape re
corders, and tape reproducers is possible and still produce recordings heard as
they were intended to be, when they were originally made (within the limits of the
equipment) •

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Discussion between Mr. D'Arcy of DeVry and Mr. Wilpon of Navy Material Labo
ratory brought out that the tape described above is considered to be a standard of
reference for adjustment of tape recorders. It is calibrated by means of the CCIR
short-gap method. The tape is then used to adjust the reproduce characteristic of
a recorder. The recording characteristic is then adjusted for correct bias (using
the "Standard Reference Tape" discussed in Paper No. 15), and finally for proper
recordcpre-emphasis. A tape recorded on the recorder will then give the same play
back response on the recorder as the Standard Magnetic Tape Recording described in
Paper No. 16.

Mr. Camras of Armour Research asked if there was a theoretical shape which
the reproducing characteristic would assume when adjusted with the Standard Mag
netic Tape Recording. Mr. Wilpon advised that there was latitude to adjust the
reproducing characteristic for losses that'occur in playback on the reproducing
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system under adjustment. Then, the recording characteristic should be adjusted so
that a "flat" input 15 db. below the -3 percent distortion, maximum input point
will produce a "flat" response on playback. This allows for a maximum of 15 db.
pre-emphasis at lOkc in ~ecordirig.

Mr. D'Arcy noted that this procedure started with allowable pre-emphasis in
recording (based on peak energy curves for speech and music, plus high frequency
magnetization losses in recording).

_ Dr. Begun of Clevite-Brush cautioned against starting distribution of a
';Standard Reference Tape" before making an attempt at coordination- with industry
through the American Standards Association. Coordination would lessen the confu
sion that is now occurring because of the issuance of special "standard" tapes by
various groups. Mr. Wilpon agreed and noted that the Navy Material Laboratory had
presented Paper No. 16 in order to give their plans for a standard tape wider
publicity and' to receive more industry comments before distributing copies. Mr.
Comerci also added that the Navy was not trying to bypass standardization societies
but was faced with·the problem of buying tape recorders by means of a specifica
tion. This requires a "Standard Reference Tape" which has not been offered, as yet,
by the technical societies. Therefore, the Navy has prepared their own based on
what appeared most likely to be in a final standard. When the technical societies
do issue a standard tape the Navy tape can be modified accordingly and the modifi
cations will probably be small.

Mr. Bixler of Magnecord asked if the Navy was making use of CCIR study group
recommendations which it was his understanding are becoming firm in the direction
of standardizing a reproducing characteristic from an ideal head. Messrs. Wilpon
and Comerci noted that the playback characteristic obtained with a good quality
head was very clos~ to the theoretical playback equalization recommended by the
CCIR study group.

Mr. Kerr of Bureau of Ships called attention again to the fact that the re
cording on the tape was at the crossroads point between two approaches: one deter
mined by the most desirable reproducing characteristic from the standpoint of
maximumsignal-to-noise ratio; hum factors, and gap effects; the other determined
by the peak energy characteristics vs. frequency of the input signals, plus head
losses and distortion characteristics in· recording in order to· obtain maximum
signal storage at all frequencies on the tape. An overall system approach,would
seem to dictate some latitude in the choice of both record and reproduce equaliza
tion for different applications where the signal source characteristic and end use
requirements may vary considerably.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

. Paper No. 17

EQUALIZATION OF MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS AND GENERAL
RECORDER PERFORMANCE TESTS

Frank G. Lennert
"\

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: A discussion of equalization requirements in terms of an ideal sys~

tem is presented. Effects of record and playback head gap size on the frequency
characteristics are described, as well as some properties of tape which affect
frequency response. A method is presented for establishing equalization curves for
an audio recording sy~tem. Record and playback equalization curves now in use are
described, and the manner in which these curves affect signal-to-noise ratio. Also
described are record and playback characteristics for recorders employed in data
applications. Methods are presented for measurement of tape recorder frequency
response, distortion, system noise, speed variation, playing time accuracy, and
signal-to-noise.
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Ideal System

As a starting point for discussion, let us consider equalization requirements
in terms of an "Ideal System" without losses. An "Ideal System" would consist of
the following. A constant current amplifier connected to a record head; the record
head producing a constant flux vs. frequency on the tape, and a playback head pick~

ing up the signals from the tape and feeding an amplifier whose amplification drops
off at the rate of 6 db per octave across the band. The 6 db per octave playback
amplifier is required because the output from the ideal playback head is directly
proportional to frequency when reproducing a constant flux vs. frequency signal.
Unfortunately, a number of factors are present which make a practical system differ
considerably from this ideal.

Losses in Practical Systems

First, there are several possible losses associated with the record and re
produce heads, The electrical losses are produced by eddy'current and hysteresis
effects in the core and capacity effects in the windings. In a well designed and
constructed head, these effects are not a problem in the audio range, but do enter
the picture somewhat in instrumentation recorders operating in the 100 kc region.

The high frequency loss due to the width of the playback gap usually determines
the upper frequency limit of the recorder. When the effective width of this gap
equals the reproduced wave length, a null or cancellation will occur. The loss in
decibels at other wave lengths on the tape is equal to

20 Lo sin 7T e/ A
g 7T e/A

where eis the effective playback gap length and A is the reproduced wave l~ngi;h.

From this expression a theoretical loss of 4 db will occur when a wave length of
.0005 inch is reproduced with a head incorporating a gap length of .00025 inch.
This would be the case at 15,000 cycles and a tape speed of 7-1/2 inches per second.
The writer has found that reproduce heads with this gap length can be built with
surprising uniformity, making reproduction down to .0005 inch wave length achievable
in production equipment.

Heads incorporating larger gaps, although desirable from the standpoint of out
put, are seriously limited in high frequency range at the lower tape speeds.

The record head gap length does not bear the same relation to the frequency
characteristic as that of the playback head. The magnetization left on the tape is
determined primarily by the trailing edge of the gap and not by its length. The
sharpness and, of course, straightness of this edge are paramount. The record head
gap length is important from other aspects, however. An excessively small record
gap would produce a decaying field through the oxide layer on the tape. This decay
ing field in turn would increase low frequency distortion since the oxide layer in
direct contact with the gap would have to be recorded at a relatively high level to
compensate for the only partially magnetized undercoat of oxide. The wider the
record gap, the greater the demagnetization effect on the highest recorded frequen
cies. Therefore, excessively wide gaps are to be avoided••001 inch to .002 inch has
been found to be the most acceptable range. The so called demagnetization effect is
created by partial erasure of a high frequency recorded signal at the time of record
ing by the high frequency bias field.

The remaining losses in a practical tape system are associated with the tape
itself. The oxide particle size and uniformity of dispersion are large factors in
the high frequency characteristic of the tape. Large particles or poor dispersion
will result in reduced area of contact with the head gap. This reduced area of con-
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tact has little effect while recording and reproducing long wave lengths, but will
drastically affect high frequency performance. Paper base tapes are unsatisfactory
in this respect as the roughness of the paper, and subsequently the oxide coating,
prevent proper contact with the head surface. Coating thickness is another factor
which has an indirect bearing on the frequency characteristic. As the coating
thickness is decreased, the bias requirement will decrease. Consequently, high fre
quency demagnettzation will be reduced and high frequency record efficiency will
increase. Unfortunately, low frequency distortion will increase with decreased
coating thickness so reduction of coating thickness beyond a certain point is im
practical.

Another factor, of course, is the characteristics of the oxide itself. Lower
demagnetization losses can be accomplished on some of the new tapes which incorpo
rate oxides selected for low bias requirements and high output. This higher per
formance oxide permits less coating thickness for the same low frequepcy output
level as compared with previous professional tapes.

Because of variation in performance which is possible due to tape, it is best
to equalize a recorder with a sample of tape known to be a "centerline" of the tape
manufacturers' tolerances and to use only tape of that manufacture or of a known
equivalent.

Audio Recorder Equalization

The equalization of audio recorders at a given tape speed requires a study of
the noise and distortion characteristics of the system. A good approach to the prob
lem is to evaluate the system with the tape equalization arbitrarily divided in
record and playback. The established energy distribution curves for speech and music
serve as a rough guide as to maximum permissible record equalization at any fre
quency. A noise spectrum analysis will insure that the noise is fairly distributed
over the pass band. If this is not the case, the playback equalization should be ad
justed until fairly even distribution of the noise exists. The record equalization
can then be altered to complement the playback characteristic. These measurements
can be weighted on the basis of ear sensitivity, and a better noise characteristic
thereby obtained if discretion is used in the amount of correction applied. Such
changes in the equalization, based on ear sensitivity, should be carefully checked
by listening'tests on wide range equipment.

The record system must now be studied from the standpoint of distortion and
overload at all frequencies in the pass band. If the record equalization is not
greater than the amount required to complement the energy distribution in speech or
music, the overall distortion characteristic will be found satisfactory. If the
equalization requirements are greater than that which can be tolerated on this basis,
three possibilities exist. The first would be to lower the record level and thereby
compromise the signal-to-noise ratio. The second would be to chance the system running
into overload distortion at frequencies excessively pre-emphasized. The third would
be to lower the record equalization to acceptable limits and raise the post-equali
zation at the expense of signal-to-noise ratio in the raised spectrum. At the pro
fessional primary and secondary speeds of 15 and 7-1/2 inches per second, these com
promises are unnecessary for full range recording from 30 to 15,000 cycles. The full
dynamic range of the tape is therefore available.

The record curves indicated in figure 1 and the playback curves indicated in
figure 2 were estab~ished in conjunction with Ampex heads and professional red oxide
tape. These heads display negligible magnetic and electrical losses in the pass band.
The playback head gap length is .00025 inch. The bias was adjusted to the point of
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maximum record efficiency while recording a .015 inch wave length (1 kc at 15
inches per second). The overall response achievable under these conditions is as
follows:

At 30 inches/sec.

15 inches/sec.

+ 2 db, 50 to 15,000 cycles

+ 2 db, 30 to 15,000 cycles

7-1/2 inches sec. + 2 db, 40 to 15,000 cycles

3-3/4 inches sec. + 2 db, 40 to 7,500 cycles

The playback curves are easily accomplished by connecting a vacuum tube oper
ating as a constant current generator to a capacitive load whose reactance equals
the generator impedance at 65 cycles, and inserting a series resistance to effect
the required high frequency correction.

The 30-inch curve, with the exception of the low frequency departure, is the
characteristic required to compensate the "Ideal System". The slight low frequency
departure from the ideal curve was found desirable for the elimination of low fre
quency thermal effects in playback amplifier input tubes operating at low levels.
This departure is made up for by a slight rise in the low frequency playback head
characteristic brought about by its physical dimension and by 2-1/2 db boost in the
record amplifier at 50 cycles. A resistor of such value to affect a time constant
of 50 microseconds has been placed in series with the 6 db per octave condenser to
produce the desired high frequency characteristic at 15 and 7-1/2 inches. The
3-3/4 inch curve is accomplished by a relatively larger resistor effecting a time
constant of 200 microseconds. The l5-inch per second record curve is such that
possibility of overload does not exist for the most severe audio requirements. At
7-1/2 inches per second the record curve is considerably steeper than the l5-inch
curve and reaches 17 db at 10 kc. Listening tests conducted with material recorded
on equipment adjusted to this characteristic have shown it to be entirely satis
factory for high fidelity recording. This is the case because of the energy dis
tribution encountered in normal speech and music, and because of a characteristic,
of the tape, to compress the high frequency, high intensity peaks occasionally en
countered, without appreciable distortion. Sound already pre-emphasized for spe
cial effects or from highly resonant microphones might present overload problems
at 7-1/2 inches which, of course, would not occur at the l5-inch speed. The over
all response of "a typical Ampex 300 or 403 recorder can be adjusted to ~l db from
50 cycles to 15 kc at both 7-1/2 and l5-inch speeds. Slightly wider specifications
are advertised to all manufacturing tolerance and insure the average machine being
within its specifications.

Instrumentation Recorder Equalization

Instrumentation recorders fall into two general categories as pertaining to
the subject under discussion.

Pulse systems and carrier systems are in the first category. These systems do
not require equalization for the tape system. The second category contains the con
ventional magnetic recorders employing high frequency bias and recording a band
width within the range of 100 cycles to 100 kc. These recorders incorporate similar
electronic systems to audio recorders except for the distribution of ~qualization.

The intelligence recorded on such instruments is usually of a nature that the
energy level is fairly uniform over the pass band. This requires a record charac
teristic with a uniform overload and saturation characteristic in respect to fre
quency. An unequalized constant current amplifier driving the record head and pro
ducing essentially a constant flux recording best suits this requirement. Equali
zation required for flat overall response is therefore placed in the playback
amplifier.
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Recorder Performance Measurements

General audio recorder performance can be measured as follows. The frequency
response can be measured by connecting an audio oscillator, such as Hewlett-Packard
Model 200-C, to the input of the recorder and an a-c. V.T.V.M., such as Hewlett
Packard Model 400-0 and 600 ohm load, to the output. It is necessary to use a sensi
tive meter as high frequency tape saturation due to record H.F. pre-emphasis re
quires that the frequency run be made at least 10 db below normal operating level
at 15 inches per second tape speed and 20 db below at 7-1/2 and 3-3/4 inches per
second tape speeds. The playback amplifier gain is not sufficient to bring the level
of the I:esponse run up the VU meter "0" reading. A power amplifier or line amplifier
with flat frequency characteristics and the required gain can be used with a VU
meter, db meter or any a-c voltmeter in place of the V.T.V.M. for this measurement.

The oscillator must be checked for uniformity of output vs. frequency and cor
rections made to the overall responses of the system. If the frequency run is made
as a simultaneous record and playback operation, it is advisable to check and make
certain that high frequency record'bias is not present in the metering circuit with
in 10 db of the response check level. In the event that bias is present in the
metering circuit, it must be filtered out' at the meter. Alternately, the frequency
run can be played back after the record operation and thus avoid the possibility of
bias interference. A high quality recorder should check within ±2 db, 50 to 7,500
cycles at 3-3/4 inches per second.

Interchangeability of Tape Recordings

An important consideration, not to be overlooked, is the ability of a tape
recorder to reproduce tapes recorded on other machines as well as itself. To in
sure that· the frequency characteristic and head azimuth alignment is being main
tained, standard alignment tapes are available which contain a high frequency tone
for azimuth check and selected frequencies for response check. Caution should be
exercised in the use of standard tapes, however. The playback equalization is set
to a standardized curve. If a standard tape does not play back with a flat charac
teristic, the trouble should be investigated before altering the equalization curve.
Frequently, dirt on the head or a partially erased tape is the cause of poor re
sponse reading. The condition of the standard alignment tape should always be ques
tioned if the overall response of the machine is flat on record and playback but
not flat on standard tape playback.

Distortion can best be checked by use of a wave analyzer and oscillator. A null
type distortion meter is acceptable, but the system should first be checked for
noise and bias leakage before the reading can be relied upon. If the H.F. bias does
appear across the distortion meter terminals during simultaneous record and play
back, it can be filtered out or the recording of the test signal can be played back
without interference as a separate operation.

The 400-cycle distortion at operating level of the recorder should be approxi
mately one percent; at 6 db above operating level it should be approximately three
percent; and tape saturation will occur at 16 db above operating leveL The record
and playback amplifier should not contribute to the tape reading which will be pri
marily third harmonic. Any appreciable second harmonic usually indicates a magne
tized head or misadjusted d-c balance control in the record head circuit. Distortion

. runs can also be made at other frequencies throughout the spectrum, such as 50
cycles and 5,000 cycles. Somewhat higher readings will be found at these frequencies
because of record pre-emphasis. This is of no concern if NARTB equalization curves
are employed, because they have been found to be quite conservative for recording
speech and music.
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Inter.modulation tests using frequencies of 40 and 2,000 cycles or 100 and
7,000 cycles will give a reading of approximately four percent at the level which
produces one percent harmonic on 400-cycle tone.

Overall system noise is measured as follows. First record a section of tape
with 400-cycle tone at operating level. Then short or terminate the input connec
tions, connect a V.T.V.M. such as Hewlett-Packard Model 400-C, to the output. Next,
operate the recorder so that the tone will be erased by the erase circuit and any
noise generated in the record circuit will be recorded on the tape.

Now play the tape back with the playback gain in normal operating position and
measure the noise on the V.T.V.M. At·15 or 7-1/2 inches per second the wide band
noise should be approximately 57 db below recommended'operating level (one percent·
harmonic on 400-cycle tone), 63 db below three percent harmonic on 400 cycle tone,
or 73 db below 400 cycles saturation. The noise level will be 10 to 13 db higher at
3-3/4 inches per second. Noise measurements while simultaneously recording and
playing back usually result in erroneous readings due to H.F. record bias leakage
into the meter circuit. This can be eliminated as in the case of the distortion
check by filtering or delayed playback. Meter bounce due to extreme power line
surges feeding the recorder power supply sometimes produce er~oneous readings. This
effect can be eliminated by a 25-cycle .high pass filter between the V.T.V.M. and
the recorder.

Playing time accuracy is an immediate problem where tapes are recorded and
played back on different equipment. In order for a recorder or playback machine to
have good timing accuracy it must be equipped with a synchronous motor and syn
chronous capstan shaft (tape driving shaft). In the event that the capstan snaft is
not directly coupled to the motor, the capstan shaft speed can be checked by a
stroboscopic sticker on the top of the shaft and a 60-cycle light source. If the
capstan shaft is running at the correct speed and the tape is clamped with suffi
cient pressure to prevent slippage, the least possible timing error will result.*
This error should not exceed a .2 percent on a high quality recorder.

Modulation noise, as the name implies, is a background noise, existing only in
the presence of recorded signal and usually composed of a range of frequencies in a
fairly narrow band on each side of the signal frequency. Modulation noise of this
type is dependent on the coating uniformity of the tape and somewhat on the friction
in the tape moving system. It can be measured by following the procedure outlined
previously for noise. testing, with the following exceptions. Connect an audio oscil
lator to the input and record 3,000 cycles at operating level. Insert a bridged "T"
Null network between the output of the machine and the V.T.V.M .. used for noise meas
urement. The bridged "T" filter should have a rejection at 3,000 cycles of at least
60 db and should not affect the frequencies outside the 2,500 to'3,500 cycle rejec
tion band. The modulation noise should read at least 50 db below the 3,000 cycle
signal level.

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Mr. Selsted had emphasized that tape speed should always be specified when
specifying pre-emphasis and post-equalization curves. Mr Wilpon of the Navy Material
Lab. noted that the Standard Magnetic Tape described in Paper No. 16 was made for
7-1/2 inches per second tape speed.

*Absolute synchronous tape speed is impossible because of change of length of
tape with temperature and humidity. A special compensation system is available for
maintaining synch with motion picture equipment. This system employs a 60-cycle
modulated carrier on the tape and compensates the drive motor speed on playback ~o

keep the tape speed correct.
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During the paper presentation and in connection with tape speed of 15 inches
per second, Mr. Selsted had commented that the pre-emphasis shown in figure 1 of
only 4 db at 8,000 cycles seemed too low for narrow tracks as found on multichannel
tape and on 35mm. motion picture prints (running at 18 inches per second). Over a
period of several months Ampex has used'pre-emphasis approaching the 7-1/2 inches
per second tape characteristic on narrow track film releases in order to obtain a
more satisfactory compromise of signal-to-noise ratio versus distortion at high
frequencies. This also allows the playback curve to have a straight 6 db/octave
attenuation as shown in figure 2 for the 30-inch per second tape speed.

Referring to the above, Mr. George Lewin of Signal Corps Pictorial Center noted
that he had objected to such a proposed increase in pre-emphasis for 35mm. film
recordings because of the heterodyning that can occur between the highly pre
emphasized high frequencies in the signal and the high frequency bias. In his ex
perience, such "birdies" or "chirps" can be heard on playback but cannot be meas
tired.

Mr. Selsted noted that the "birdies" were brouglit. about partly by the non
linearity of the tape at the high frequencies. However, the compromise proposed by
Ampex is producing excellent results ,in the field recording for "Oklahoma" in which
six channels are being recorded on 35mm. stock using pre-emphasis as high as 12-1/2
db at 8,000 cycles. Users, inclUding people associated with users at the MGM
stUdios, have commented very favorably on the results, and final release by Magna
theatre Corporation will use narrow-band multiple tracks with this proposed charac
teristic on 65mm. film stock.

Mr. Selsted also noted that by taking advantage of the added signal output
from a new oxide and by using characteristics weighted according to the hearing
characteristics of the ear, that signal-to-noise improvements of 10-15 db haye been
obtained without a noticeable sacrifice in distortion or recorded quality.

Mr. D'Arcy of DeVry Corporation referred to the last meeting of the SMPTE sub
committee on magnetic recording standards and noted that when the increase in high
frequency pre-emphasis had been proposed the opinion of the rest of the committee
was that the lower pre-equalization (4 db at 8,000 cycles is currently used) should
continue in use until the proposed increase has been tried out by a film studio on
the West Coast.

In answer to a question from Mr. Bauer of Shure Brothers concerning amount of
pre-emphasis at low frequencies, Mr. Selsted noted that Ampex used 2-1/2 db at 50
CYCles, one manufacturer uses 5 db on tape recordi~~ equipment, and film makers use
about 6 db. Primary reason is due to effects causea·' by head geometry at long wave
lengths rather than appreciable reduction'of hum on playback.

Mr. D'Arcy of DeVry Corporation quoted information from Dr. Frayne of Westrex
to the effect that film systems appeared to be settling down to 3 db pre-emphasis
at 100 cycles and 6 db pre-emphasis at 50 cycles.
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Department of Defense Symposium on Magnetic Recording

Paper 18

METHODS OF MEASURING SURFACE INDUCTION OF MAGNETIC TAPE

J. D. Bick

Broadcast Audio Design Engineer
RCA Victor Division

Camden, New Jersey

9 October 1953

ABSTRACT: The term llsurface inductionll is defined as the recorded signal on
the tape. If it can be measured, a method of obtaining the frequency characteristics
of the recording system is available so that recorders and tape can be accurately
calibrated and the standardization of recording characteristics facilitated.

Methods of measuring surface induction are presented with a discussion of their
merits. Results of laboratory experiments are included to illustrate the problems.

Surface induction as defined by NARTB is "the flux density (B) at right angles to the
surface of the tape." A recording having constant flux vs. frequency at the surface of the tape
will have a surface induction which is proportional to frequency. The open circuit voltage output
of an "ideal"' short gap head is proportional to the rate of change of flux, or in other words
proportional to frequency. There{ore, the open circuit voltage of the "ideal" short gap head is
proportional to surface induction. This means that all curves labelled "surface induction" and
corresponding discussions show an error of 6 db. per octave. For correctness insert the words
"surface flux" wherever the words "surface induction" appear.
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The surface induction of a recorded magnetic tape is a quantitative measure
ment of the signal stored on the tape. More precisely, it defines the field of flux
at the surface of the tape where it is available for reproducing with a conventional
playback head and system. A frequency characteristic of surface induction defines
the characteristic of stored signal on the tape. All tapes recorded with the same
characteristic of surface induction will give the same results on any conventional
playback system. Therefore, the frequency characteristic of surface induction is
useful as a means of interchanging tapes with proper playback corrections, of eVal
uating recording and playback system losses, and perhaps also as a means of estab
lishing standards for the industry•.

A disc recording with modulated grooves can be measured directly by optical
means. Thus, the amplitudes of signals recorded in sequence or in a glide can be
measured, giving the frequency characteristic of the record itself. This fact is
very helpful in establishing standards both for recording systems and for playback
systems.

Unfortunately, a magnetic recording is more intangible. We have no direct means
of quantitative measurement of the tape, especially at the shorter wavelengths. How
ever, there are various indirect methods of determining the surface induction, two
of which are the subject of this discussion. They are somewhat laborious to per
form, but they have one virtue. They can-be-perfor-med--on any suitable magnetic re
corder in the field and are not merely relative measurements made on an arbitrary
laboratory machine.

If we look at some typical curves of a magnetic tape recorder, it will become
apparent how useful the surface induction curve is.

Figure 1 shows a set of curves for a typical RCA RT-IIB tape recorder. The up
per pair of curves shows the recording current pre-emphasis for each speed. The
next pair of curves shows the surface induction for each speed; that is, the stored
signal on the tape using this system. The next pair of curves shows the reproducing
post-emphasis for each speed. These show the responses that would be obtained if
the tape induced a constant current in the reproduce head. And finally, the lowest
pair of curves shows the overall system response from 30 cps to 15 kc for the two
speeds.

D
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+1
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+2
+1

+1

-I

B
RCA RT-IIB TAPE. RECORDER

0 ,
0

,
PRE-EMPHAS.IS -'

0 -------
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0
SURFACE INDUCTION ~-~

. ~ f-
I I

0 POST- EMPHASIS "',--
0 --

I I0 SYSTEM RESPONSE
0

1:l·':;t.G

"" 1----7.5·/SE,C

0 0 (.) (.) (.)

Figure 1. Curves for a typical RT-llB
tape recorder.

This paper was originally presented at the Audio Fair in New York City, October
29-31, 1952, and is reprinted from the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society,
Volume 1, Number 1, January, 1953. The contents are copyrighted by the Audio Engi- .
neering Society;
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Having the "surface induction curves, we can now evaluate the recording losses
of the system as well as the reproducing losses. In the production of tape recorders,
the losses vary somewhat il'l both recording and reproducing. But every machine is so
adjusted that surface induction is the same, and overall response the same, only
pre- and post-emphasis curves being altered to make up for these variations in
losses. Therefore, tapes recorded on any machine can be reproduced on-any other ma
chine of this type with the same overall response.

In figure 2 we see a set of curves which will explain further the importance,
in a given "design, of adhering to a specific surface induction curve. This shows the
performance curves for the same RT-IIB magnetic recorder at 15 in./sec. The flat
system response is noted. A program distribution curve, typical of peak levels con
tained in all kinds of program material including music and speech, is shown for
reference. This is the 75-p.sec curve which is the inverse of the FM pre-emphasis
curve. Above this is the ca.pability curve of the recorder which is represented by
constant three percent distortion at the low end, and by tape compression at the
high end. The 2-db compression curve is close to the knee of the overload point;
that is, where a l-db change of input causes a 1/2-db change of output and is some
what below saturation. It is seen that there is a wide margin between the program
distribution curve and the capability curve at high frequencies.
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RCA RT- IIIB 15"( SEC j I I.
0

I
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0
-------1-- .........
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Figure 2. Curves for the RT-llB tape
recorder at 15 in./ sec.

At the bottom of the figure is the noise curve. At any frequency, the dynamic
range iathe difference between noise and capability.

In figure 3 we have the corresponding performance cUrves at 7.5 in./sec. speed.
Again we have the flat system response. But now the margin between program distri
bution and capability has been reduced and the noise has come up somewhat.
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Figure 3. Curves for the RT-llB tape
recorder at 7.5 in./ sec.
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Now, as a practical matter in designing tape recorders, the noise is largely
due to the reproducing system; and hf noise can be reduced if we use more pre
emphasis. The capability curve, however, runs below the program distribution curve;
this means that at high levels the highs become distorted or compressed sooner than
the lows. Therefore, a given surface induction curve represents a compromise which
gives the best dynamic range with flat system response.

We must choose our surface induction curves carefully with all this in mind,
and we must take into account all other factors such as differences among tapes
which exhibit various capability curves.

We have seen the usefulness of defining the surface induction curves. Now, how
do we get them?

V.a=ious laboratories have attempted some of the techniques of measurement used
in the methods to be described. One of the methods was specifically proposed by P.E.
Axon of the BBC Research Department.1 The plan to use surface induction as a basis
for standards was proposed first by the BBC and by the Danish State Radio, as par
ticipating members of the CCIR. Formulation of the specific procedure for the two
methods of measurement is set down in the Danish report2 to CCIR of February 1952.
Since that time, participating members of the CCIR and NARTB have been attempting
to verify the methods in an effort to arrive at standards.

The two methods which will be described here may be referred to as the short
gap method and the long-gap method. The methods have been named in this manner to
distinguish them readily. In the short-gap method, a reproduce head is used whose
gap length is short with respect to the shortest wavelength to be measured. In the
long-gap method, the head gap is long with respect to the measured wavelengths.

The two methods will be described in turn, together with experimental results;
finally, the results will be compared. The short-gap method will be considered
first.

Short-gap Method

The ·short-gap method consists in calibrating a suitable reproduce system for
losses and in using the calibrated system to measure the output from a tape whose
surface induction we wish to find. The method can be broken down into four steps:
(1) determining wavelength losses; (2) measuring frequency losses; (3) measuring
the output of the tape to be evaluated; and (4) computing the surface induction
from the data of the first three steps.

In the experiments, a typical RT-IlB reproduce head was used and connected
open circuit to a relatively flat amplifier. This system was used for all measure
ments. In practice, an equalized system could be used as well, provided that com-
putations were all made to take this 'into account. .

The wavelength losses due to the gap effect were determined first (see figure
4). The gap loss is assumed to follow the equation

sin 7TO/ >-..
Loss • 20 log ---

7TO/ >-..

where S is the effective gap length and ~ is the wavelength of recorded signal. The
figure shows the loss curve with its nuli at the frequency whereS=>-". The method of

1 P. E. Axon, Re~earch Department, BBC Engineering Division, "Overall Fre
quenc~ Characteristic in Magnetic Recording", BBC Quarterly, V, No.1, Spring 1950.

CCIR Question 63, Denmark, February 28, 1952, I.T. No. 2022.
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determining wavelength loss consists in ,measuring 8 and computing the losses from
the equation. By definition, 8 is equivalent numerically to the wavelength of the
recorded signal at which the null occurs.
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In the experiments,the tape was run at a speed of 1-7/8 in./sec., and the out
put of the reproduce system was explored with respect to recorded frequency. A
distinct null was located at 7,100 cps from which an effective gap length of 0.26
mil was computed. In locating the null, it was found helpful to use filters in the
output and to reduce the bias to a low value in order to reduce the recording
losses. Complete removal of the bias, however, led to a false null at 2,500 cps,
which is believed to be due to the geometry of the record head.

Having the value of 8, the wavelength losses at the speeds of 15 in./sec. and
7.5 in./sec. were computed from the equation. The equation is probably valid in
this case because a distinct null was obtained. Therefore, the edges of the gap
were reasonably parallel, and the tape was in good contact with both edges. The ac
curacy of the equation with variations in gap geometry is greatest when the loss is
small. At l/2-mil wavelength, the computed loss is not more than 5 db.

The next step in calibrating the reproduce system consists in measuring the fre
quency losses. In the experiments, four different methods were used to measure this,
with substantial agreement among them. One method used tape; the others were electri
cal.

The first method, using tape, may be referred to as the change-of-speed method.
A series of wavelengths were recorded and then played back through the system to be
calibrated at speeds of 15 in./sec. and 7.5 in./sec. The outputs at corresponding
wavelengths were noted, and a correction of 6 db was added to the readings at the
lower speed to make up for the fact that the rate of change of flux for each wave
length was one-half that of the same signal at the higher speed.

In figure 5, the upper curves show the output obtained at the two speeds for
corresponding wavelengths with correction of +6 db added to' the 7.5 in./sec. curve.
The difference between the curves represents the octave loss at each frequency,
since the speed change was a factor of two. The total accumulated loss of a given
frequency represents the sum of losses for all octaves down to the point where the
curves coincide. For example, the accumulated loss at 15 kc equals the sum of
losses at wavelengths of one, two, four, eight, etc., mils. This accumulated loss
thus obtained at all frequencies is shown in the lower curve. .l.

This method of measuring frequency loss has the advantage of using tape di
rectly but the disadvantage of accumulative error as well as somewhat unsteady
readings at shorter wavelengths.

A variation of this method can be used in which the speed is made continuously
variable over a wide range. However, this is not available on machines in the field,
whereas most machines have two speeds.
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There are various electrical methods of approximating these frequency losses.
Figure 6 shows the circuits for three of these methods. One method is to feed a
constant current source through the pl~back head and measure the output of the
system. The voltage across the head approximates the condition of induced voltage
produced by a flat surface induction of the tape but with no wavelength losses. How
ever, the flux path is not the same as it would be from tape, since all of the flux
passes across the front gap where different frequency losses may be found. Also,
care mUst be taken 'to prevent resonance of the head within the frequency range of
the measurements, since this would cause incorrect evaluation of frequency losses.

ELECTROMAGNET

~A"pJI+

rn~·HEAD

15
KC

7.5
KC

OCTAVE LOSSES

0 r-~
i'...

.<+ 1 2 3 10
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~(SEC
7,5 KC,,",

oV 1

ACCUMULATED LOSS

3216842
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-I

+

+2

-20
DB FREQ. KC

Figure 5. Frequency losses, short-gap
method.

Figure 6. Electrical circuits for approxi
mating frequency los ses.

Another method-perhaps more accurate, in that the flux path in the head is the
same as it would be from a recorded tape-is the use of an electromagnet placed
across the head gap. In this method we have, in effect, a stationary magnet of fixed
wavelength whose intensity can be varied at any frequency. To be accurate, this
method requires evaluation of frequency losses in the electromagnet itself.

The last method also makes use of a stationary magnet of fixed wavelength and
vtlriable frequency across the gap. A conductor is placed parallel to the gap; a con
stant current passing through the conductor produces a constant induction. The con-

L .
ductor used is a brass strip of greater width than the length of the gap.

The four curves in figure 7 show the frequency losses of the system obtained
with all four methods. The A curve shows the losses measured by feeding constant
current thrOugh the head; the B curve shows those measured by the electromagnet
method; and the C curve shows those measured by the conductor method. -The B curve
was corrected for electromagnet losses.

The D curve shows the losses measured by the method which uses tape at variable
speed. This curve agrees very closely with the A curve. In fact, the curves all cor
relate within ;!;l db. The D curve was used to calibrate the system for the curves to
be shown later.

The reproduce system has now been calibrated, and the wavelength losses and
frequency losses have been measured separately. The next steps can now be taken:
measuring the output of the unknown tape and computing the surface induction by
correcting the output for those losses. In this case, the tape used in the experi
ment was a recording having the standard characteristic for the RT-llB tape recorder
at 15 in./sec. and 7.5 in./sec.
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Figure 8 shows the resulting surface induction at the two speeds. The lower
curves at each speed show the output of the system which has been graphically cor
rected by 20 db per decade. The dotted curves show the outputs corrected for fre
quency losses, and the upper curves are corrected for frequency and wavelength
losses, giving the resultant surface induction.
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Figure 8. Surface induction at 15 in.! sec,
and 7.5 in.! sec" short-gap
method.

Figure 7. Frequency loss curves, short
gap method.

It should be noted that an additional wavelength loss of the order of ±l db
was found at the extreme If end of the output curve. This could have been measured
by using very low tape speeds. Actually, it is fair to assume in·this region that
the surface induction is proportional to recording current.

Long-gap Method

The long-gap method of measuring surface induction also consists in calibrating
a reproduce system, but in this method a playback head is used that has an effective
gap length which is long with respect to the wavelengths to be measured.

An ideal long-gap head connected open circuit and with constant induction has
a voltage output with alternate maximum points and nulls, as shown in figure 9. The
output curve is assumed to follow the equation:

E =K sin 1TS/A

The constant K includes the surface ind~ction, the gap length, and the .Bpeed of the
tape. From the equation

dE
---- = K1T cos 1TS/A

d(S/A)

The maxima occur when S = 1/2 A , 3/2 A, etc., or when S = (n- 1/2)h.. The minima oc
cur when S=n A. The value of E at the maxima equals a constant. Therefore, the locus
of maxima with an ideal head is a straight line and flat. This line represents sur
face induction directly.
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method.

A non-ideal head together with its amplifier will have a locus of maxima other
than a straight, flat line. This is due to frequency losses which can be corrected
and to secondary wavelength losses which cannot be corrected at the present time.

It is to be noted that surface induction is measured by this method at discrete
frequencies only, i.e., the frequencies where the maxima occur. Also, the lowest
frequency measured is that of the lowest maximum. Therefore, the long-gap method is
concerned with mf and hf measurement only.

The long-gap method can be divided into three steps: (1) measuring frequency
losses; (2) measuring the output of the tape to be evaluated; and (3) computing the
surface induction from the data.

In the experiments, a long-gap head was made and connected open circuit to a
relatively flat amplifier. The head had a gap length of 18 mils, which caused the
maxima to lie approximately I kc apart at 15 in./sec. A considerable effort was made
so that the edges of the gap were as nearly parallel as possible. Actually, three
heads were tried, the data showing the results of the best one in this respect.

In the first step, the frequency losses can be measured by any of the methods
described for the short-gap method. In the experiments the change-of-speed method,
with taper was used exclusively.

Figur~ 10 shows the octave losses as measured and the accumulated frequency
loss as computed from the measured losses. In measuring the octave loss with speed
change of two, a gliding tone was recorded in the region of each maximum so that
suitable output could be obtained.

In the next step, the calibrated system was used to measure the output of a
gliding tone on a tape whose surface induction was to be determined. The surface
induction was known to be the same as that which was measured with the short-gap
method, so that a comparison could be made between the methods. This was insured by
using the same record system and head, the same recording current characteristic and
bias current, and the same piece of tape •

.l.

i'i. "" The curves in figure 11 show the output at 15 in./sec. corrected for the fre-
'quency losses. The heavy line drawn through the maxima is therefore the surface in

duction as found by this method. The locus of minima is shown indicating modulation
noise below 3 kc and signal above 3 kc. The latter is due to incomplete cancella
tion because of lack of parallelism between the edges of the gap. This may cause a
slight error in maximum readings. With an ideal head, the maxima would not falloff
as rapidly at the high end.
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Figure 11. Surface induction at 15 in.1 sec.,
long-gap method.

Figure 12 shows similar curves, taken at 7.5 in./sec., of the surface induc
tion at that speed. Again the output curve is corrected for frequency losses. Here
the difference between maxima and minima is not more than 5 db at the shortest
wavelength. The output of the system at the: minima consists partly of noise but
mostly of signal as determined by listening and by filtering. Because of an imper
fect gap, the accuracy of surface induction at the short wavelengths is obviously
not very great with this head.

The effect of parallelism between the edges of the gap can be illustrated in
this way. The point where the maxima: and minima converge represents an errQr in
parallelism such that n wavelengths appear across one side of the gap and n + 1/2
wavelengths appear across the other side of the gap. With the experimental head,
it appears that convergence would occur at about 0.4-mil wavelength or-40 wave
lengths across one side of-the gap and 40.5 wavelengths across the other side of
the gap. This represents an angular error of 6 niin !).TId a linear error of 1.2 per
cent for the gap of the experimental head. Since this head is not suitable for
measurement at 1/2-mil wavelength, it is evident that a degree of accuracy is re
quired which may not be practical to obtain.

The problem of parallelism in long-gap heads can be reduced in various ways.
It might be advisable to have a series of heads of successively shorter-gaps,
placing the maxima farther apart at the high end but improving the accuracy~ Or
the long-gap head could be made with a narrow track width so that for a. given
angular error in gap edges the linear error would be reduced. Neither method has
been investigated at the time of writing.

A comparison of the results of the two methods of measuring surface induction
is Shawll in figuce 13. The upper set of curves shows the 15 in./sec. surface in
duction, and the lower set shows the 7.5 in./sec. surface induction. The solid
curves represent the short-gap method and the dot-dash curves represent the long
gap method.
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Figure 13. COIl1parison of the long-gap
and short-gap Il1ethods of Il1easuring
surface induction.
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Figure 12. Surface induction at
7.5 in./ sec., long-gap method.

The most striking difference between the curves is a difference of slope of
about 1.5 db per octave. A 2 db per octave difference was found by the BBC and by
the Danish participants in the CCIR. Various explanations have been offered for
the difference in slope, and the matter is still under investigation. 3 It is ap
parent that there is a wavelength-dependent variable that does not appear in the
assumed equation.

The short-dashed curve shows· a correction of 1.5 db per octave in the long
gap curves. With this correction, the curves fit closely to about 1.5 mil wave
length with the short-gap curves. After this, the long-gap curves drop below the
short-gap curves. It may be stated that measurements reported by the BBC and Den
mark wer~ carried out only to 1.5-mil wavelength. Up to this point the two methods
agreed after the slope correction was applied.

In conclusion, it is felt that it is desirable to be able to measure surface
induction. With the information gained, it is easier to evaluate recording and
playback losses of a system as well as to evaluate tapes. Furthermore, it is de
sirable to be able to make the measurements in the field and be assured of sub
stantial agreement of these measurements with others made on other machines.

Methodo are being devised for making the measurements. Of the two methods
described in this discussion, the short-gap method is easiest to perform and does
not require.a special head construction. Its accuracy is probably good if wave
length losses are held within 5, db. The long-gap method may be promising in the
laboratory, but its accuracy must be improved at short wavelengths.' Also we need
to determine the nature of the 1.5 db per octave correction. Until this is ex
plained fully, the validity of the long-gap method is questionable.

3 W. K. Westmijze, Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, Netherland~,
"Gap-Length Formula in Magnetic Recording", Acustica, 2, No.6: 292, 1952.
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, Other -methods may be devfSed, and with them we may have further checks on our
result.sJ;4~

The writer acknowledges the guidance and suggestions of Mr. W. E. Stewart,
Chairman of the Sub-committee on Magnetic Tape Recording of the NARTB, and Mr.
W. H. Erikson, of Advanced Development Engineering, RCA Victor, as well as assist
ance in the project through design of special heads provided by Mr. L. W. Ferber,
of Commercial Sound Engineering, RCA Victor.

4 Daniel and Axon, "The Reproduction of Signals Recorded on Magnetic Tape",
Proc. of I.E.E., May 1953, Part III.

5 Naval Ordnance Lab. Contract Nl71s-85154; Final Report dated 17 June, 1949-
"Analysis of Magnetic Recording with Frequency-Modulated Signals"

Since this writing, several independent measurements of surface induction
have been checked with close agreement between members of the NARTB. A recorded
tape provided by BBC with stated characteristic to 1.5 mil "lave length agreed with
the calibration shown in this paper within f. or - 0.5 db.

The NARTB has adopted the method of measurement proposed by the CCIR and
described in this paper.

DISCUSSION SUM1ARY

In discussing with Mr. Bauer of Shure Brothers, the theoretical foundation
for the 1-1/2 db per octave difference in slope between the long-gap and short-gap
methods (see reference 3), Mr. Bick recalled Dr. P. E. Axon's original belief that
the long-gap head did not disturb the induction of the tape to the degree that the
short-gap head did. Therefore, the long-gap head measured the induction in a:l't' at
the surface of the tape. This has since been disproved by measurements with a non
magnetic conductor type of head (see reference 4) which agreed more closely with
the short-gap method. Also, Dr. Axon's belief disagreed with the belief that at
low frequencies the induction is fairly well proportional to recording current and,
since recording current is constant at these frequencies, it seems unreasonable
that the curve of induction in air should have a slope. Some original interest in
the long-gap method was based on the assumption that erase heads could be ~sed\for

tape calibration. However, RCA experiments indicate that this would requir~ con
siderable overdesign of the erase head gap.

In answer to Mr.. Bauer, Mr. Bick observed that reference 4 compares all three
methods of surface induction measurement and shows a greater consistency in meas
urements with the short-gap method.

Mr. Camras of Armour Research recalled his impression that the long-gap method
was originally proposed as a short cut method of measurement without need of 'short
gaps which are difficult to achieve. He asked if'. Mr. Bick' s experience nad shown
any justification for continuation of the long-gap method of measuremen~, however,
in view of the involved theory to explain its action and the increased nccuracy of
measurement now required. Mr. Bick answered two ways. As a member of National
Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters, he pointed out that both methods
are described in the NARTB standard on tape recording equalization. The choice is
up to the individual laboratories.

As for RCA experience, it has been found that for measurements down to wave
lengths as short as .0005 inch the long-gap method required much higher accuracy
by linear percentage in the head than the short-gap method, and RCA was using the
short-gap method.
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-Mr. Zenner of .Armour Research pointed out that the equations predict a null
at the point where the gap width equals a full wavelength. Recent European work
has analyzed the gap effect more carefully and agrees with findings at Armour as
reported in reference 5. This shows that the first null occurs at a wavelength
slightly longer than the measured gap, the second null at a wavelength not exactly
twice the first, etc. Mr. Bick cited similar experience at·RCA.

-.~----'------- ------~~-----------

Mr. D'Arcy of DeVry asked if these methods. didn't measure relative induction
on tape rather than absolute induction. Mr. Bick agreed but also was of the opin
ion that absolute measurements have been made, particularly when using the non
magnetic head method (reference 4). Such a head. uses a spacer of verythi!1n~m
magnetic metal foil clamped between plastic holding blocks. The dimensions of the
spacer and its distance from the surface of the tape are used to determine theo
reticaUy the expected output from magnetic induc.tion (see reference 4). This type
of head seemed to Mr. D'Arcy to offer a practical way to calibrate accurately a
lower frequency, such as 400 cps, for use as a standard level film. Mr. Bick added
that it was strictly a laboratory device because of the poor signal-to-noise ratio.

Dr. Weigand of .Armour Research invited attention to the heads of the type
described in Papers No. 2 through No. 5 as offering possibilities for calibration
of magnetic recording since they sense flux amplitude directly instead of rate of
change of flux.
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Amp~o"Corp'o~~t'ion:''283~rN. V~~~~~ItA~~~~~ ohi~o~'18:!~hr:Gioi'~"""-
Mr. :H.W.:Ba.uman .

'.1;,' LJ:S~'..PFr,~,.,P~L FROM INDUS.~ ~.'.\' Q~~f..~.;.T ~9Y:~ ..i,;;, .. T.-,'~T~tP'G MAGNETIO mlOO~t~q:!~~O~p~r.)9"'J J"
·.r -, ....~ ..~.\,:- ..• ~,.,f.. .'~'" ~ .:, ..... ,- c- ... 'rr'T' I ~"'I~ r -Yi':~ .....~Q~t -" a ,.~ .. IJJ..i1··""~;-'~ ..... :'"
'A1t'eC"~nsi'n€'~CorPb~atiofi:' t,()S'"~eies~;W ~11io'iIi1a

Mr~ John. Hil:L,i~d
tl N ';"1, ~'. ;.~': .• ;""""j¥...

~~~' ,~b~:~~ati~:h:~>'?:??,~ i3~J..~.~~!~/~~~n~r:~~*~t~~~~.~ar~l T~O:~r ~
- . Mr. Grank G. Lennert '. Mr. Walter T. Selst'ed"

lM.!'"tt~R~r.~ ~~~~~~l:",n ;:.s::,;: L' :;,lfS:1.t:

~lifie¥' do'~~~'tio~<Of ·~~t~D· 39~>':B~~~~~~',Ne~ t~~~ City,
New Yor:lt, r.;·. • - .,

:Mr~. ~~t~M..~nes

..

s~~,:

1.

-.2..
":1 ._~

~':1:

{".'~' .
'~.

Jlt'

AUdi~ and,Video,~ro~~ctsOorporation, 730 Fifth. Avenue, New
·;rQrk,1,9, New 'York ;
.:·..~,<M.r.;.x:e~netll13.130o.the .. '<')C ;., ,;.;.:' Mr..• ~~~.!i~~9'0d·fA'\ ::'0:'i~
- M'r ~ James" Lemke - , .-- _.. " ..•• .

>:', _' _,: .~-, , '. :-.1.,·.-:-·~. . .. ~. .:".. -.;" ~ :~ .. r;~'~ilt
5. Arniour.Reeelitich Foun.~~ion, Insti tute .*~,:~e.,cl¢ril$~"'if$P&JmolOgy

Oenter»n.chi~~~"16,' Illinois .. ~. ~", .-. !'~"_l~J
:Mr.• "MarVin· Oa.mra~,: :;'" ·Mr.• JJ. J~...Vil1ilulls..
;'c~ ".' 'f" ' ' •. ·' ... _·.... 4-.. ·····r .~ " ...}.#~ '';-'A'' • ,1_

"". 'M;J::,D ;!>i'. ~~.'iti,~gand.,." :N.;,~.:-Jb ..;.Ei:!;(~~~ ,,' N~J,.:\:r1';ouqTe;
6.

TV'

7. AUdi.O~ l1a~u,:f'actur~zig _qp~pa.ny, 25 Parker Avenue, Glenbrook,
OonriectiC'llt .... .'

"Mr. MClnro~ ·:Barnard

i"' ,)'
-, "

..... ~..
: t."

I " .. .' . . .
8. Avi~n iriit~~nf~c~~p~, !299 State.:~~!gli~~~J,,~~,,:::·i~ramus, New

Jersey,.· . '" . :, '. ': ... ~. ;:, ....
, " •• "''''-'1 ~."."" {-"c•• /~"".,,#.n~·_.,.,:,

. . Mr-. Leonard ,:Beck . Mr•. Fred: Sherv

, 'Mr.' M.' Landis -... , Mr. John H. !!!roll

9. ,:;B,eil:'aJd.;H~~~lico~~:::·:7i(foMc06~ick 'R~ad;,"~ &hf&licf45,
..tilinofs, < '. ,','....;,: ..,...... .' .. ' _," .... ,... . ......
,,,.-, ·'Mr.· ·iro'oda.rd: 'Ii~' i3ra.ue~:' 3~11.) ,', K~:~ ·JR.·ok'"V ~i~fl-:r·r~

:Mp.;Alf~,ed:Rob~J;ts., .. Jr. '.' '·I'..;J:i&~: 'I'~" '~''';'';:'.;:- .. .... ... - _... ~ ,.

_.,;.. 1 ,:.:.;.:,'! :;. '-,,:'''. ·:o~:-. \-.:,.' ~',J.' ..~":: -~'''''Jlt:

10. 13el~~~1,eph6ne.Laboratories,Inc.; Summitt,NewJersey
C I'· ~ " ~ f '~ •.~ '.: .1' .' .,.' '-

,.:;...:~;,~~.J.-.Q,~,:aa.r.~r~ ",,'\.,': ...•. Mr.~.O~ ,J,l•. ,l.,~,i~h "I~_'
J. ',JJ"Mr'; W'~'R;' GO'Eibner '"u~ Mr"'tJ;~'Z·~·"Mengra:·;·JG

11.

T1'i.

j' 3 ~

13o~'ihg ,:Aj,r:Plari~ ~d9~a,Il;Y,. Seattle iLt,: ~tl~~¥f~:t~.~;:· :'J'.
'Mr. 'Robert '''I '. 'Nich6!s ,\J.. '1,,:.1;::. ;J;-'b.· ..••1

t'> ~~~~. () •
.... . .

IBt~ d~6slfy'Enf·~rPji'~~es:;· 'Iri;60fpd:f~tJ~,: 903cY;'S~~~i t]jdttt'eY.f<i,
Lo •..~~l~~ lt9"{\j,;Qalifornia ':" ...,., t.", ." jJiJ~·;"

_o:;.:lfr~.·-'.TPpm~a·'1l. Davis -"Mr• .tW~iie:1f. tJol'ft!son
:; .uNr:,--rrlincis O. Healy Mr. John T Mullin
~.~..:., ,•••.. (····1'··" " .•.•..- "",',"N,' ,.' "'.,~ ,,·'-~···"'T\.·~·"'C~ S"'·.I.v··'J(f.'·:Rob'er·t"l)';'"'·Hopkin; .IJr;· ~'+i''.f~·V'-''; ,~, ~,'.' J);- ~ .! V , " •.• :>~ .. -.1
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13. Burroughs Corporation, 511 North ~road Street, Philadelphia 23,
Pennsylvania

Mr. - T. O. Chen Mr. Harry ·Kenosian

16. Computer ReseArch Company, 3348 W. ElSegundo ~oulevard.

Hawthorne, California
Mr. Latimer Joseph Andrews Mr. Clarence Morrison

17. Consulting Engineers:
Mr. A. W. Friend
381 ~ala Avenue
~ala-Xenwyn, Pennsylvania

Mr. Simon Levin
123 West 44th Street

,New York 36, New York

Mr. Polydoroff
Oa.r17 ~uild.1ng

Washington 5, D.C.

18. David ~ogen Company, Incorporated, 29 Ninth Avenue. New York :J.4,
New York .

.Mr. A. M. Zuckerman

19. Davies Laboratories, 4705 ~eensbury Baad. Riverdale, Maryland
Mr. Milton A. Davenport Mr. Charles B. p~
Mr. L. Davies Mr. R. L. Peshel
Mr. Babert E. Hadady Mr. Thomas D. Redington
Mr. Edgar Hotchkin Mr. J. li. Schulman
Mr •. H. W. Lohr

20. ])qstrom Electric Oompany. 837 Main Street, Poughkeepsie, New Yqrk
Mr. Edward L. ~enson Mr. Edgar L. Steed
Mr. Robert F. Burns

21. Devenco Oorporation. 150 ~roadway, New York 38, New York
Mr. Edmund Schwartz J~r. Albert D. Stern

22. DeVr,v Oorporation, 1111 Armitage Avenue, Chicago 14, Illinois
Mr. E. W. D'Arcy Mr. Jack Powers
Mr. H. M. Fisher

23. Dictaphone CO!poration, ~ric1geport 5, Oonnecticut
Mr. L. A. Engel. Mr. M. P. Shorb
Mr. F. W. Roberts . Mr. W. ::a. Sturtevant

fl\ ........... -2- ....
Ii
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...
"

.2,. ~.D.L.,CompB.DY"i~9'al"1, Indiana·"r. R.PaUl. 'Ireland
"'i;'~." <~·i';'..",·:;:,:,~.'. ".< ~._~ ....~..'~;~).,; .., 4 ...... :' ~-.~c-·.~. '~,-;" .. :';""'~l ... ::'..•.. -:-.,l -"\'J ... -, ...~:.Ij';' •. ", ~ii

26~' I.R~A. D1Tision,' Remington~:Rand: 'in.corporateet~t1902'West Minnehaha
Avenu,e, St. Pa:ul: ..6, Minnesota

•. "'"Mr. S. M. Rubens

27.~ '~st~ Io~c~~~~,·.t~e·;a \forti; jo~~·~te~;"4: N~:':io:k
M~.'H.N • Fairbanks ' ;;),M1;f·J~hn·A. tflQ~erB

." Mr. Harl"1·J. ,~l l;:':"::':' ;,.',i';>· ... ,~~;): ,:< :'.F;,;n'f

28. Illlectronic'TeachiJig Laboratories, 1818 M8tree'. B.W.,
, W~sh. 7, D.O. ',,";' 11 ' :) ... '.i'~~.(;;

;,.. " :Mr•. John Ill. Meda,.ril..·\l.·,,!·: (;:~:" :: .; .. ~;" .~:~:," ;'~;~. '. ,;.l,r,.;.;..', .

,,·\·~"29~·;~~ant·~ineer~~;'·c~~~~ 8t~daid'-oii·~1c11~:'~i~ih::: D.O.
Mr. ~. A. Heider Mr.W. Ill. McDowell

." ,.Mr. ·,QE4.1ant. <;~.: ;~J'C.;:',; -•• ,'.'
- ....... -'"

'i-'t:~.' -: ,I -:,••';i:": '••- :~'.-........ ';: .• --"ro ..-...... .'."-, », ~ -;;. .. -~.:\!... ':\:;,\. -.. ( ;j/:-:;~ l-,l;,r~;.' c~,.; ;~:'J ..;a(:>;~:,;'·t,;; ~\';-::"fl •
30. General Electric Company. Electronics Park', Syracuse,New York

"F 'M~. W. ~. ::eartl.~Y Mr. W.B. Chynoweth
E·;.'~", ~ ii.· '." .,:. ," ." ;)', < 'f ~,.•~ ..:'~. ,'. .... -.. f' .', "":i'~.,

31. ' Ch-a1.Manufacturing Compal11', Har~~ora.~· COJ1l!~9~lcut ".j

".' . :: .Mr•. Benald neming , . ". " ~.

~'~.~'" /:/li-"A,;~":;i~. ;:.::;. ~~i·~··:·-;··;· ;. ~H:' ".oJ '~4~(::r..:r~/~ ·... :.o-;,:·:'.·\~_··/·" .\(L~ (1£j;~'0:rJ(<:r~ 'JA('·)
32•. Industrial Besearch Product Company, 9400 -:aermont Avenue•

. J.'ranklinPark, Illinois i<'.' :'.' :' "' ..•.{. ..•..
. '-'Mr. William Plice C;'.' -.~:.r:,.~

33•. I~~emtio~':Business Mach1ne8~;·Q~rP~i~~ip.~:,:P~p~~eeps1e.
-·",.:;New· York " '". "",0;" ~ \c Tii.<:,:t.l..r:j'):.,·,.". ',:.,:.:f.::~,;" ,,-,..

-Mr. W. S. Buslick Mr. V. R. Witt -. . .
',. ' Mr. H. Nor~ke

If.:' f ,', /. -, .. ' • , • " ~~,~:~'; '.)1'. ~ .. f:.(;JJ) "-,. r f

,... 34: \ Jensen Manufacturing Company. 6601 South Larami'e Avenue,
~hicago,a8. Illinois

, .M:t>. O. R. Hohmann
o~~_;>. ".: '., _",' .

.;l , 35~<' L.()ekhee,dAircraft Oorporation., Post Office :Box.. .sS.l, ~bank.California . .- ,,··'t": .",.-. ; .': ,~-' .. >•.,\""'":"

;,,<v Mr. Oharl~,B:: Hugh Leete~ .. M;t". /;J-ff?p,.~I;t 8ibley
:,.pt. ~~) (:M~.) :Bo~i~~x~:~ :RawJ~I,\IJ';;~;i.r

.~, .~.: ,. ~;~~t /" .:.; ::-'. (l:;; :if.;': .:..~"::.. ~ or ;/ (/; ,,:',~'f: (: J':i" ... 4','-' :; \~~~:.t ;M (. C .:~. '. ~. ~ ~ ..:.l....~.~: t ';:". .~ : ,:'~. f<"· '~ ! ~ ~ l. '-;'

36. Macbeth Arc Lamp OompBnyt 'i41 :Berkley'S'treet,"Ph1iadelphia,
...:penn~yly&!;;~.;:.: tiL [';',' :bo~G;. ~"$,:;'J:;.' '?~

;::1';:,,1<' Mr. Ir~dell Eachus, Jr.
i ~.'.'..•"~.'-'. ••.' •••.; ~'.:' '...••l';.J.; .'.') ~~." ~ ..t : r.· '::,' ~ ".~.. ".F A·'.~' ~ -•• ,0;.- ~;" , ~. _, _ , ""'''''-:' ••4\"'_, ~'......'
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37. Magnecord, Incorporated, 225 Yest Ohio street, Chicago 20,
Illinoi8

. Mr. 0.• C. Bixler Mr. Peter Meisinger.
38. Maico COI1P8JJ7, Incorporated, Maico Building, 21 Borth !rh1rd

Street, Minneapolis 1, Minnesota
Mr. J. W. Bogan Mr. Y. ll!. Stewart

39. Mar71and Electronic Manufacturing Corporation, College Park,
M&171and .

Mr. Sheldon Isaacson Mr. J.oseph P.Welch
Mr. B. J. Murdock

40. McIntosh and Ingalls, W7att Building, Vashington, D.C.
Mr. JraDk McIntosh

41. Melpar, Incorporated,
· Mr. A. B. ::Ballard

Mr. T. E. ~ston
Mr. T. ... Burke

:' Mr. Harold Jlinn

452 Swann Avenue, Alemndria, Virginia
Mr. Lavrence Lerner
Mr. Sidney Shapiro
Mr. Sin'bach
Mr. Hugh Williams

42.

.
114.

46.

Minnelota Mining and Manufacturing CompaD1'. 900 J'auqU1er Ave••
St. Paul 6, Minnesota

Mr. P. V. Jansen Mr. I. S. Seaman
Mr. James E. Johnston Mr. Wilfred W. Wetzel
Mr. J. JI. Morrisette

Bational Association of ladio and Television Broadcaaters,
1771 B Street, B.Y., Washington 6, D.O. ,

· Mr. A. Prose Walker
'. ~ .· .

Bational Union Badio Corporation, 350 Scotland lload, OreDge.
Bev Jerse7 (1lep17 to Post Office Box 352, Orange, Bew Jers.)

. Mr. R. George Dr. A. M. Skellett
"Dr. L. E. Loveridge

l·~

Borth American Aviation. Incorporated, Down81. California
Mr.B07d :Ill. MeXnight Mr. Gerald D. Shere

Orrad1o Industries, Incorporated, !l!-120 Marvn Boad, Opelika,
Alabama

Mr. J. Herbert Orr

47. Permofiux Cotporation, 4900 West Grend Avenue, Chicago 31,
. Illinois

,Mr. Samuel J. B)'man

48. Pierce Wire-Recorder Corporation, 5900 B. Borthvest 1Iighw8f,
Chicago 31, Illinois

,Mr. Emil Steinbach.

-4-

..
'.
,.~

.. ..
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49. RCA Victor Division, Camden 2, Ne\" Jersoy
Mr. A. I. Aronson Mr. Walter R. Erikson
Mr. J. D. Bicl~ Mr. Pnul Wildow

50. Rangertonc, Incorpor~ted, 73 Winthrop Street,~cwark, New Jersey
Mr. Paul M. Brubaker

51. ER.ytheon l~F.'.nu:f'8.cturing COI:lpa,ny, ·n'e.l tha.I:l, l~I".SM.chusetts

Dr. A. J. JeVnud

52. Reed Resen.rch, Incorpore.ted,
Mr. twin R. Craig
Nr. Gregory J. Ho.rmon
I~r. Pete l-!o,renholtz

WR.sh. 7,
Mr.
lIr.
l":r.

D. C.
John F. Price
~lomaB A. Roberts
Joh!l It. Street

54.

55.

57.

58.

59.

/
60.

Reeves Soundcra:f't Corporation, 10 East .52nd Street. Hew
York 22, !tew York

l~r. '·lillia.n H. Deacy Mr. tld'oTard Schmidt

Revore Cmnerll. COr.l!'l'.ny, 320. EaBt 21st Strcet, Chicago 16, I11in01l3
Mr. CarlW. Claras Mr. Wi11i~~ S. Xabacker

Shure Brothers, 22, ~est Huron Streot, ChicaGO ,. Illinois
Mr. Benja~in B. Bauer Mr. Lee Gunter
Mr. Elmer V. Carlson

Sta.vid Bn.sinMri,,{; Cor'l)o rati on , P1R.intil'!ld, Ur-\" JflrRey- .
Mr. Cl'lD.r1e(I Fpn"li c:'~.

Sound, Incorpomt~d, 221 ~.tlt Cul1~rton ntrr.!"t, Chi Cl'!.go , Illinois
,Mr. ~. A. Bierwirth

Soundscriber Corporation, 146 Munson ~tre!"t, New HAven, Connecticut
Mr. Willian Drm:e . Mr. Lincoln ThoCPBon
}/,r. \tilliA.r:l I'icon

·Stromberg-Cn.rlnon COr.1pa.n.v, Rochester, }!o\', York
1-11'. J. "j'. (}rD.tion J'!r. 1. C. Holr:1CEl

Texas Intl'IiTuucntr, 1'1vi roion, 6000 !,er.1on Avenuo, :;:l~,110,El, T~XD.A

Hr. P. E. '3(';;,!~!"11j,r(' l~t. Ohol'l
Mr. RobertW. Xe11y

61. u.s. Recording Compo~", W~shington Diatrict of Colunbin.
1121Vo:rT.,ont /',.vnnuF:'t IT.~1., W".shingtoY\ 5, D.C•

. Mr. : Ilctl(lr.,.\~~:~;.::~:!} j·:r. Alfred L. CNHl
1,!r•. r,t'l.r.l'tJ,nl 7ir;"o.l'l gr••iohn t. il,I'l.d.arir:!

-:'~2.U< s.. Tir.1o Co r"O'rn. tion , v!l:l.te~~-ii~;; ';C~nndo~·t61~t;;~t.\O';·';:'91'1J~j:{{t:~·;n!'
Mr,•. J. R. t,tonte;Or.1ery

~ . .~: ' ... ~ .. ."

:.,wleb~h~-Chi~~g:o· obr!>or.~tion"'6~o .p1P?"J;liH?}1}1~.•.,,\~nN: 9.);lic~~9 :39.
'. 11inoi s . . . . ':.'" . 9~<"

Mr. Robert De\" Hr. ValEnr.: B. Diliblc
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64. We.trex Corporation, Jloll1Wood Divi8ion, 6601 ,Iomaine Street,
" Hollywood 38, California

Mr. John G. l'ra1ne

65. Wilbur Machine Comp~, Incorporated, 42 1Iall 8treet, J"'lbMtOI1,
Hev York

Mr. JI. P. Gregory

. ~ ..

........ -.... --6- ... ..
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•• > .~I$~·.O:B' PERSOmm. FROM MILITARY ORGANIZATIONS
>:., .; ATTENDING MAGDTIO XIl00WING SYMPOSIUM
.~ - ~~' . .'.-;; \;','/.",....i ~? .':;".:.. ;.,i-'· --: ft .)' ,'t:.i:T:r;~o.'}'l'S:

1. A1~)'o~~~·Semf~1tl~;Center.Kelly ~~l~~:'f~ali~A!l.~:~n£-o. faxa.
Mr. If&l.terI,.AnderBon ".. J,;,;;., ,.,r.
~~>..:' :; .1,.:,. I i~' ~.• " ~ J : . !~/ 1~; ~~:..~!:'~

2~ Andr~B .'Aif);eld Beadq~rterB• .AA.~.:~A,n~8!~.A,.1i.r·Yorce :Base.
1fa!l71and '. "i" -, 'f' J.';'/~ .(~

•." -·;f .. " '.; _~ ...,.,...,..-. 4 ~"(-~'f*'!'~Major X "I. I,epp i ,t" ;"" ".). '-'.J.,
~., .;. ..i!:: ..,- ... ...:~;::_.~.... h7:"I' 1~'" 2", 1.':'( .;-·J"'~/':·~~~lt

3. Ai:s;:YDft:::~.D.~~tment'6":.liM~i·~~*~~~~i$o~··c.
2d Lt. Donald lk Jalk ;iMr. 'J'r~d i~·~Oartlk':'

. M8jot-Phil1p A. J'1nney 1"... - .. 1~·i.7·"i~ /.' I;J!;qJ.••
,. ',. - '., . . ":,.,,' ~~r;~ _~~~.. . :.~-~-

4. Au~t~ian.Mll~~~t7 Mission••aeh~:2S.t·D~Q.,:j';:'.~:,~ __
Lt. Col~. A~,.Jacob1 . :!~~ •.:~~o~. ,~,~:':e.:;~~~,

British J61nt S$rvfc~'Mi8ingii: ·VaihJ?'2S. D.C.
~r. ~ti,ttord 1I~

6. ~~ut~fA~ro~uti:~~.·Department.:iji' ~~(Bti.'9ii ~~i.'~~·~~~-i.l.~.C•
.,.,. .: ~.. ,Bobert lI. Anke~,_,_~,.. '" ,.. ,.".Jlr .• ,~o~ B. Keeker
.f~' " Cdr/ GeorgeR.h&ser;<.· ..'.... ;.lc·"'"IIr:<teroyM1ckey

Mr•. Irvin B. Oatzk,. Mr., .6.. t~1s Miller
.... Mr. T.l. 'GanBole;y::... . ~ .' Mr. Pendleton ..
,- Mr~ 'fllliam'B~":Lam&r ;:.:"",,'.) .• ':' Mr."J~:.A.~~' SOiga:>:i:i\ .:t.rcJq",:::'

..Mr. ~ell .A. Xerr.
v'· M2;"~),.i8ret:t·'·L.:;Xart1n

K~.BarQld. S. Sl1cbtaa
Mr•. Donald r. SpenCer

~,!l..I _

Jr'8.

:(.)'

,,!., .....
i ';'l

,lhii-eau ofOrdDance' D~art~en~?6t.'Jth~~'.a~··" .a8b:~r:2~!jD. O.
.' Kr:'Oharlee B.·~,,1g" - "~J~ ::.:1.,\" Mrcj~1ciro ..;)8~i'i!a Jt i'r

Mr. ' Y~Saundere " Mr.. Bobertl'.S1mpeon
Mr. Benton B. Scb.e.ub

",

~eau of ships. DePlLrtlien:t:'(.iif'~he~·_~~'·Waslt.:2~ '~t'''l'~~ -.
.«(lode S6SJI) .... '.

Mr. !ruce X. .Br8l'·
Mr;'Phi11p M:Oo"ett
i~r. John A.Oroark1n .
1Ir•. Walter K. Dau '

.~..
Mr•.,P. J .• Deneberger

~.. •J. • - ..'.

TO'

9.~,~u}ofS¥pa. Department of'the lIav. Walh. 25•. D.O.
(XdentlfyingOod.e Numbers follow ;lndiT1duale' ~es)
,[~r. Jlobert.Jt~~~~r~sby(436).~•. · ·Sh.~id.Wrf·'G.~ ~eyer.s(847)

.Lt. ·Alfred. ,M; .'Bet·Us(8SS). '.' Mr.' JldYa1"d B. ·OCkert(a44.)
'jlre ;;' .Jranc~,' ~~.'~Darne(816) ·.~c~. 11. -!.-. Owens (8S5)

'"I~').~. ',Jer~i·J~:~·~~~<,,7to). '1'._.':'·1Il):,·J:~ejlfJi:!f!1cbarc1.{,4~),
,) "Iir. ··li. 'S.'aarthune(S2O')· "'''' ,>" ~. :'B6bert G.. Stlles(824)

..... ::~!; ...;f:~.:;.~Jk~;~~~J :J)':2~~f:.~:I·~~~~A51):
...., '.' "\;" '. '. -".:.~" f' \ ..:. ;.., ';"/ 't...

,;~ ~\. r T ~7 ... l·;·;-·"'<;·/:·r ~,~\~t ~:f\i~:J~"jJr~~ ~ k·...::·.~l :r0:\1' J~.f: 1:2·.~'l .:~ ,~:~~ ·-r~ f .;' ~:. ~"';: Ttj";w' '/_>>r. •
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10. Civil Aeronautics Administration, 17th and Constitution Ave.,
T-Jf. Building, "aBh.25, D.C.

Rr•.JraDk Cervenka' Rr.Cbarles C. Walker

11. David 1f. !q10r Rode1. BaBin,
Rr. C. B. !arrett
Mr. J. B. Br,yant
Mr. V. E. Benjamin
Rr. H. B. Davis
Mr•.!. I. Habib

1falh. 1. D.C.
Mr. 1l.'L~ Parril
Mr. H.' I..' 1l1ch
Mr. H.: A~ Sou1ant
Mr•. M.Strasberg

lao V.fI. Department of Health (Jederal Secur1t)" Service). Waeh.
25, D.C. .
, Mr. B. Lowdermilk (Iloom 3650)

13. Ingineering Ixperiment Station, Annapo111,' Ma171and '
Mr. Larl7 J. Argiro ','

14. Joreign Operationl Admini.tratioD., 815 ConnecticUt An_. I ••• ,
Wuh. 25. D.O.

Rr. Lawrence J. ·!ate

15. Material Laborato17, lev York la...1 Sb1ward. Brook~ 1, I.Y.
Mr. JraDk A. Comerci(Oode 930) Rr. Sheldon I. YilpOa

16. lational Advis017 Committee for Aeronautic.. Lang1e)" ·Jield, V••
Mr. Jrancis B. Smith
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